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You want a bike that excites you,  
and finance that suits you?
We get it.
That’s why we’re offering you six different ways to finance your new Suzuki. 
Just decide whether you want a PCP or HP deal, then choose to pay over
2, 3 or 4 years with an APR to match. £199 minimum deposit. 
 
Jonathan – Motorcycle Sales Manager 

Visit bikes.suzuki.co.uk to find out more
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PCP Representative example - V-Strom 650 based on 6,000 miles per annum 
CASH PRICE DEPOSIT TOTAL AMOUNT 

OF CREDIT
36 MONTHLY
REPAYMENTS OF

OPTIONAL FINAL  
REPAYMENT

£7,539.00 £1,434.84 £6,104.16 £95.00 £3,106.00

TOTAL AMOUNT  
PAYABLE

AGREEMENT DURATION PURCHASE FEE* INTEREST RATE  
(FIXED)

REPRESENTATIVE
APR

£7,960.84 37 Months £10.00 2.89% 3.0% APR
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This month WHAT THE REST OF THE

TEAM ARE EXCITED BY IN THE APRIL ISSUE…

Kev Raymond  
Features writer

Like a lot of you, I imagine, I’m

feeling green. With envy. The

Caroline Barrett 
Editorial assistant

Two years ago I had a cruiser 

as a long-term test bike and, 

to be honest, I was surprised how much 

I enjoyed it. Could I live with another? 

This month’s road test is on the intriguing 

Harley-Davidson Fat Bob. I could live 

with that — apart from the name. PAGE 46

Kawasaki H2 SX looks like an interesting

and, more to the point, hilarious bike — a

supercharged sports tourer. But I’m not

riding it. The editor kept that job (swine). 

At least I get to read about it. PAGE 80

I’M OF AN age where, if I’m asked “What’s the best

bike in the world?”, the words “Honda VFR750” are

halfway out of my mouth before I remember what

year it is. Honda more or less invented what we

recognise as the modern sports tourer with that

bike — it was one of the machines that inspired me

to ride. But, great as it was in its day, the world has moved on.

So what does it take to make a great sports tourer in 2018?

There’s no single formula but lots of still-great versions of the

sporty, comfortable machine that can cover huge distances and

nail apexes with equal ease. We’ve dedicated a chunk of this

issue to celebrating these brilliant, versatile motorcycles — and

there’s one for all tastes and all budgets. Perhaps one of them

will inspire you. Whatever you ride, enjoy the issue.

lcome...

SIMON WEIR

EDITOR

Martin Fitz-Gibbons  
Deputy editor

This is the bleak mid-winter  

of my discontent. I’m tired of 

gritted roads and gritted teeth, of anti- 

rust potions, thermal linings and endless 

darkness. Reading about a ride through 

the Pyrenees warms my heart, my mind 

and my spirit. Summer’s coming. PAGE 36
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Plastic piston problem in

Brembo master cylinders

has sparked a recall

| APRIL 20186

NEW SPEED TRIPLE STREETS AHEAD

NEAR-TOTAL RECALL

TRIUMPH HAS REVEALED the new
Speed Triple RS — the most powerful,
most sophisticated and lightest version
of the streetfighter yet. Its 1050cc triple
now makes 148bhp and 86lb·ft — up from
the current bike’s 138bhp and 83lb·ft.

lts 105 new engine parts (including a
new cylinder head) are enhanced by a
more free-flowing exhaust system,
which Triumph claims will make this
“the best-sounding Speed Triple ever.”

As well as the extra thump and noise,
the new RS has lots of new electronics.
Gadgets include a 5in colour TFT dash 
(as used on the Street Triple RS), cruise 
control, backlit switchgear and keyless 
ignition. ABS and traction control are 
both now full cornering systems, using 
lean-angle information provided by a 
new inertial measurement unit (IMU).

The RS is 3kg lighter than the previous 
Triple, with weight saved across the bike 
— from engine internals to a lighter 
battery to its Arrow silencers. The 
aluminium frame is unchanged, while its 
Öhlins suspension and Brembo brakes 
continue the near-superbike chassis 
standard of the Speed Triple R (which 
this RS replaces). The bike’s five-spoke 
wheels are new, but continue to wear 
track-ready Pirelli Supercorsa tyres.

APRILIA, DUCATI AND KTM have all 
announced recalls to fix a potentially 
faulty Brembo front brake master 
cylinder. The issue lies with the plastic 
piston within the master cylinder, which 
can crack under extreme load causing the 
front brakes to fail. The solution is to 
replace the plastic piston with an 
aluminium one.

The bikes affected were built from 2015 
to 2017 and include Aprilia’s RSV4 and 
Tuono V4 1100; Ducati’s Panigale 1299, 
Multistrada 1200 S, Monster 1200 S and R, 
XDiavel S and Scrambler Café Racer; and 
KTM’s 690 Duke R, 1290 Super Duke R 
and GT. Recall work will be carried out at 
no cost to owners. For more information, 
contact your nearest official dealer.

New Triumph Speed Triple RS
High-spec supernaked claims to be ‘the ultimate hooligan’

Thousands affected by recall

That’s a lot of

hooliganism

right there

 Colour TFT carries over 

from the Street Triple RS

The lower-spec, more affordable 
Speed Triple S has been overhauled 
too. It gets the same motor, dash and 
cruise as the RS, but without its IMU, 
Öhlins, Arrows or 3kg diet. No word on 
pricing yet, but expect the flagship RS 
to cost more than the outgoing R’s 
£12,100. Both new Speed Triples 
should be in dealers before spring.
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TRIUMPH’S LATEST BONNEVILLE

adds practicality to desirability. The

Speedmaster is based on the

successful Bobber, including its 

76bhp 1200cc parallel twin, but made 

more comfortable by swept-back 

‘beach bars’, forward-mounted 

footpegs and plusher seat. It feels

laid-back, smooth, and lets you

share the ride with a (small) pillion.

The Speedmaster’s 16in front

wheel and twin 310mm brake

discs come from the recently

launched Bobber Black. 

Suspension is similar to the 

Bobber but tweaked to take the

extra weight of the new subframe,

optional pillion and luggage. The

sculpted fuel tank is new too, its

capacity increased from 9.1 to 12

litres for more miles between 

stops. Price starts at £11,650.

The handling is class-leading and

the Speedmaster’s heritage styling

and details are beautiful. Set the 

one-button cruise control, sit back 

and enjoy Californian cruising — on the 

Doncaster ring road. ADAM CHILD

SPORT FAN

STYLE TRIUMPH

THE NINTH ADDITION to Harley-

Davidson’s new Softail family is the 

FLSB Sport Glide. It’s part cruiser and 

part tourer, using a cunning 

combination of quickly detachable 

panniers and screen. Though a new 

model — the other Softails are updates 

on existing bikes — it’s not a new idea: 

the mid-90s Dyna Convertible tried a 

similar trick but, being pug-ugly and as 

quickly converted as Battersea Power 

Station, was binned within four years.

This time, things are more promising. 

The Sport Glide rides well thanks to its

lighter, stronger, monoshock Softail

frame and 43mm upside-down forks,

while steering is pleasingly precise.

The 1745cc Milwaukee Eight V-twin

produces a healthy 86bhp and grunty

107lb·ft, while the ‘Batwing’ fairing and

panniers are both stylish, useful 

(higher screen an option) and a doddle

to remove. With prices starting at 

£14,995 (£15,345 for colours) and 

Harley’s more-dedicated tourers £4K 

more, it’s a versatile Hog. PHIL WEST

Latest Softail aims to be a true all-rounder

New Bonnie is a Bobber built for two

Harley Sport Glide

Triumph Speedmaster

AFFORDABLE

ADVENTURE

Want to take your

adventure bike on

an unforgettable

trip but without an

unforgettable cost?

Insurance firm

Bennetts is offering its

customers discounted

places on two accompanied tours later this

year: the Welsh Safari (three-day on-and-off-

road, £175); and the Coastal Adventure in

Cornwall (three days, on-road only, £99).

Accommodation is camping on both trips,

keeping costs down. Both events are being

led by veteran two-wheeled traveller and

RiDE contributor, Nathan Millward.

MUCKY AUSTRIANS

After two weeks, 5500

miles and 14 fiercely

fought stages through

Peru, Bolivia and

Argentina, the 2018

Dakar Rally was won

by Matthias Walkner. It

marks the first Dakar win

by an Austrian rider and the

17th consecutive victory for

KTM. Last year’s winner and top British hope

Sam Sunderland (not from Sunderland)

retired on the fourth stage, after a back

injury caused by an extremely heavy landing.

ROBOT DRIVERS

A motorcyclist is suing General

Motors following a collision

with a self-driving car.

Photographer Oscar Nilsson

was involved in the crash

with the Chevrolet Bolt in

San Francisco on December

7 and has since started legal

proceedings. It’s understood the

Bolt was returning to its lane

after aborting a lane-change, while Nilsson

was filtering through traffic on his Honda S90,

struck the side of the car and fell off.

 RESPONSIBILITY

London mayor Sadiq Khan ruffled feathers 

online after tweeting that motorcycle 

manufacturers needed to “step up” to reduce 

bike theft. Following a meeting with the mayor, 

Motorcycle Industry Association CEO Tony 

Campbell said, “We know the mayor would like 

to hear there is a ‘magic bullet’ which can be 

fitted to all bikes to stop them from being 

stolen, but unfortunately there isn’t. If there 

was, we would be fitting it.”

Good month for…

Bad month for…

Dual-nature Harley 

latest in Softail range

Bobber character now 

available for two  
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Your rides
Been somewhere inspirational? Ridden 
an amazing road? Email ride@ride.co.uk 
to tell us about your trip and your bike

Col du Galibier, France
This was taken by my brother — without me knowing — at the

top of the Col du Galibier. The road to and from this point is a 

must for anyone planning a European adventure. Lee Smith

Andorra
 We caught the Tour de 

France in the Pyrenees. I’m in 

the King of the Mountain dress 

I’d made before the trip.

Carol C Howell

Sicily, Italy
 On a long tour of Europe on 

my Triumph Street Triple R, 

spending Christmas in Sicily. 

That is Mount Etna in the 

background. Royce Plyer

 TRAVEL

Vaud, Switzerland
This is a military road from Aigle  

to Sarnen. At the weekend, the 

roads are empty and the views over 

Lausanne are great. Dave Cockle
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Get your bike in   
& win a BikeTrac system
Each month the Star Picture will win a BikeTrac 

unit, plus a year’s subscription. As well as boosting 

security, it logs journeys and even gives live 

battery voltage information, too.

How to send us your photos  

Email your most inspirational biking photos to us  

at ride@ride.co.uk with ‘Your Rides’ in the 

subject line. Please send us the original unedited 

photo file, ideally at least five megapixels in size. 

And don’t forget to include your full name too.

Humberside,
England

Me and my brother
Ken on our way to
Oliver’s Mount for the
Gold Cup. Vic Price

Cornwall, England
 At Land’s End with Ian on 

his baby GS. A long trip 
— over 240 miles to get 
home in one — but a great 
weekend. Paul Hancock

Aquitaine, 
France

 Me and my Honda 
CB500F, with my 
boyfriend’s Ducati 
Multistrada 1200 
alongside, near 
Bordeaux on our 
two-week trip 
through the South  
of France.
Jennifer Neumann

STAR PICTURE
Durness, Scotland

 I did a three-day, 850-mile trip from the 
east of Scotland to Ullapool, then up to 
Durness and home via Aviemore. I only 
saw a few small groups of adventure 
bikes on the empty roads. Alex Daly
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Grossglockner, Austria
My wife and I took a 16-day trip

to Austria on our Honda NC750X

DCT. This is at the top of the

Grossglockner. Bob Fischer

Nevada, USA
Tagged a couple of days onto the end of a business

trip to Las Vegas and hired an Indian Scout. This is

returning to the city: if you look closely, you can see

the Stratosphere on the Strip. Martin Walker

Pfafflar, Austria
 My 2015 Kawasaki ZZR1400 Performance Sport, 

fully loaded — just as it should be. This is a small 

road near Pfafflar in Austria en route to an overnight 

stop just outside Innsbruck. Simon Mannell

The Himalayas, India
 While riding Royal Enfields 

across India, we came upon 

many obstacles. This was one 

of the many bridges closed for 

maintenance with a sign saying 

“Please use diversion”. This 

was us using the diversion.  

Richard Niven

Dolomites, Italy
 This is my Ducati Hypermotard on my solo tour of 

Northern Italy. Simply stunning location. Paul Tisdale

 TRAVEL
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Anglesey, Wales
Larry, Rich, Gaz and me at the ‘Jam Factory’ off the A5025 in North Anglesey,

during our long-weekend ride from Cheltenham to North Wales. Ian Grant

Cornwall, England
 My wife Sue on her 

Yamaha MT-07 and me on 

my Kawasaki Versys 650 on 

our Cornish camping tour. 

Some challenging roads and 

fantastic scenery.

Drew Lodge

Poitou-Charentes, 
France

 My Harley-Davidson Road 

Glide and a friend’s Road King 

on our tour around Cognac. 

The sunflowers were 

fantastic. David Gibbs

Rannoch Moor, 
Scotland
The grin factor was enormous, 

riding my Ducati Multistrada 

1200 Pikes Peak from Tyndrum 

to Skye on the two days of 

summer. James Horne

Picos de Europa, Spain
From Northern Ireland to Spain with my son Andrew and his 

friend Ross Cameron. This is in the Picos mountains on our 

way south on a 2600-mile, two-week trip. Paul Denton



YOUR MONTHLY GUIDE TO 
GREAT TIMES ON TWO WHEELS

Stunning scenery 

and occasionally 

quiet roads make 

for a fantastic ride  
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CHEDDAR

NOW, WE KNOW it’s cheesy (stop

groaning) but we love Cheddar. The

gorge itself is short but memorable.

Huge craggy cliffs tower over a

serpentine road with a beautifully

smooth surface. It’s a fantastic road.

Better still, it’s not the only good road

through the Mendip hills. Burrington

Combe is almost as dramatic and just

as much fun to ride.

Best of all, this corner of Somerset is

packed with great little towns to mooch

around, in search of coffee and/or cake.

Wells and Glastonbury are further south,

Bath’s to the north-east and Weston-

super-Mare’s sitting on the seaside just

to the north-west. String a couple

together with a run through the hills and

you have a brilliant Sunday blast.

Sound too good to be true? Well, there

is a catch: it’s a tourist trap and can get

busy, especially in high summer. So

avoid Bank Holiday weekends, go there

early in the morning, or visit early in the

season: the whole area — and especially

the gorge — will be quieter before the

summer’s tourist coaches turn up. So

head out now, on the first sunny spring

day you get, to enjoy Cheddar. It’s an

absolute cracker…

 

WHEN TO GO Any time of year, but avoid

peak tourist times. Bank Holidays are

especially busy.

HOW TO GET THERE It’s a short run from the

M5 but the A38 and A371 is better.

WHERE TO STAY In Cheddar itself, we’d look

at the Bath Arms (www.batharms.com). In

nearby Wells, we’d go for The White Hart

(www.whitehartwells.com).

WHERE TO RIDE Find our favourite daytrip

ride at www.ride.co.uk/routes

YOUR NEXT GREAT RIDE
51.284245, -2.762632
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HONDA CBR650F

£7469 • 649cc inline four • 89bhp •

213kg • 810mm seat

Launched in 2014 as a budget

middleweight sportsbike, last year the

CBR was refreshed with engine,

chassis and styling updates

SUFFOLK
PUNCHING

|  APRIL 2018 14
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“A new breed of
sporty middleweight
has evolved: the 650”

T
HE ONCE DOMINANT 600CC

supersports class today hangs on

by a single thread. Only Yamaha’s

R6 remains a current model —

and sales of that haven’t shattered

records. In its place, a new breed

of sporty middleweight has

evolved: the 650. Less extreme and more

affordable than pure supersports

machinery, do the Honda CBR650F and

Kawasaki Ninja 650 offer the same

full-throttle thrills as the 600s we once

loved? To find out, we’re heading east…

LAKENHEATH TO ALDEBURGH
This is like living in A-ha’s 1984 Take On

Me video as the red and black Honda

CBR650F tears free from Cambridgeshire’s

flat, monochrome cartoon wilderness and

bursts into Suffolk’s full-colour, real-life

spectrum of sunshine, blue skies and green

fields. I expect a spanner-wielding baddie

in a pudding-basin lid to chase me across

the county border. But instead it’s just

Jimmy on the Kawasaki Ninja 650, nipping

at the Honda’s back wheel along the

bumpy roads towards Lakenheath, and

Thetford forest just beyond.

The CBR’s 89bhp, 649cc inline four is

flirting salaciously with its 11,500rpm

redline, in a headlong rush of wide-eyed

overload. It’s a proper screamer, the

high-pitched wail shrieking out across the

KAWASAKI NINJA 650

KRT EDITION

£6789 (£8016 as tested) • 649cc parallel

twin • 67bhp • 193kg • 790mm seat

Evolved from the popular ER-6f, the Ninja

650’s revised frame and parallel twin

engine now wear sportsbike clothing

The Honda CBR650F and the Kawasaki Ninja 650 both punch  

well above their weight, proving there’s plenty of fight left in

mid-capacity sportsbikes  Words Simon Hargreaves  Pictures Chippy Wood
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Greater than the sum of 

its parts, the Honda was 

preferred by both testers

landscape like a lightly muffled banshee.

Head down, elbows out, feet and arms 

flapping at throttle and gears, it’s barmy, 

breathless, rev-happy chaos. Unusually for

a modern Honda, the 650 has a silly streak

a mile wide (if you ride it badly enough).

The CBR’s mid-capacity inline four is an

endangered species. Where once the layout

was ubiquitous, these days it’s superseded

by the cheaper, less complex, parallel twin

— as found in the Ninja 650 — and so now

there’s only the CBR and a few others left.

It’s a loss to the motorcycling ecosystem 

and it’ll have a knock-on effect higher up

the engine food chain, for sure. 

Meanwhile, Jimmy pulls alongside as  

we turn onto an arrow-straight farm road,

open to fields on both sides. Unspoken,  

we drop into first and line-up behind an 

imaginary start-line. Three, two, one... go! 

The Kwack gets the drop and steals a few 

yards while the Honda is building revs and 

slipping its clutch — but then the CBR’s 

22bhp power advantage over the Ninja 

kicks in and we pull away, taking a 

significant lead right up to an indicated 

— and also entirely fictitious — 134mph. 

“You reeled me in but it’s not a massive 

difference,” says Jimmy when we stop for  

a giggle. “It must be power-to-weight.” 

At 213kg, the Honda is 20kg heavier  

than the Kawasaki, what with more engine 

internals (twice the number of pistons, 

rods and valvetrain components, and 

wider crank and cases). So while the  

CBR might be 23bhp more powerful than  

the Ninja, power-to-weight is a more 
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Honda CBR650F

The 2017 CBR650F is an update to the

existing model, introduced in 2014. The new

bike gets 4bhp more from intake and exhaust

tuning, up to 89bhp at 11,000rpm, while

gearing is shorter in second to fifth gears

for more acceleration zip at the expense of a

few more gearchanges. The CBR’s frame is 

the same steel diamond but forks are uprated 

to Showa’s Dual Bending Valve system (oil 

provides rebound and compression damping 

moving back and forth past shims rather than 

in a one-way circuit). A new LED headlight, 

lower and sportier clip-ons (still above the top 

yoke), revised Nissin calipers and a sharper 

fairing complete the updates.

SPEC Price £7469 Engine 649cc 16v dohc inline four, l/c Power 89bhp @ 11,000rpm 

Torque 47lb·ft @ 8000rpm Transmission 6-speed, chain Chassis steel diamond Front 

suspension 41mm forks, 120mm travel, unadjustable Rear suspension monoshock, 130mm 

travel, adjustable preload Front brakes 320mm discs, 2-piston calipers Rear brake 240mm 

disc, 1-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 ZR17 Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17 Wheelbase 1450mm 

Rake/trail 25.5°/101mm Seat height 810mm Kerb weight 213kg Fuel capacity 17.3 litres

PCP FINANCE Price £7469.00 Deposit £1650 Monthly repayments 36 x £65 

Optional final payment £3479.11 APR 0% Total payable £7469.00 Annual mileage 

4000 miles
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equivalent 0.42bhp per kilo to the

Kawasaki’s 0.35bhp per kilo.

“Ahem, and you’re forgetting our weight

difference too,” reminds slim Jim – okay, so

that makes it even closer. Still, the Honda

shows a decent turn of, ahem, theoretical

speed for a very real, price-conscious,

A2-licence compatible machine.

But then everything about the CBR

is pretty decent, and occasionally 

outstanding. Squint a little, tilt your head,

and from a few yards it could be a Fireblade

— sharing family colours, silhouette, and

even physical size (it’s actually roomier

than the litre sportsbike). 

“The Honda looks a bigger, more prestige

bike than the Kawasaki,” says Jimmy. “It’s

those bronze engine casings and sideswept

headers, plus the 180-section rear tyre. But

if you get closer you can see the budget

wiring and plastic cockpit finish.”

The Thai-built CBR650F was launched,

with the naked CB650F, in 2014 as an

affordable replacement for the Italian-built

CBR600F. Post credit crunch, no-one was

buying premium-spec, higher-value

middleweights in big numbers, so the

new CBR was, in every respect bar price, a

down-grade on its predecessor: less power,

lower spec but also cheaper. For 2017 the

spec was revised back upwards; new,

non-adjustable, Showa Dual Bending

Valve forks, shorter gearing, slightly revised

styling and an extra 4bhp. For 2018 the

price sneaks up to £7469.

And, as we hurtle through Suffolk’s

surprisingly deserted back lanes towards

our overnight stop at the seaside town of

Aldeburgh, the humble Honda is

revitalizing the parts of an old man no

other 650cc engine layout can reach. Or, in

Jimmy’s case, numbing them: after a blast,

he complains secondary vibes from the

Honda’s high-revving engine are blurring

his fingers. I hadn’t noticed, but I’m a bass

player: my fingertips are made of leather.

But the CBR’s motor generates power

just like a classic 1990s middleweight

sportsbike — no substantial bottom end

to speak of, so slide through the gearbox

(dodging the odd missed gear and

unnecessarily complex lever mechanism)

to get north of 6000rpm, then let it chime.

And boy, does it ring out if you wring it

out. It’s why the Honda is more of a natural

sportsbike than the Kawasaki — precisely

because it hasn’t got much midrange drive,

you instinctively have to rev it harder to

make progress — and then end up going a

“The Ninja is a proper
little firecracker”

Honda’s brakes 

aren’t quite as 

sharp as the Ninja’s  

Plenty of pillion room

for two-up days out

on the Honda

The Honda features 

a less-cramped 

dashboard  
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bit faster and more

frantically than the laid-

back, easy-going Kawasaki.

The CBR definitely rewards

— even encourages — more

aggressive riding behaviour

than the Ninja.

The CBR’s riding position

is also old-school Honda

sports-style — it’s just like a

slimmer 1990 CBR600F, with

a compact, sports-tourer

feel, bodyweight balanced

between wrists, bum and

feet, elbows and knees 

taking the strain as

windblast adds support. It’s Honda’s

trademark one-size-fits-all, ride-all-day,

semi-sporting ergonomics.

“The CBR is a racier ride than you’d 

think,” says Jimmy. “Reminds me of 

Ducati’s SuperSport… but just the riding 

position, not the suspension,” he adds 

— because the Honda’s non-adjustable 

Showa springs are a touch too soft, 

underdamped and bouncy, and its 

Japanese Dunlop D222 tyres  

are uninspiring. They’re the 

two areas where the CBR 

betrays its budget 

origins most, and 

better rubber 

would be a 

given 

— I’ve track tested a CBR650F on Avon’s

Spirit ST sports-touring tyre, and they bring

a huge improvement in the Honda’s ride

quality and cornering confidence.

We stop for a brew and homemade cake 

at the Clothes Peg in Dennington on the 

A1120, and wind up the Honda’s stepped 

rear preload in post-cake eating precaution. 

It doesn’t change much.

The CBR ticks all the basic convenience 

boxes – the pillion arrangement is ample, 

clocks are clear and concise (although 

missing a gear indicator), mirrors are nicely 

useful, tank range is a handy 150 miles 

(although the more powerful inline four is 

thirstier than the Kawasaki’s parallel twin) 

and the LED headlamp slices up the dusk. 

As we roll into Aldeburgh I realize I 

haven’t had this much just-for-the-hell-of-

it fun on two wheels in a long time. Not

everyone will appreciate the CBR’s nervous

energy and Jimmy rightly points out some

riders might get more satisfaction from a 

parallel twin. Tomorrow, I’ll find out. 

ALDEBURGH TO REEDHAM FERRY 
A standard Ninja 650 costs £6589 — a 

healthy £880 less than the Honda — and 

comes in black/grey or a rather fetching 

blue. But this is the KRT Edition, which is a 

ZX-10R-ish green and black and costs £200 

extra. But there’s more — our bike also has a 

£158 solo seat cowl, a £39 tank pad and a… 

wait for it… £1030 titanium Akrapovic 

sports exhaust system. That brings the 

grand total of the bike parked outside  

the RiDE B&B to an eye-watering £8016,  

or over £500 more than the Honda. 

“I haven’t had this 
much fun on two 
wheels in a long time”

 GROUP RIDE
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Sleepy Aldeburgh 

suddenly wasn’t so 

sleepy any more...   

Simon looking for the 

meaning of life in his cup. 

It’s actually behind him  
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This gentle saunter through Suffolk’s towns and 

villages reveals quiet rural roads and a free- 

flowing, entertaining ride. Not many miles —  

you could easily do the whole route in a day, 

depending on where you’re coming from to  

reach the start — but after leaving Littleport  

and crisscrossing Thetford forest’s tree-lined 

avenues to on the A1088 to Stowmarket, to pick 

up the A1120 towards Framlingham, we stopped 

overnight in Aldeburgh. It’s a quaint resort, with 

plenty of choice of places to stay — we stopped 

at the Toll House B&B (www.tollhousealdeburgh.

com) and enjoyed a few pints and an evening 

meal at the Mill Inn. Day two started up the 

coast out of Aldeburgh, before heading inland for 

another gentle roll through the countryside on 

the B1117, heading north to cross into Norfolk at 

Bungay, and then on to the ferry at Reedham. 

The Reedham Ferry Inn, sitting on the banks of 

the Yare, is a superb spot for dinner with 

waterside courtyard and an excellent menu. 

Start Littleport Finish Reedham Time 2 days Distance 140 miles

OUR ROUTE

Theoretically, you might find 

the Honda would have the 

edge in a drag-race start...   
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Sleepy Suffolk lanes 

are a perfect testing 

ground for our 650s  

It doesn’t look it. “The rear end of the

Kawasaki looks cheap,” says Jimmy, wiping

the morning’s full English from his chin

but not mincing his words. “The banana

swingarm’s cheesy, the 160-section rear

tyre is narrow compared with the Honda’s

big-bike 180/55, the bars aren’t clip-ons

and it all comes across as a bit of a bargain,

learner bike. The exhaust looks like an

expansion chamber, but for a grand? It has

the Ninja family vibe, but it’s shell-suity.”

But for Jimmy, that’s where the bad news

ends. “The Ninja’s parallel-twin engine,

power delivery and handling suit me better

than the Honda,” he says. “The Ninja is a

proper little firecracker. Driving out from

fourth-gear corners it’s got a mid-revs

punch that feels rewarding, a bit like

releasing trapped wind,” he explains. “The

bottom end rises up inside you, it burps

out with a fat midrange, and then it’s a

bit wheezy at the top. It’s much more

involving and satisfying than the CBR.

And the Ninja’s suspension is better too –

even on dodgy, off-camber, bumpy stuff

it’s composed and unintimidating; you just 

get on with it, cracking it open and 

enjoying the ride. I love it. It’s really cool.”

I’m eager to spend more time with the 

Ninja today and, as we make our way back 

into Suffolk’s twisties, the Kawasaki feels

just the way Jimmy says. It’s romping fun,

with a light-hearted whimsy that makes

the Honda look almost serious, po-faced. 

But it’s missing some of the Honda’s 

adrenaline and raw excitement too.

The seat and footpeg position of the 

Ninja’s riding position is identical to the 

unfaired Z650; like the Honda CBR650F 

and naked CB650F, the naked and faired 

Kawasakis are the same bike – engine, 

frame, running gear – until they’re almost 

at the end of the production line, when 

fairing, headlights and handlebars are 

bolted on. In the Ninja’s case, this happens 

at a Kawasaki plant in Thailand. 

While the Ninja doesn’t have clip-ons,  

its bars are angled slightly down compared 

with the naked 650. The result is an 

unbalanced riding position; a combination 

of low pegs and very low seat height, 

accentuated by the Ninja’s comparative 

lack of engine width compared to the 

Honda, but a high set of bars – so it’s not  

as sporty as the CBR and more like a naked 

bike with a fairing. Which is what it is. 

And while the Honda’s inline four is head 

and shoulders the more powerful engine, it 

makes less peak torque than the parallel 

twin Ninja. The Kawasaki also makes its 

48lb·ft maximum at just 6500rpm, where 

the CBR’s 47lb·ft comes up at 8000rpm. It’s 

“The CBR has a silly 
streak a mile wide” 

Brakes are part of

the Ninja’s engaging

and nimble ride

The Ninja’s rear 

end feels cheap 

but the ride isn’t

Downward-angle bars 

result in an unbalanced 

riding position
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a telling difference and explains why the 

green bike is so efficient off the line, and so 

eager to punt along surfing its expansive 

midrange rather than be flogged at the 

redline. It may also explain why the Honda 

drinks marginally more fuel, averaging 

51.6mpg against the Kawasaki’s 56.0mpg. 

The difference is compensated for by tank 

size; the Ninja stretches its 15 litres to a 

theoretical 180 miles while the Honda’s 

17.3 litres potentially takes it closer to 200. 

But the reality, as we fill up, is the Ninja’s 

fuel gauge shows one bar at just over 100 

miles but takes nine litres of fuel; so when 

it starts blinking you’ll have at least four 

litres and nearly 50 miles left in reserve. 

We blatter onwards, picking up the A144 

out of Halesworth and motoring on 

towards Bungay, then across to Hales on 

the A146 where we dive off, heading down 

a series of back lanes following the 

unlikely signs for Reedham ferry. The 

bumpy road shows how much more supple 

and cohesive the Kawasaki’s suspension is 

than the Honda. Ride quality is smoother, 

but the springs also deliver better grip 

feedback from their Dunlop D214 tyres 

than the CBR can manage. The Ninja’s 

weight advantage plays well here: it’s 

highly flickable. “The Ninja feels 250-like,” 

says Jimmy. “It’s small, light, agile and 

nippy. It makes the Honda feel ponderous.” 

The controls are featherweight too. Both 

clutch and front brake are one-finger and 

its gearbox is more decisive than the 

Honda’s. And on the deserted road to the 

ferry, we discover the Ninja wheelies better 

than the CBR, too. In theory.
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Kawasaki  
Ninja 650
The Ninja 650 is essentially an updated ER-6f, 

with its 649cc parallel twin lightened by 2.5kg 

and retuned for a smidge more torque at 

lower revs, at the expense of a few bhp over 

the old engine. Peak power is now 67bhp;  

a 47bhp restrictor kit is available for A2 

licence compliance. The Ninja’s frame is an 

astonishing 10.5kg lighter than the ER-6f’s, 

benefitting from steel-tube stress modelling 

developed for the supercharged H2’s frame to 

give equivalent stiffness with fewer, thinner 

tubes. In all, even with a full fairing, the Ninja 

weighs 18kg less than the ER-6f. 

SPEC Price £6589 (KRT paint £6789) Engine 649cc 8v dohc parallel twin, l/c Power 67bhp @ 

8000rpm Torque 48lb·ft @ 6500rpm Transmission 6-speed, chain Chassis steel trellis Front 

suspension 41mm forks, 125mm travel, unadjustable Rear suspension monoshock, 130mm 

travel, adjustable preload Front brakes 300mm discs, 2-piston calipers Rear brake 220mm 

disc, 1-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 ZR17 Rear tyre 160/60 ZR17 Wheelbase 1410mm 

Rake/trail 24°/100mm Seat height 790mm Kerb weight 193kg Fuel capacity 15 litres

PCP FINANCE Price £6789.00 Deposit £1650 Monthly repayments 36 x £84.31 Optional 

final payment £2813 APR 5.9% Total payable £7498.16 Annual mileage 4000 miles

The Kawasaki delivers a 

ride that will put a smile on 

the face every time 
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As we sit on the floating pontoon being gently wafted across

the river at Reedham, heading for a late afternoon lunch at the

excellent Ferry Inn on the northern bank, Jimmy and I discuss

the relative merits of the two bikes. Which of them most

successfully captures the image of its bigger brothers, the

ZX-10R and the Fireblade?

“The Honda,” says Jimmy, without hesitating. “Absolutely.

From any angle. But it’s hard to describe with any enthusiasm,”

he continues. “I can’t work up a passion for it. Suspension is

bouncier than the Kawasaki, brakes aren’t as sharp, and

though the riding position is sportier — the seat is higher

and you’re more tipped forward than the Ninja — I’m struggling

to engage with it. It doesn’t inspire. It’s very Honda — very

efficient — but it hasn’t got a defining character I can really

get hold of and learn to love.”

Well, it’s made by a company with a robot for a mascot.

Maybe it’s meant to be an efficient machine, not a pet. I

completely agree with Jimmy, but my preference is the polar

opposite: I prefer the CBR because it looks, fits and goes like a

full-grown motorbike, not a pepped-up 250. It’s very much not

a toy and I like its sportsbike aspirations. The Kawasaki has all

the right looks but not enough of the attitude. And I prefer my

engines to come with a top-end zasp.

“But the Ninja has so much character,” rebuts Jimmy. “On

the Kawasaki I’m having a laugh and getting giddy – the Honda

is serious fun; the Ninja is playful.”

And the price difference? “The aftermarket exhaust, the

racing paint scheme and the solo seat cover on this Ninja don’t

make it £1000 better than the standard bike,” says Jimmy. “So

with them out of the reckoning, the Ninja is nearly £1000 less

than the Honda. Done deal, for me,” he says. I’m not so sure; if

you’re buying on finance, Honda’s current 0% PCP offer means

the CBR actually works out cheaper over three years – that’s

less money for a more authentic big-bike experience.

We agree to disagree. But despite our differences, there’s

one thing on which we definitely agree: the middleweight

sportsbike is far from finished. 

Have a smaller budget but still 

want a middleweight sportsbike? 
Turn over for great used alternatives...

“Which captures the image 
of its bigger brother?”

 The Reedham 

Ferry is a lovely 

diversion but with 

a long-enough 

run-up, you could 

probably clear the 

river

At the end of the day...

“Wait, what? You

think Rey and Kylo

Ren are related?!?”

 GROUP RIDE
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Making Great British Motorcycles since 1971

01204 544 930

ccm-motorcycles.com

spitfire@ccm-motorcycles.com

The latest, and most highly anticipated release to date, 

is brought to you by the brilliant minds behind the 

SkunkwerX movement. CCM’s British take on 1930’s 

$PHULFD��WKH�EUDQG�QHZ��6SLWĆ�UH�%REEHU�LV�ZHOFRPHG�

into our family. Often referred to as a lesser-known 

cousin of the American Chopper, the Bobber, also known 

as a Bob-Job, developed a strong cult following, that 

evidently still stands strong to this day.

The beautifully handcrafted trellis 

frame of the Bobber, has been taken 
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same punchy 6 speed, 600cc motor. 
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Billet components, give the bike an 

irresistible appeal, and the impressive 

looks are mirrored through a stunning, 
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7KH�ELNH�KDV�EHHQ�ORZHUHG�DQG�WKH�
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freedom. The retro feel is completed 
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Bobber

Limited edition

Order now!

G S N

Bike will be unveiled on 16th February at the London Motorcycle Show, Excel London. 

Come see us at Stand CU10 between the 16th-18th February.



SPORTY
650s
If you like the sound 

of a smart-looking 

middleweight but 

can’t stretch to a 

new CBR or Ninja, 

there’s almost two 

decades of choice 

on the used market

Suzuki SV650S
£950-£4250 1999-2016 
> 645cc V-twin > 70bhp > 189kg

T
HE ORIGINAL AND, without doubt, 

still one of the best sporty 650s. The 

SV650S was launched back in the 

last millennium but its core specs 

— a lively 70bhp motor, svelte 189kg 

kerb weight and impressive 130mph top 

speed — all pip those of today’s Ninja 650. 

There’s plenty to choose from too, with 

nearly 6500 SV650Ss still taxed in the UK 

— that’s a bigger pool of bikes than any 

other model listed on these pages. Around 

a third of them are the original ‘curvy’ 

carb’d model, while the rest are the 2003- 

on fuel-injected model with pointier 

bodywork and a redesigned frame. 

Technically and dynamically there’s not 

really much to pick between the two 

— both have the same engine, the same 

simple suspension and two-piston brakes, 

and an identical junior-sports character. 

The injected bikes have a whisper more 

power and weight but in truth, you should 

pick whichever you prefer the look of, and 

whichever you find in better condition.

One thing the SV-S lacks next to the 

other bikes here is a full fairing (it has a 

half-fairing as standard), though there are 

plenty of aftermarket lowers if you want 

the complete sportsbike style. In the UK 

there was an SV650 Sport (pictured) on 

sale from 2007 to 2009, which came with 

Suzuki’s official lowers and a solo seat 

cowl. It was then replaced by the half-

faired SV650S again in 2010, which was 

still being sold new as recently as 2016. 

With 17 years of choice, there’s an SV650S 

out there for every budget.

The purpose-built 645cc V-twin is 

superb — engaging and forgiving, pulsing 

with big-bike character yet unintimidating 

for newer riders. Steering is easy and 

precise throughout its full speed range, 

though suspension is set on the soft and 

squishy side. Upgrades are plentiful and 

affordable, and with a vast following and 

several dedicated model experts there’s no 

SV problem that can’t be fixed with help 

from the internet. It’s a daily commuter, a 

frisky weekend toy, a confidence-inspiring 

step-up bike, a familiar friend for returning 

riders, and even a trackday dark horse. It’s 

everything a sporty 650 should be and, 

with prices starting at less than a grand, 

incredible value too.
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Kawasaki ER-6f
£1750-£5000 2006-2016  
> 649cc parallel twin > 71bhp > 204kg 

Before the Ninja 650 was a Ninja, it was an ER-6f. Actually, it was 

several different ER-6fs. The first model (2006-2008) had fairly 

mild styling, which got more aggressive as it evolved into the 

second (2009-2011) and third (2012-2016) generation machines.

All use the same 649cc parallel twin (give or take minor tweaks), 

with the same bubbly, flexible power delivery. The biggest change 

came in 2012 when the ER received a new frame and swingarm, 

which added kilos but helped make it look and feel a bit classier.

Weight is the main difference between a used ER-6f and the  

new Ninja 650. The final ER weighed 211kg while the Ninja is 18kg 

lighter, thanks to its new trellis frame. Don’t let that put you off 

though — the ER doesn’t feel heavy to ride, and slightly more 

power (71bhp vs the Ninja’s 67bhp) helps offset the extra weight.

Whichever you pick, all three have the same core character: an 

agile, spritely, easygoing roadster that flatters first-timers and, in 

the right hands, can be enormous fun to ride hard too.

Honda CBR650F
£4250-£6000 2014-2016   
> 649cc inline four > 86bhp > 211kg 

A pre-2017 CBR650F can be had for virtually half the price of 

the latest model. The spec is lower — the motor is less powerful, 

the forks a shade more basic — but it’s fundamentally the same.

In isolation it’s refined, slick, smooth and superbly balanced, 

with appeal to riders of all levels. Newer riders will gel with the 

obedient throttle response, light clutch action, forgiving 

suspension and low seat height. More experienced riders will 

love the motor’s thrashable output and the accurate handling.

The CBR650’s biggest problem is its family tree. Inevitably it 

draws comparisons with both the original CBR600F and the 

2011-2013 Hornet-based CBR, both of which had more power, 

higher-quality suspension and a more premium overall feel 

than the newer 650. As a result, all of these are well worth 

considering as used buys (even though they’re not 650s). Prices 

for a 2011 CBR600F start at around £4000, while the last-of-

the-original-line F4i from 2001 starts at around £2000.

Hyosung GT650R
£1750-£2750 2006-on  
> 647cc V-twin > 66bhp > 215kg (est)

Korean-made imitation of the SV650.  

First arrived as the naked Comet in 2004, 

followed by fully faired GT650R in 2006 

– and still on sale today as the GT650RC 

(£4439, see www.motogb.co.uk). The 

V-twin is Hyosung’s own design and fairly 

impressive, though the chassis is less so. 

The steel frame is heavy and suspension 

action is pretty crude. The GT is, however, 

very affordable — several cropped up on 

our searches around the £2000 mark, 

mostly with sub-10k mileages.

Suzuki GSX650F
£2000-£5000 2008-2016   
> 656cc inline four > 85bhp > 241kg 

GSX-R-styled fairing wrapped around  

the water-cooled Bandit 650. Same fuel- 

injected motor, same steel-cradle frame; 

same suspension, brakes and wheels – so 

the ride is pure Bandit. The GSX650F is an 

all-rounder with an upright riding position 

and a smooth midrange-focused delivery, 

rather than the head-down, screaming 

supersports image of its bodywork. It’s no 

middleweight in size either, longer and 

heavier than a Kawasaki Z1000SX, though 

the 770mm seat height makes it accessible. 

Triumph Daytona 650 
£2500-£3500 2005   
> 646cc inline four > 112bhp > 200kg (est) 

The fastest, most dynamically capable and 

sportiest choice here. The excellent chassis 

is identical to the TT-winning Daytona 600 

and the motor’s longer stroke boosts mid- 

range grunt rather than top-end power. 

The riding position is more relaxed than 

today’s race-reps, so it’s comfy enough for 

daily use and even some solo touring – 

and yet it steers and handles like the 

supersports bike it is. The only problem is 

as a one-year wonder, there’s a relative 

lack of choice on the used market.
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ROUTE 

STAGE ONE
Stonehaven to Banchory
45 miles
Head south from Stonehaven on the 

A957. When it meets the A92, turn left 

towards Arbroath. After just over 14 

miles turn right (opposite a small brown 

house) on the B9120 to Laurencekirk. Go 

straight over the A90 and turn left down 

Laurencekirk high street. After 600m 

turn right to continue on the B9120 to 

Fettercairn. Turn right at the mini-

roundabout in Fettercairn on the B974 to 

Clattering Bridge and Banchory. At the 

B974 T-junction, turn right to Banchory. 

Morning coffee Falls of Feugh tearoom

Coming into Banchory, take the first 

right for the Falls of Feugh parking area. 

The restaurant is fairly high-end but is 

open from 10am for teas and coffees. 

www.thefallsoffeugh.com

I
N WINTER THE north-east coast  

of Scotland is exposed to the worst 

weather the North Sea can hurl at our 

island, yet in spring and summer it’s 

transformed. Blue skies and sunshine 

reveal a fabulous landscape of well-tended 

fields and forestry, dotted with small 

stone-built villages and the occasional 

castle. Head further inland and things get 

even more interesting: the Cairngorm 

mountains and the whisky heartland of 

Speyside, dotted with distilleries (and 

welcoming shops and visitor centres).

Rather than the big city of Aberdeen, this 

one-day ride is based down the coast at the 

charming town of Stonehaven (at least in 

part as tribute to the late Iain Banks, whose 

Stonemouth was more-or-less set here). As 

a base it’s handy both for Aberdeen and the 

excellent Dunnottar Castle, providing the 

perfect starting point for our one-day 

cruise-to-booze, seaside-to-Speyside ride. 

STAGE TWO
Banchory to Glenlivet
60 miles
Carry on along the B974 into Banchory 

and turn left at the lights along the high 

street (this is the A93). After 17 miles, in 

Dinnet, turn right on the A97 towards 

Huntly and the Lecht ski centre. At the 

T-junction 11 miles later, turn left on the 

A944 to Bellabeg. Stay on this road for 

20 miles, as it becomes the A939, then 

turn left at the T-junction on the B9008 

to Dufftown. Follow the road for nine 

miles then turn left on the B9136 (signed 

for the Tomintoul distillery) then take the 

first left to the Glenlivet visitor centre.

Lunch The Glenlivet

If in doubt, follow the brown signs for 

“The Glenlivet” to reach the modern, 

well-appointed visitor centre with its 

excellent café. If you made an early 

start, it’s possible to fit the shortest tour 

into your day (book online) but we’d just 

have a bite to eat… and maybe put 

something from the shop in a pannier.

www.theglenlivet.com

STAGE THREE
Glenlivet to Oyne
50 miles
Backtrack down the B9008 towards 

Tomintoul for a mile-and-a-half, then 

turn right on the B9009 to Dufftown. 

Carry straight on through the town, past 

the clock tower, as the road becomes 

One-day ride

Enjoy the quiet roads on this epic ride from 

Scotland’s coast to the heart of Speyside

STONEHAVEN

Suggested stops
Morning coffee Banchory

Lunch Glenlivet

Afternoon tea Oyne



STAY
The Ship Inn

We love staying in pubs 

— obviously — and this one 

has the perfect harbour-

side location. Two catches: 

a premium price and only 

on-street parking. It’s 

worth it though but do 

take a serious chain for 

the bike overnight.

shipinnstonehaven.com

SEE
Dunnottar Castle

Possibly the most dramatic 

castle you’re ever likely to 

see, set on a headland 

projecting out into the 

North Sea. Tickets are £7 

for adults, to be bought at 

the entry.

dunnottarcastle.co.uk

SHOP
Shirlaws

This Aberdeen dealership 

is a genuine institution, 

having been established 

90 years ago. Massive 

range of Kawasakis and 

Triumphs, plus a huge 

clothing department.

shirlaws.com

the B9014 to Keith. In Keith, turn right on 

the A96 to Aberdeen (watch your sat 

nav doesn’t try to send you the wrong 

way round the traffic island). After 10 

miles, at the roundabout on the Huntley 

bypass, turn right on to the A97 towards 

Rhynie. After five miles, turn left on the 

B9002 to Kennethmont and continue for 

ten miles to Lil’ C’s.

Afternoon tea Lil’ C’s 

American-style barbecue diner with 

plenty of parking. Good value and 

delicious authentic American food if 

you’re still hungry — or just stop for a 

well-earned drink.

www.lilcbarbq.co.uk

STAGE FOUR
Oyne to Stonehaven
45 miles
Continue along the B9002 until it meets 

the A96 again, turning right to Aberdeen. 

At the Port Elphinstone roundabout turn 

right on the B993 to Kemnay. Turn left at 

the T-junction, on the B994 to Midmill. At 

the next roundabout, turn right on the 

B997 to Dunecht. Turn right in Dunecht 

then take the first left to stay on the 

B977 to Echt, where you go straight over 

the crossroads. Turn right at the next 

T-junction, staying on the B977 for  

3.5 miles, then turn left to Banchory on 

the A890. On the high street turn left, 

and after four miles turn right on the 

A957 to return to Stonehaven. 

Stonehaven is a perfect 

base for this one-day 

ride, from the coast to 

the Cairngorms  

REAL
BIKERS.

REAL
LAWYERS.

REAL
ANSWERS.

0800 7836 191

whitedalton.co.uk

bike specialist solicitors since ‘94



Break free from the city and feel the rush as you power off the line when the

working day is done. The CBR650F is a 650cc machine that really packs a punch.
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Ask the lawyer
Andrew Dalton, ex-dispatch rider, now a solicitor-advocate and 

barrister with 20 years’ experience with bikers, gives the inside track 

on what the biker needs to know to stay on the right side of the law.
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 Finding, then 

repatriating, a 

crashed bike from 

abroad can be a 

nightmare unless 

you speak the local 

language or your 

insurance cover 

offers a local agent

Q
I WAS INVOLVED in a collision in France 

that resulted in me being carted off to the 

local hospital. While I was being patched 

up, my bike disappeared. The gendarme 

shoved two bits of paper at me while I was being 

treated at the roadside. One is called a “constat 

amiable” which has the other driver’s details and 

a sketch of the collision. The other is a greasy 

scrap of paper, one-third of a sheet of A4, with  

a telephone number and the word “dépannage”. 

When I got back to the UK, I contacted my 

insurers, who told me they cannot pay out for  

my bike under my fully comprehensive policy 

because they cannot inspect it. I cannot tell them 

where the bike is and my insurers say I am liable 

for the costs of bringing it back to the UK as they 

have no facilities to examine bikes in France. I 

don’t speak French so how do I find my bike? 

A
YOU ARE LUCKY to have that unofficial 

scrap of paper: it’s the telephone number 

of the recovery garage that took your bike 

away (dépannage is the French word for 

recovery). It means you can at least start to  

make arrangements for your motorcycle to be 

recovered from the garage. Sadly, they will need 

to be made in French.

The first step is to pay the recovery garage for 

picking up the bike and taking it away from the 

collision scene (usually between €100-€120) and 

for storing the bike since then (the usual charge is 

€2.50 a day). This is normally done by direct bank 

transfer, but you really do need somebody who 

speaks some French to talk to the garage — not 

only to set up this payment but also because you 

need to know more about the state of your bike. 

Can it roll enough to be pushed up a ramp into a 

hire van for example? 

You do not have the option of scrapping the bike 

and leaving it in France. Yours is a well-used and 

elderly machine, which in reality is likely to be 

written off. But you will not be able to dispose of 

it without the ‘Carte Grise’, which is roughly the 

equivalent to our V5 logbook. I have tried to scrap 

written-off bikes in France on behalf of clients but 

you simply cannot do it. No French salvage agent 

will touch a bike without the carte grise. 

You are lucky to have the details of the recovery 

garage. Without these, the process of finding a 

crashed bike can be extraordinarily difficult. In 

some areas, you can apply to the police force for 

a copy of their accident report, which may have 

Repatriating bike from France

the details of the recovery agent. Other forces 

will only release this ‘dossier’ on the authority of 

an examining magistrate, so you will have to hire 

a French lawyer to get it for you. 

This is why Brits touring on the Continent really 

need European recovery cover. Pretty well all the 

European recovery services offer a co-ordinator, 

who will speak the local language and English. 

While it is not especially difficult to track bikes 

down in France if you speak passable French, 

you really are in trouble if you don’t. Even when 

the insurer’s local agent has tracked down the 

bike, that is not necessarily the end of your 

problems, as European cover is limited. If your 

bike is repairable, most recovery contracts 

require the running repairs to be carried out,  

at your expense, so you can ride back. 

Also watch out for recovery agents using 

favourite local suppliers, such as a one-year-old 

BMW being repaired in a Renault car garage. My 

experience is that the dépannage agent tends to 

drop the bike off to his mate, who will insist on 

doing the repairs, even if they usually work on 

cars or even tractors. Your breakdown agent 

doesn’t care about warranties, which could be 

invalidated by having a non-franchised garage 

working on a bike that’s still under warranty. 

Always point out your EU recovery service 

cannot authorise repairs for crash damage. That 

is a matter for your own insurers. Some recovery 

services are branded as being part of the 

insurers, but are normally separate concerns  

and you have two separate contracts: one of 

insurance and one of European recovery. 



Top of the world -  
the Bolivian Andes

O
N A HOT, sunny Bolivian morning

our group of nine riders left

Cochabamba’s rush-hour traffic

and climbed into the surrounding

arc of mountains. Tarmac quickly

gave way to dirt and for two days we rode

north-east through a wild, spectacular

landscape at the southern edge of the

mighty Amazon basin, twisting through

rolling green hills scattered with Quechua

villages and climbing over lung-busting

4600m passes. Bar a handful of cars, the

only other ‘traffic’ on these quiet mountain

tracks was women driving herds of sheep.

Staying in an old hacienda on the first

night, listening to the owner’s tales of lost

Jesuit gold, home felt a long way away.

On the third day the mountains ejected

us onto the lunar landscape of the Andean

Altiplano. At 4000m above sea level, this is

the second-largest high plateau on earth

after Tibet. Its vast skies and ochre hills

were in stark contrast to the rolling green

mountains we’d left behind.

South of the mining city of Oruro, dirt

tracks took us through a dusty, duochrome

world of blue skies and red earth where

herds of shaggy llamas pricked their ears

as we passed. Shimmering plains were

dotted with the igloos of the reclusive

Chipaya people and snow-capped

volcanoes dotted the eastern horizon. It

was technical riding here — sand, deeper

sand, corrugations, billowing dust — but

bar a few spills, all the riders and the tough

Suzuki DR650s coped admirably.

Towards the middle of the expedition

we reached the northern edge of the

famous Salar de Uyuni — an immense,

salty expanse that has to qualify as one of

the wonders of the natural world. Nothing

can prepare you for the strangeness of this

vast salty desert, or the sheer joy of riding

— at speed — across its sparkling, dreamlike 

expanse. If you’re a Star Wars fan, this is

“Nothing can prepare you for the
strangeness of this vast salty desert”

Fl i o y
A ball-busting ride across the mountains, salt flats and

high-altitude deserts of Bolivia’s wild south-west
Words Antonia Bolingbroke-Kent Pictures Fleur van der Minne
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GOING WHEREVER THE GOING GETS TOUGH



Caution - there 

are llamas...

 Riders and the Suzuki 

DR650s coped with 

the conditions well

 Antonia and Marcos, 

the local guide

where the final battle scene in The Last Jedi

was shot, and it’s not hard to see why.

There can be few better places on earth

to ride a motorcycle, and everyone was

beaming at the end of the 70-mile dash.

From the Salar we rode deeper into

Bolivia’s remote south-west, a harsh,

high-altitude wilderness of flamingo-

filled lakes, volcanoes, mineral-streaked

mountains and scrub. Passing a military

post in the desert one day, our local guide

Marcos told us it used to be an open-air

prison. ‘Anyone who tried to escape from

here would die — so why bother with

fences?’ With sand, occasional

corrugations and the altimeter reading

4300m, this was the toughest section of the

ride. But we always ended the days with

hot showers, thick down duvets and that 

all-important cerveza or two. 

We didn’t come to Bolivia just to ride 

Traffic was sparse — sheep-

herders were much more common

motorcycles and we made sure we took 

time off the bikes too. We trekked up 

mountainsides to glorious hot springs, 

visited a hat factory and poked around old 

train graveyards. And in Potosi, once the 

richest town in the Western Hemisphere, 

we spent a morning visiting a mine inside 

the town’s famous 4800m ‘Cerro Rico’, or 

‘Rich Mountain.’ Mined since the Spanish 

first discovered silver here in the mid-16th 

century, an estimated eight million African 

and indigenous slaves died here during the 

300 years of Colonial rule. Today 12,000 

men still work in the privately owned 

mines and deaths from rockfalls, toxic 

gases, explosions and pulmonary silicosis 

are sadly still common. It was a serious 

eye-opener and I don’t think any of us will 

ever look at  

a silver spoon 

the same way. 

The final days 

took us through 

the exceptionally 

beautiful scenery of Toro 

Toro National Park — yet again 

completely different to anything we’d seen 

before. On one long, epic day we rode 130 

miles through red, striated mountains and 

Jurassic canyons, up and down a thrilling 

series of mountain tracks. In that whole 

day we only saw three other vehicles — 

two of them buses carrying men to remote 

mountain mines. The following day, after a 

thrilling 1500 miles on the road, we arrived 

back in Cochabamba. What a ride.  

TRY IT YOURSELF Antonia will be leading another Bolivian ride for her company 

Edge Expeditions in October 2018. The 17-day expedition costs £6050, including the 

rental of DR650 bikes and all food and accommodation (in salt hotels, 5* hotels and 

cosy desert homestays). See www.edge-expeditions.com to find out more.
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Swapping the chaos for the calm

I WOKE AT 5am to the sound of beautiful

singing. It was clearly tribal and I could

tell that something was going down in

Archers Post. I lay in bed listening for

half an hour before dragging myself into

the cold shower to wash the weariness

of another mosquito-torture session off.

I had left Nairobi and was heading

north towards the border with Ethiopia.

The road was long and straight but

devoid of traffic — a stark contrast to the

aggressive city throng. The taxis and

mini-buses were replaced with lazy

donkeys and camels with attitude. It

seemed the entire livestock population

was on a mission to derail me.

I had arrived at the dusty little town of

Archers Post in the evening, planning to

rest up and check out the area before

pushing on. As I took my place at the

breakfast table next morning, I asked my

new local acquaintance Eric, what the

singing was all about. “Someone is being

circumcised,” he said, tucking into his

eggs. “They are singing a motivational

song. When they stop singing, it is being

carried out.” I winced at the thought. He

laughed and, speaking from personal

experience, added; “Yes, it is very

painful indeed. They use no painkillers.”

The singing stopped. I poured the coffee.

Northern Kenya and Southern Ethiopia

are full of tribes, each with its own dress

and traditions. Apparently the cultural

crossroads is the Omo Valley, across

the border. Spending a couple of days

with Eric learning about the wildlife and

STEPH JEAVONS
is nearing the end of her solo, three-year, round-the-world trip on a Honda CRF250L, taking in all seven

continents. Steph writes this column exclusively for RiDE every month but you can also follow her One 

Steph Beyond blog. She’s currently working her way across Africa.

Into Ethiopia

STEPH JEAVONS
RiDE’s globetrotting adventurer

the people of the Samburu whet my

appetite and I wanted to know more.

It was time to meet Ethiopia.

 The countryside was beautifully green 

and the sand tracks cut through it as if 

designed for my little dirt bike. Each 

person I passed would either wave, 

gesture for money/food/water or give 

the universal sign that my lights were on. 

“It’s OK, it’s automatic”, I would mutter to 

myself. Mostly, people were friendly but 

recent tribal unrest had led to 15 people 

being killed on this road just a few days 

before, so I was a little edgy. Whenever  

I stopped, I would be surrounded by 

curious crowds and it didn’t always feel 

comfortable – especially when the only 

English was; “Give me money.” I hoped I 

didn’t break down and test my theory 

that they were probably nice people…

The highlight of the ride was getting to 

see the Jumping of the Bulls ceremony, 

with the Hamar tribe, deep in the bush. I 

had been invited, along with eight other 

travellers. We paid the chief some 

money for the privilege and that money 

would help pay for the celebrations. 

A Hamar man comes of age by leaping 

over a line of cattle, in a ceremony that 

qualifies him to marry. As part of the 

ceremony, the bull-jumper’s female 

relatives demand to be whipped and do 

not flinch or cry out as the stick comes 

down on them, creating deep scars that 

are highly respected in this culture. 

Out there, miles from anywhere, it all 

seemed perfectly normal. Through a 

translator I asked one of the (rather 

dishy) tribesmen if I could get a photo of 

him. A cheeky grin spread across his 

face; “Only if I can whip you!” Before I 

realised he was joking I found myself 

considering it, he was THAT dishy. What 

was this country doing to me? Perhaps 

it was time to get back to Wales and the 

safety of the sheep farmers. 

Dirt roads seemingly made for the Honda

Grabbing the bull by the 

horns with the Hamar tribe
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Why you should go Morocco offers 

possibly the biggest culture shock for

the least distance travelled, so it’s great

for those who want the experience but

have limited time and budget. It has 

something for everyone: stunning views

in the High Atlas and Rif mountains; 

rugged Atlantic coastline; spectacular

waterfalls, caves and forests; and the

bustle of Marrakesh, Essaouira and Fes.

What’s it like to ride there? In cities the

traffic is chaotic. You will be competing

for space with lorries, pedestrians,

taxis, hawkers and donkeys pulling

carts, as well as small scooters. Outside

built-up areas, look out for camels

ambling slowly across the road; shiny

and rutted surfaces left by heavy traffic

and hot temperatures; rocks on the road

and potholes on minor routes. Diesel

spillages are an issue too, as many local

vehicles are old and don’t get serviced.

Must ride The dirt tracks on the Dades/

Todra Gorge loop; the twists and turns

leading up to the Cascades D’Ouzoud,

the highest waterfall in Morocco; and the

narrow hairpins and stunning views on

the 2100m Tizi-n-Test Pass. 

Getting there Regular ferries run

from mainland Europe to the

Moroccan Mediterranean coast.

You can enter Morocco via the

Spanish enclave of Ceuta, 

meaning you can come off the ferry

without immediate border formalities,

stop there overnight and then prepare

Who are GlobeBusters? Double Guinness World Record-holders, Kevin and Julia

Sanders set up their motorcycle expedition company GlobeBusters in 2004. Using their

extensive experience and knowledge of overland motorcycle expeditions they train,

prepare and lead riders of all abilities on life-changing journeys around the globe.

for the border crossing the next day.

Tangier Med is a good entry point, as

when you disembark, you do the 

Moroccan entry formalities within the 

border compound, which means no 

hustlers. If you don’t fancy riding all that 

way, check out www.flyandride.co.uk 

who will get your bike to Málaga, ready 

for you to ride south to the ferry.  

When to go Morocco is at its best from 

mid-March to mid-June or September  

to November, when the climate and 

temperatures are moderate. It gets 

intensely hot during the summer in the 

lowlands. During winter the coast will 

still be pleasant, but the mountains 

will be cold and probably snowy. 

During Ramadan, the Muslim 

month of fasting and 

purification, many cafés close 

during the day and business 

hours are reduced.  

DOCUMENTS YOU’LL NEED

Passport British nationals don’t need a

visa, just a current passport, valid for at 

least six months beyond date of entry. 

You will normally be given 90 days’ stay.  

Driving Licence Take your UK licence.

V5C Vehicle Registration Document You 

must travel with your original log-book. 

Temporary Vehicle Import Permit: DT16-TER 

To bring your motorcycle into Morocco 

you must obtain a temporary vehicle 

import permit. Easier done in advance. 

Green Card Legally, you must have 

third-party motorcycle insurance. This 

can be satisfied by a ‘Green Card’ issued 

by your UK insurer. If you can’t get one — 

some insurers won’t cover Morocco — 

there are local insurance booths at most 

entry points but buying can be time-

consuming and quality is questionable.  

Travel Insurance

Take out comprehensive travel and 

medical insurance before you travel. 

The landscape in

Morocco varies from 

stylish urban to 

volcanic eruption    

 Some Moroccan hotels 

can be a little... basic

Who has right of way? We 

consulted the Moroccan Highway 

Code. It said; “Whoever...”

With snow-capped mountains, date-palm oases and endless 

desert landscapes, Morocco is as exotic as you can get

Moroccan Gladiator

GLOBEBUSTERS TRAVEL TIPS
Expert advice from round-the-world adventure experts Kevin and Julia Sanders
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PERFECT  

The fabulous, famous 

Col du Tourmalet: the 

highlight of any ride in 

the French Pyrenees

 TRAVEL
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F
OR A SECOND, my attention left 

the road, grabbed by the scenery. 

The blue sky, the grey peaks and 

rumpled green of the mountains. 

No buildings, no other vehicles, no 

trace of man on the landscape — apart 

from the curl of tarmac I was following. It 

was a perfect moment. But I needed to 

concentrate on the road again, if I was to 

avoid firing myself into the landscape as a 

hairpin was fast approaching…

This was the first pass of the day and I 

had a good feeling — it suggested this was 

going to be a very good day. I was in the 

Pyrenees, visiting an old friend. But while 

she went to work, I’d have to keep myself 

occupied. What could I possibly do? 

Well, I could go for a ride, I suppose… 

Of course, that’s what I was really there 

for: researching routes for the 2017 RiDE 

Guide to France (when we returned to 

With so many mind-blowing roads in the Pyrenees, can a 

short trip be enough? It is when you pack in so many passes
Words Simon Weir Pictures Mark Manning
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Col du Portillon,

heading from Spain

to Bagnères-de-

Luchon on our

second daytrip

take these pictures). So as Susie set off for

her office, I set off in the other direction

with a loose idea to hop the mountains

and visit Spain. There was a little traffic

at first but as I turned off to start the first

climb, it all seemed to melt away — just a

few cyclists and a handful of cars stood

between me and a well-deserved coffee.

It wasn’t cyclists but horses that

thronged the car park outside the café at

the top of Col d’Aubisque — though I think

I was more wary of them than they were

of me. I suppose they were used to bikes

and tourists, so not easily startled.

I didn’t linger long after inhaling my

espresso. The descent from the summit

of the col to Eaux-Bonnes cemented its

position as one of my favourite rides in

the French Pyrenees: more huge views

and belting corners before reaching the

charming old spa town in the valley.

From there it was another magnificent

run, climbing steadily up the valley to the 

1794m Col du Pourtalet — and over the

border to Spain. I stopped for coffee and 

cake before pressing on — astonishing,

flowing, smooth tarmac with very little 

traffic — to Biescas, picking up the N260. 

This is one of the most-famous roads in 

the Spanish Pyrenees, running almost the 

full length of the mountains — and again it 

didn’t disappoint. Mile after fabulous mile. 

At one point I caught up with a group of 

German bikers and tagged along — they 

were quick enough on the straight bits that 

I couldn’t overtake without doing a

ludicrous velocity and I didn’t want to pull 

any aggressive last-corner-of-the-GP type 

passes in the bends. Instead I settled back 

for a mellow ride at their pace, enjoying 

the scenery rather than getting frustrated. 

Luckily, it wasn’t long before they pulled 

into a café but, already fuelled by cakes 

and coffees, I opted for a late lunch and 

Getting to thePyrenees
The only catch with the Pyrenees is that they’re a

long way away. If you’re happy on motorways all

the way, they’re a long-day-and-a-half from Calais;

if you’d rather not waste your holiday we’d allow

three relaxed days for an enjoyable cross-country

ride, or two longer days after an overnight

crossing to Caen or Le Havre (we have routes at

www.ride.co.uk/france17).

An alternative is an overnight ferry to Santander

or Bilbao, depositing you in northern Spain just

two or three hours’ ride from the Pyrenees. For

ferry information, see www.brittany-ferries.co.uk.

A new option for 2018 is the Bikeshuttle. This is

a specially fitted-out lorry that runs your bike and

riding gear through the night from the base in

Northamptonshire, while you fly out to meet it next

day. We’ve used the Geneva Bikeshuttle service

and for this summer there’s a second service to

Toulouse, within sight of the Pyrenees. For

information, see www.bikeshuttle.co.uk
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into bright sunshine on a meadow ringed

by distant peaks. It was spectacular — but

after only a few miles I was dropping back

down through the woods again, and

turning onto the D918 to return to base.

Next day I headed through the hills

around Lannemezan, bypassing the town

without having to resort to the A64. Intead,

a succession of flowing roads through

immaculate farmlands took me east until

I could turn south towards Spain and the

higher passes again. I grabbed a coffee in

Chaum before briefly crossing the border.

Today’s ride wasn’t meant to be about

Spain, though. I wanted to ride some of the

most famous passes in the

French Pyrenees — though

the first one was the Col du

Portillon that took me

back into France. A short

pass, but a sweet one. A

few miles later I stopped

for another coffee in

Bagnères-de-Luchon.

The next stretch of the ride was fabulous.

Why nobody else was using the D618 over

the Col de Peyresourde is a mystery to me:

immaculate tarmac, fantastic corners,

great views… But apart from a farmer in a

tractor holding up a delivery van (but not

me), I had the road to myself. There

weren’t even any cyclists, which is almost

unheard of in the Pyrenees — but it was

lunchtime, so in all likelihood, they were

probably stopped for food.

In fact, a growling stomach suggested I

should have had a snack with the coffee

in Bagnères, so at the end of the pass I

dropped down towards the lake at

Loudenvielle. There, parked outside the

first café I saw, were the German bikers I’d

seen the previous day in Spain. I stopped,

grabbed a sandwich and said hello, and we

swapped war stories (not literally — they

were riding stories) while we ate.

I left the Germans to their post-prandial

coffees and cigarettes (not getting stuck

behind them again) and headed north.

Passing through Arreau, I turned onto a

road I’d ridden before — one of the passes

this loop was all about. The climb up Col

d’Aspin was every bit as good as I

remembered, with a succession of great

corners and hairpins — including a couple

that seemed to go on and on, past the usual

180°. Dodging the cattle

milling at the summit, the

descent was even more

involving – tight and twisty

through the trees.

At the bottom of the pass

I repeated a stretch of the

D918 that had finished the

previous day’s ride, but

only for a few miles. This time when I got

to Sainte-Marie-de-Campan I turned left,

for the big one: the Col du Tourmalet. As

well as being the most famous of the

Pyrenean passes, it’s the only one that’s

been in every Tour de France — which

makes it a magnet for mamils (middle-

aged men in Lycra). Getting there mid-

afternoon should, I hoped, mean a lot of

cyclists would have already had their day

on the mountain, tackling it in the cooler

morning and leaving the road for me.

It was a slightly inauspicious start for

what was supposed to be a great pass,

the initial run from Campan towards the

Tourmalet. A straight-ish road bordered by

“The climbwas
as good as I
remembered”

kept going, giving a wave as I sailed past. 

I was properly hungry by the time I 

stopped in Ainsa, grabbing a snack 

before heading north on the A138. I’d 

not ridden this road before and as it 

climbed towards a seemingly solid wall 

of mountains, I wondered how it was 

going to get over them. Of course, it 

doesn’t: at the top it turned a corner  

and disappeared into a tunnel, emerging 

two miles later in France.

The road climbed steeply again, but  

I peeled off towards the ski resort of 

Piau-Engaly, hoping for a café and 

finding a staggering run of hairpins too. 

After a drink, I dropped back down  

to the valley and hurried along the 

beautifully flowing road clinging to the 

valley sides, turning off at Guchen onto  

the D113 — a narrower road that climbed 

through wooded slopes, providing some 

welcome shade. At the top, it burst out 
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green fields, the odd chalet-roofed houses 

dotted around and a gentle incline towards 

wooded slopes. Then, just as the woods 

closed in, the road hooked round a vicious 

hairpin and started to climb in earnest, up 

through the village of La Mongie and under 

the ski lifts to the summit. 

I was lucky: the road was fairly quiet, the 

surface daubed with slogans for the cyclists 

was immaculate, the corners sublime and 

the views simply outstanding. The summit 

was still pretty busy, with cyclists taking  

victory pictures and tourists milling about. 

I stopped and joined the throng, bought a 

bottle of water and admired the view down 

the valley to Luz Sainte-Sauveur. 

When I got going again, the fireworks 

began at once. This side of the Tourmalet 

was steep at the top, with some properly 

tight corners. It cascaded down the valley, 

the gradient relaxing and the turns opening 

as it lost altitude. I really enjoyed it, 

whizzing past a few cars and the occasional 

speeding cyclists (who must have been 

doing at least 40mph), steadying things up 

when I reached the outskirts of Luz. It was 

the highlight of a brilliant day — another 

perfect motorcycling moment. The kind 

you get only in the Pyrenees. 

“It was another perfect 
motorcycling moment”  

I’ve planned a trip based around the

new Bikeshuttle service to Toulouse

— though rather than heading to my

friend Susie’s house, it’s based

around the excellent Pyrenees

Motorcycle Tours B&B in Vielle-

Adour, between Tarbes and 

Bagnères-de-Bigorre. It includes my

two daytrip loops, then takes three

days to get to Carcassonne — with

another daytrip route based there

(if you don’t want to spend the day

exploring the medieval citadel)

before returning to Toulouse for

the Bikeshuttle departure. 

The good thing about Bikeshuttle

is the flexibility it adds for touring

the Pyrenees. You don’t have to do

eight days here: you could do the

two daytrips around Vielle-Adour,

then return to Toulouse; or just do

the five-day tour with no daytrips.

The bike will be securely stored in

Toulouse until Bikeshuttle returns

it to the UK for you.

OUR TOUR
Daytrip 1

Daytrip 2

Five-Day Tour

Ainsa

Vielle-Adour

FRANCE

FRANCE

FRANCE

SPAIN

SPAIN

SPAIN

Vielle-Adour

Vielle-Adour

Chaum

Jaca

Carcassonne
Toulouse

Sort

Col de 

Portalet

Col du 

Tourmalet

Piau-

Engaly

Loudenvielle

w
w

w
.ride.co.uk/r

o
u
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s

GET THE 
ROUTE 

WIN
A Bikeshuttle trip

Want to tour the Pyrenees with ease? 

You can win a return trip to Toulouse 

for one bike with Bikeshuttle.  

For details or to enter, just go to  

winit.ride.co.uk
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• Ride the 2018 range of MT models*

• Free MT gift pack with every
test ride while stocks last**

• See the new MT-07 and MT-09 SP

• Win a new MT-09 SP worth £8999

• See the latest colours, clothing and more

• At your Yamaha dealership this Easter

MT Easter Demo Weekend
March 30th – April 2nd

Experience 
The Dark Side

*Riders must be over 18 years of age and possess the relevant UK motorcycle licence to ride selected models in the MT range. Please bring your own helmet and protective riding gear. 

2QO\�WKRVH�ULGHUV�WDNLQJ�<DPDKD�07�GHPR�ULGHV�DUH�HOLJLEOH�IRU�WKH�IUHH�JLIW�EDJ��JLIW�EDJV�DUH�DYDLODEOH�RQ�D�Ƭ�UVW�FRPH��Ƭ�UVW�VHUYHG�EDVLV���7HUPV�	�&RQGLWRQV�DSSO\�

www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk

2018 MT Easter Demo Weekend
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WHERE TO GO
YOUR GUIDE TO THE BEST 
UPCOMING BIKING EVENTS
Are you organising a bike event?  
Tell us about it ride@ride.co.uk

THE BIG EVENT

MCN LONDON  
MOTORCYCLE SHOW

February 16-18,
ExCeL London,
Docklands

The Carole Nash MCN London

Motorcycle Show opens its doors in 

a few days at London’s ExCeL centre 

in the Docklands and will be full of 

2018’s hottest new models. 

Ducati’s Panigale V4 (p58) is bound 

to take centre stage for sportsbike 

fans, but Kawasaki’s supercharged 

Ninja H2 SX SE sports tourer (p80), 

CCM’s Spitfire flat tracker and 

Triumph’s new Tigers will be 

attracting at least as much attention. 

 There’s a more relaxed vibe in 

London than at the NEC (who’d have 

thought) but it’s still packed with stuff 

to see including stunt shows by 

Steve Colley, a classic auction by 

Coy’s and live-action racing in the 

Michelin Thunderdome, featuring 

Ruben Xaus, Chris Walker and Neil

Hodgson bashing elbows on a

banked, oval track. 

There’s also plenty of classic,

custom and racing interest, plus the

usual trade stands and bargain kit by

the truckload. Oh, and you can even

get yourself a beer at the John

McGuinness bar — or a couple if

you’ve opted to take the train to the

event. Just don’t wake up to find

yourself at the end of the line.

Tickets from £17, under-15s are free

(with paying adult). Motorcycle

parking is free.

www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com

MotoGP
March 16-18, Losail,
Qatar

 It’s a been a long winter but it’s 

finally time to put your feet up in front 

of the telly as the 2018 MotoGP 

season kicks off. Well, assuming you 

have BT Sport, that is, otherwise 

you’ll have to wait for the highlights 

package on normal TV.

The Losail circuit’s a funny place 

— all the atmosphere of a closed-

down amusement park but because 

the racing’s held at night, under 

floodlights, it’s unlike any other 

round. Then there’s the sand which 

blows over the track and the ever- 

present threat of rain, too. And yet, it 

always produces spectacular racing, 

not least because it’s the season

opener and everyone wants to put

down a marker. We should have some

idea whether Lorenzo’s got his head

back on the right way again, if Rossi

can find a bit more speed in what

may be his last season, and if

Dovizioso can finally topple Marquez.

www.motogp.com

The Classic Dirt  
Bike Show
February 17-18, 
International 
Exhibition Centre, 
Shropshire

 Nothing fancy here, just one of the 

best gatherings for anyone who’s into 

classic off-roading, whether trials, 

grass track, speedway, motocross/

scrambling or gentle green-laning. 

There’s an autojumble, trade stands 

and plenty of bikes to ogle at. 

www.classicmagazines.co.uk

RACING
DIARY

The latest models and 

much, much more at the 

ExCel centre in London1MONTH 
AHEAD

British Superbikes
March 31-April 2, 

Donington

April 13-15, 

Brands Hatch

May 5-7, 

Oulton Park

Other
April 19-22,  

Le Mans 24hr Moto, 

Le Mans, France

May 10-12, 8hrs of 

Slovakia Ring, 

Slovakia 

World Superbikes
Feb 23-25, Philip Island, Australia

March 23-25, Chang, Thailand

April 13-15, Aragon, Spain

April 20-22, Assen, Netherlands

May 11-13, Imola, Italy

May 25-27, Donington, England

MotoGP
March 16-18, Losail, Qatar

April 6-8, Termas de Rio 

Hondo, Argentina

April 20-22, COTA, USA

May 4-6, Jerez, Spain

May 18-20, Le Mans, France



British Superbikes
March 31 - April 2, Donington Park, 
Leicestershire

 The first round’s always a crowd-pleaser. Will this be Leon Haslam’s 

year? Tickets £35 for a weekend pass (£20 teens, under 13s free). 

www.donington-park.co.uk

An evening with Carl Fogarty
March 31, The Forum, Northallerton

 Memories, banter and Q&A sessions with the former Superbike 

champion and bug-eating I’m A Celebrity winner. Tickets from £25.

www.osullivanevents.co.uk

Kickback
April 7-8, Stoneleigh, Warwickshire

 Modified bikes in all their forms, plus the final of the 2018 National 

Championships for custom builders. Camping available. Tickets £12 on  

the door (cheaper online in advance), under 14s £3, under 5s free.

 www.thecustomshow.com

Fat Skeleton Blue and Bikes weekend
April 20-22, Cabourne Parva, Lincs

Bands include Shamus O’Blivion, The Dirty South and the Megadeath 

Morris Men. Real Ale, good food, fire pits and a Christian coffee bar.

www.fatskeletonbluesandbikes.com

Oliver’s Mount Festival of Speed
May 5-7, Oliver’s Mount, Scarborough

 Classic and modern bikes on track and on show at a beautiful venue. 

Weekend ticket £20, under 15s free, free parking, camping available.

www.oliversmountracing.com

MACH Motorcycle and Music Festival
May 24-28, Llanidloes, Wales

 A four-night festival based in the heart of beautiful Welsh countryside. 

Ride-outs, celeb speakers, moped racing, good food, beer and bands.

Standard ticket £68 (includes camping and team entry to moped racing).

www.themotorbikefestival.co.uk

If modified bikes are your 

thing, then head for Stoneleigh

One of the

ride-outs at the

MACH event

2MONTHS 
AHEAD

3MONTHS 
AHEAD

What a brilliant  
bargain buy 

Alison Silcox, Motor Cycle News, July 26, 2017

A L L F R O M J U S T £ 7 9 . 9 9 ...

T H A T ’ S T H E D E X T E R E F F E C T

PINLOCK IN THE BOX

OPTIMUM AIRFLOW VENTING

REMOVABLE SOFT FEEL LINER

 

MULTI DENSITY EPS LINER

TWO-YEAR WARRANTY

DROP DOWN SUN VISOR

Available at www.sportsbikeshop.co.uk
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Q Please could you tell me 

what the rules are with the 

toll roads in France? I’ve heard 

about something called a 

‘vignette’. Do I need one?

A French toll roads are just 

motorways. No special rules 

apply, apart from the speeds: 130kph 

in the dry; 110kph when it rains. The 

tolls are simply paid at the barriers. 

A vignette is a prepaid ticket — 

compulsory in Switzerland, Austria 

and some other countries, but is 

optional in France so it’s cheaper to 

pay as you go. Don’t go into

a lane marked with a “t” –

that’s for cars with 

electronic tags. Go for one

indicated by a coin/card

symbol (automatic machine)

or the graphic of a man

leaning out to take money

(a rare manned booth).

Our top tip is keep a credit

card and some coins handy,

not buried away in your

wallet inside your jacket. A hinged tin

the same size as a credit card is ideal

– it’ll be the same size as a toll ticket.

Put it somewhere easy to get to 

without removing your gloves (a 

secure pocket, a tankbag, a cubby 

hole in a touring bike). Roll up to the 

first tollbooth, take the ticket and put 

it in the tin; next booth, open tin, take 

out ticket (DON’T drop it!), insert in

machine, check you’re being charged

Classe 5 (motorbike), insert credit

card, retrieve credit card, put tin 

away, ride off: and all without taking 

your gloves off. 

Some tolls (especially in the South 

of France) are fixed price, with no 

prior ticket: just roll up and pay. 

They’re usually only a few Euros, so

keep some coins in the tin for these.

Sometimes you have to take gloves 

off which is a bit of a faff — but any 

car foolish enough to queue behind a 

bike can wait until you’re ready; the 

French are used to it and there’s no 

stress. Don’t be tempted to ride off 

without your gloves though — that’s 

illegal in France now.

Q Are the French really 

cutting their speed limits??

A It seems so: from July 1 the 

speed limit on normal single-

carriageway roads will fall from 

90kph (56mph) to 80kph (50mph). 

That’s a big country to cross in third 

gear... Limits on dual carriageways 

and motorways are not affected.

Campbeltown
This fishing port in Kintyre will
give you plenty to mull over...

Autoroute can be useful but tolls are a faff 
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wealth to rebuild the town in the late

Victorian era, but it didn’t survive the

slump in demand after the First World

War and closed in the 1920s.

How many things is that?

Just two - the third one’s much more fun.

This is one of the handful of official malt

whisky-producing areas in Scotland and

was once one of the biggest producers

in the world. These days there are just

three distilleries remaining; Glengyle,

Glen Scotia and Springbank, all of which

offer tours and tastings. With another

ten distilleries on nearby Islay, Jura and

Arran, most of whose products will be

stocked by most of the local bars and

hotels, there’s enough choice to keep

you confused and incoherent more or

less indefinitely.

And in my more lucid moments?

There’s plenty to do and see, so long

as you’re not looking for wild urban

excitement. There’s a good museum

and a heritage centre, a new swimming

pool and library complex (the books are

waterproof, presumably), a very old

PARK THE BIKE AND SOAK UP SOME HISTORY AND CULTURE

Enough with yer puns, pal...

Sorry. Anyway, Campbeltown is ten 

miles from the Mull itself, so even if Sir 

Paul of McCartney was in residence (he 

still owns a farm there), you’re probably 

far enough away to not hear him singing.

Thank the Lord for that

Indeed. Actually he’s not been seen up 

there for years, so you’ll be okay to visit 

the Mull anyway. It’s well worth it, as it’s 

very, very pretty and on a clear day you 

can see a swathe of the Ulster coast 

from the lighthouse, one of the first built 

in Scotland, way back in 1788. 

I thought we were talking about 

Campbeltown?

Ah yes, sorry again. The town itself was 

built on three things. Its position on a 

sheltered inlet made it a natural harbour 

and fishing port — a safe haven in the 

unpredictable weather coming in off the 

Atlantic. A fishing fleet needs a boatyard 

and Campbeltown’s eventually evolved 

into a full-on shipyard, first building 

sailing ships, but moving on to ocean-

going steamships. The shipyard brought 

cinema (one of the oldest in the world,

dating from 1913), a variety of boat trips

and outdoor activities and, this being

Scotland, more golf courses than any 

reasonable person could ever need. 

FACT FILE CAMPBELTOWN

How to get there

There’s a ferry from Ardrossan, 

West of Glasgow, or you can fly into

Campbeltown Airport. But by bike

the best way is via the Trossachs National 

Park and then the A83 from Arrochar.

How long for?

A couple of days (unless you need longer to 

sober up before riding home...)

When to go?

Early spring or late autumn — from May to 

September you’re risking death by midges...

How much?

Hotels from about £70, but there are plenty 

of guesthouses nearby as well, and lots of 

eateries, from small cafés to excellent pubs 

to posh seafood restaurants and even a 

couple of decent Tandooris.
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Beautiful, when the mist isn’t 

rolling in from the sea...   





Harley-Davidso
Fat Bob 114

Despite its far more

modern tech, the Fat Bob is

still undoubtedly a Harley

EXHAUST

The Fat Bob’s stock pipes

are surprisingly quiet

but optional replacements

will increase the bike’s

aural presence
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THE  ROAD TEST

H
ARLEY-DAVIDSON IS CELEBRATING its 115th birthday 

with a facelift, something to make it look and feel a bit 

younger and hopefully make it more appealing to a 

fresh type of buyer. Following the biggest research and 

development programme in the firm’s history, 2018 

sees the release of an all-new Softail range, of which the Fat 

Bob is the stand-out model. All the bikes in the lineup benefit 

from a lighter and stiffer frame, enhanced suspension and the 

latest Milwaukee-Eight engine in a choice of 1745cc (107 cubic 

inches) or 1868cc (114ci) capacities. The Fat Bob rocks a twisted 

contemporary design with a menacing, futuristic look that has 

clearly been penned with the European youth market in mind.

While the styling is a definite change of direction for Harley, 

the firm also claims that the riding experience is something of 

a revolution too. It promises overall performance on a higher 

level than anything that’s gone before, giving a ride that it says 

“must be felt to be believed”. Has the American icon done 

enough to capture the hearts and wallets of the next generation 

of rider? We point the new Fat Bob 114 in the direction of the 

RiDE test route to find out…

Radical styling, huge motor, bonkers front tyre 

– yet this could be a Harley with mass appeal
Words Bruce Dunn Pictures Mark Manning

BRITAIN’S 
TOUGHEST
ROAD TEST

 B-ROADS 

A four-hour loop of 

brilliant roads

 MOTORWAYS 

A solid two hours of 

multi-lane mile-eating

 IN TOWN 

How it copes with 

filtering in traffic

 ECONOMY 

What mpg and tank 

range you can expect



FRONT WHEEL

A corpulent 150-section tyre on a 16in

front wheel. You’d expect that’ll make it

handle like a barge, but the Fat Bob can

hustle… for a Harley

ENGINE

Harley’s Milwaukee-Eight mixes modern 

and traditional tech: four valves per 

cylinder moved by pushrods; air-cooled 

cylinders with ‘precision’ oil-cooled 

heads; and a counter-rotating balancer 

to reduce vibration

FORKS

Upside-down 43mm Showa 

forks — not the words you 

might expect to read on a 

Harley-Davidson spec list. No 

adjustment, mind, but they 

perform impressively

FRAME

The entire Softail range 

gets a brand-new steel 

spine frame for 2018, 

which is lighter, 

stiffer and more compact 

than its predecessors
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On the 
road

B-ROADS
The function of most cruisers is to do

just that — cruise along at a modest

speed with a laid-back attitude, hands

resting on the high and wide handlebars

and your feet parked up on forward-set

footrests. Harley-Davidson is the master

at this, with all of its models delivering

the prescribed experience, regardless

of engine size or position in the range.

The new Fat Bob, however, changes

this. The new bike feels light and taut

and it’s clear that Harley has improved

the bike’s handling by a considerable

margin. The new frame and swingarm,

which are both lighter and more rigid

than before, allow the bike to be ridden

outside traditional Harley parameters

without the associated handling woes of

running wide, heavy steering, instability

and lack of feedback.

To take advantage of this new-found

agility, more ground clearance has been

made available, so the spring-loaded

footrests touch down at a claimed 32°

of lean. While that’s still not going to

prevent you from decking them out

around roundabouts, it is 2° more than

the previous model and the most of any

Softail in the range.

When it comes to billowing between

bends on your favourite B-road, the

Milwaukee-Eight engine is as smooth as

they come and effortlessly feeds the

back wheel with power. Keep the revs

in its sweet spot between 3000 and

4000rpm and the delivery is soft and

predictable. Though if you try to turn

things up a bit and rev the motor hard

through the six-speed gearbox, the

long-stroke engine tends to surge

forward as you drop into the next gear,

as the combined mass of the internal

components tries to resist having their

velocity arrested. While this isn’t a

problem for normal riding it is a reminder

that there’s still a big mass of Yankee

metal thumping away under you.

The twin-disc front brake setup works

well, and the four-piston calipers are a

big improvement on previous models.

Coupled with the whopping 43mm

upside-down Showa forks there’s a

decent amount of feel under braking, as

well as enough poise and agility to have

genuine fun with. This is doubly

impressive given the Fat Bob is wearing

a balloon-like 150/80-16 front tyre, an

element of cruiser style which usually

stands in the way of allowing normal

motorcycle handling characteristics.

The new chassis gives the rider

reassurance that the bike is not going

to run wide or require some awkward

counter-steering input to help it turn,

and the wide, flat bars help you lever

the bike from one side of the tyre to the

other as it rolls between corners. At no

point do you ever feel like you’re on

“Enough poise
and agility to have
genuine fun with”

Even with its huge front

and rear tyres, the Fat

Bob handles far better

than any Harley before it
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anything other than a cruiser but the 

new Fat Bob can be hustled like no other

bike that Harley has ever produced.

MOTORWAYS 
You wouldn’t know you’ve got nearly 

1900cc of V-twin between your legs, as 

the Milwaukee-Eight engine is supremely 

smooth and vibe-free. In fact it’s rather 

uncanny in the way it generates its 

93bhp with no apparent stress felt from 

the engine. It effortlessly turns over at 

any speed with very little noise or 

commotion. These characteristics are  

a result of the factory trying to achieve 

maximum efficiency

for Euro4 regulations,

as well as years (over 

a century, in fact) of 

refinement. At 70mph

in sixth gear the

Milwaukee–Eight 114

purrs along at just

2600rpm and only

the merest whiff of

throttle. Cracking it open wider to

overtake slower vehicles, the engine

responds instantly as the rpm rises to 

3500rpm and peak torque — an 

impressive 114lb·ft. But as the speedo 

creeps over 70mph, the riding position 

makes you want to lower that needle 

again. The combination of the wide 

handlebars and feet-forward position 

conspire to amplify rider fatigue, which 

creeps in after about an hour in the 

plush, deep saddle. It’s not bad for a 

cruiser but it’s by no means a tourer.

Those riders willing to test the outer 

limits of the Fat Bob’s performance will 

ERGONOMIC 
TRIANGLE
A typical cruiser seating 

position, with bars falling 

nicely to hand and feet 

forward, just underneath

be pleased to hear it handles high speeds

really well. If you have the strength to

hold on, it’ll reach its top speed of 115mph 

with supreme stability. 

Back in cruising mode, the tank-

mounted tacho shows the engine revs at

a lethargic 1900rpm at 50mph in top gear,

the engine sipping gently at 57mpg. The

tank-mounted clock also houses the

speedo, warning lights and trip meters,

but it’s mounted in completely the wrong

place, forcing you to move your head

down and away from the road to look at 

it. However it’s not all bad news for the 

Fat Bob’s practical side, as the new 

Daymaker LED headlight not only looks 

stylish but also functions well, with good 

low-beam cut-off and high-beam spread 

– even if it does have a hint of Gort from 

the 1950s film The Day the Earth Stood 

Still or Bender from Futurama.

IN TOWN
Wide bars, low seat and feet-forward 

pegs create a relaxed riding position  

that works well in the urban 

environment most of the time. 

However, in stop-start traffic the 

comfort dissolves, as the constant 

up and down with your feet on the 

forward footrests becomes a bit of 

a bind and can catch you off-

balance. But on the plus side the 

clutch is light and the gearbox 

positive. Finding neutral never  

feels like an issue.

The Fat Bob’s futuristic styling  

is impressive, but you get the 

impression that perhaps other 

motorists are a little confused 

about just what brand of bike it  

is, especially as all the traditional 

logos have been replaced with 

more subtle branding. The Fat 

Bob’s fairly quiet exhaust and 

engine also detract from that 

traditional Harley-Davidson 

appeal, so if you want the 

world to know you’re riding 

authentic American metal, 

the new Fat Bob might not be 

the bike for you.

 Exhaust 

features an 

interesting  

2-1-2 design   

 As a cruiser, 

handlebars are 

wide, flat and 

very cool

Footpegs are small 

but work well and 

are mounted forward



Belt drive means lower

noise and less

maintenance worries

Milwaukee-Eight

engine features

twin spark

cylinder heads

Huge front tyre

doesn’t affect

handling like you

would imagine

 LED headlight

is bright and

well defined
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 ROAD TEST 

Fully loaded
WITH A PILLION
Deputy editor Martin Fitz-Gibbons took  

a pew on the pillion seat. It’s fair to say 

he wasn’t impressed: “It’s absolutely, 

unmitigatingly appalling. The ‘seat’ is a 

sub-standard square about the size of  

a jam sandwich, it’s far too close to the 

rider, and there’s nothing to hold on to.  

I ended up trying to grip onto the bottom 

of the mudguard, which it clearly isn’t 

meant for. Pegs are too far forwards 

too, so it felt like I was falling off the 

back every time the bike accelerated. 

Barely fit for purpose.” The only remedy 

would be expensive extras — a sissy bar 

or seat from another Softail model, for 

example. However, this would inevitably 

ruin the looks.

LUGGAGE AND LOAD
The Fat Bob’s microscopic pillion seat 

doesn’t offer a wide enough area to give 

a tailpack a sturdy place to sit either. 

Plus, you have to get creative when 

attaching the bungee hooks, fixing them 

around the indicator stalks and also the 

rear mudguard. The problem is further 

compounded by the fact that Harley-

Davidson doesn’t currently offer any 

luggage for the Fat Bob, meaning a 

rucksack is your only practical option.

Options and
accessories
When it comes to styling, most of the available

parts are generic and designed for a wide

range of models, such as the Defiance

handlebar grips priced at £132.88, or the

Edgecut dome mirrors for £235.13.

At 710mm, the Fat Bob’s seat is already

fairly low but there’s an optional rear shock

assembly that lowers the seat height by an

extra 19mm. This is a direct replacement for

the stock shock and costs £420.86.

And for those who want to increase the

performance of the Milwaukee-Eight 114 engine 

there’s a Screamin’ Eagle Stage 3 tuning kit

(£2801.76), which Harley describes as being 

“developed for the rider looking for a solid 

seat-of-the-pants increase that you can feel”. 

It’s a comprehensive big-bore kit that takes  

the engine out to 1923cc (117ci), and includes 

cylinders, pistons, rings, cam, valves, tappets 

etc, with claims to boost power by 24%.

Options for tailpack 

mounting are poor and 

there is no official luggage  

The Fat Bob’s

pillion is not a

nice place to be



 Edge Cut dome mirrors looks slick and 

give better rearward vision than stock

Larger Defiance

handgrips offer a bit

more comfort for

longer rides

 Replacement 

shock lowers 

the seat 19mm 

further

 Heavy 

Breather air 

filter releases 

more horses

 Street Cannon 

mufflers to release 

a little more Harley  
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What’ll it 
cost you?
Finance 
The Fat Bob 114 is £15,495 in basic Vivid 

Black, and £15,845 in any of the four other 

colours (including our test bike’s Red Iron 

Denim). A typical PCP deal breaks down like 

this: a deposit or part exchange of £3000; 

then 36 monthly payments of £212.76; and 

an optional final payment of £8296. That’s  

 a total of £18,955.36. It assumes an annual 

mileage of 5000, with an APR of 9.9%. 

Service intervals
> 1000 miles  £316

> 5000 miles £239

> 10,000 miles £296

> 15,000 miles £239

> 20,000 miles £325

SPEED MPG RANGE

Slow 57 170 miles

Average 48.9 146 miles

Fast 44.8 134 miles

FUEL ECONOMY

 Like old BMWs, push  

left to indicate left...  

 The single gauge 

on the tank is 

hard to read

 ... and right to indicate right. 

Harley is unique in this nowadays

Handy remote adjuster 

for rear preload
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THE  VERDICT

SPEC HARLEY-DAVIDSON FAT BOB 114

Price from £15,495 Engine 1868cc 8v 45° V-twin, a/c 

Power 93bhp @ 5020rpm Torque 114lb·ft @ 3500rpm 

Transmission 6-speed, belt Chassis steel spine  

Front suspension 43mm forks, non-adjustable Rear 

suspension monoshock, adjustable preload Front brakes 

300mm discs, 4-piston calipers Rear brake 300mm disc, 

2-piston caliper Front tyre 150/80-16 Rear tyre 180/70-16 

Wheelbase 1615mm Rake/trail 28°/132mm Seat height 

710mm Kerb weight 306kg Fuel capacity 13.6 litres

HARLEY HAS TAKEN a big step with 

the Fat Bob and it’s definitely paid 

off. It is without question a much 

more capable motorcycle than 

previous models, while still retaining 

most of the looks, character and 

vibe you’d expect from the world’s 

most famous motorcycle brand. 

The Fat Bob is still 100% Harley,  

but it has expanded its remit as a

useable motorcycle with new-found

agility and road holding. Should the

mood take you, you can ride this

Harley at a more spirited tempo

without either your confidence or

its stability decaying. However,

riders looking to do anything more

than fun rides will be irked by its

poor provision for luggage, small

fuel tank and poorly positioned

instrument console. The new Fat

Bob will satisfy loyal Harley-

Davidson customers and could

generate a wider appeal with new 

customers wanting to join the

Harley family.   

LET US KNOW...
Bought a Fat Bob? Tell us about 

your experience: ride@ride.co.uk

“The Fat Bob is still 
100% Harley but has 
expanded its remit”

The Fat Bob is an 

excellent cruiser but not 

so good for long distance  





ENGINE

The Wing’s famous flat six has

been completely resigned, making

it more compact, more powerful

and more fuel efficient than before

BODYWORK

The Wing has been on a diet,

slimming by 16kg to improve

handling. Smaller tank and less

luggage capacity are the result

A

FRONT END

Honda designed a totally new

double-wishbone front end,

bringing the wheel nearer the

engine and improving ride quality

“Parked next to its 
predecessor, the new
Wing looks more modern”
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Right-hand bar includes cruise

control and DCT mode selector

 Like previous versions the new Wing has an audio 

system, but it now features Apple CarPlay to connect to —  

and control — Apple iPhones and several native apps  

Little Wing
FIRST RIDE

HONDA GL1800 GOLD WING

T
HE HONDA GOLD Wing is one  

of motorcycling’s most distinctive 

machines. From the original naked 

999cc flat four unveiled in 1975, it 

rapidly became a byword for 

luxurious touring. By 2001 it had evolved  

to become a fully faired 1832cc flat six that 

tipped the scales at an immense 395kg, 

with 150 litres of luggage space. Now, for 

2018 the bike has been totally overhauled 

and the new machine is lighter, sportier 

and better handling.

The Wing was certainly due an update:  

17 years is a long time for any model to run 

virtually unchanged, beyond a set of new 

clocks and the option of an airbag in 2006, 

plus a light restyle in 2012. Gold Wings 

have suffered something of an image 

problem, often piloted by older riders with 

fluffy animals strapped to the back, off to a 

Wing Ding. Honda realised this and has 

aimed the new 1833cc model at a slightly 

younger audience, while trying to also 

satisfy hardcore Gold Wing fans. However, 

Honda has made some sacrifices along the 

way, like a smaller fuel tank (but similar 

range, thanks to improved fuel economy) 

and less luggage space, at 110 litres.

Parked next to its predecessor, the new 

Wing looks sharper and more modern 

— details like full LED lighting bring it bang 

up to date. It gets even more impressive 

when you’re sat in the seat. The full-colour 

7in screen connects to Apple phones via 

Apple CarPlay, to run your Apple Music, 

Apple Maps and take calls. Honda’s own 

integrated sat nav is standard. All these 

gadgets are much easier to use, with a 

control wheel on the centre of the tank. 

Honda has simplified it and there are 60 

fewer buttons on the 2018 bike. 

The first thing you notice is that the new 

Wing feels more compact, with the plush 

seat slightly nearer the ground. When 

riding, the seat is a fraction firmer than  

the old Wing’s, but is actually more 

comfortable and somehow the riding 

position is roomier with more leg room.

Gone are the tiller-like handlebars. The 

aerodynamics are vastly improved, with a 

narrower electrically adjustable screen. It’s 

a lot smaller than the old Wing’s screen 

The 2018 Gold Wing is smaller than its 

predecessor, yet still manages to turn in  

a bigger performance
Words Marc Potter Pictures Kevin Wing
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Why did it shrink?
Creating the new Gold Wing’s sharper styling

meant Honda had to make some sacrifices,

namely cutting luggage capacity down to 110

litres and shrinking the fuel tank. Why?

Honda says the new bike’s engine is so

much more efficient (claimed economy is

50mpg) that it covers a similar distance

despite carrying four litres less fuel. Our bikes

managed an indicated 200 miles to a tank and

registered around 45mpg under harder riding

than most Wings will probably be used to.

And luggage? Extensive research told Honda

that most Gold Wing riders only do three-day

trips. So it was designed to be sleeker, while

still carrying enough kit for a weekend away.

We can confirm after two days away that it

carries plenty of stuff for an overnight trip and

two full-face helmets really will fit in the top

box. We never wanted more luggage space.

The whole bike is keyless and operates

through a smart key which means the

panniers lock themselves when you walk away

from the bike, a great security feature. Just

push a button on each pannier to open them.

yet the shape means it actually offers 

better wind protection. Amazing.

While we say the new Wing is lighter 

than the old one — which it is, by 16kg, 

with a topbox fitted — it is still 379kg, so is 

never going to feel light when pushing it 

around. When you’re moving, though, the 

whole package feel sharper. The Wing now 

feels a lot more like a Pan European in its

handling. The new chassis

uses girder forks and a

double-wishbone front

suspension system to soak

up bumps better than any

previous Gold Wing. Honda

has engineered in just a bit

of dive to give it more

feeling under braking, and

with those Brembo six-pot calipers, few

big bikes will be able to stop faster.

The Gold Wing is a lot of fun to hustle

around on the Texas roads where Honda

chose to launch the new bike. You can just

sit back, cruise control on, watching the

vultures hover overhead with a small

amount of air coming past the fairing.

Want more of a breeze? There is a vent,

though it just seemed to make more

turbulence in the calm seating area, rather 

than really offer more cool air.

In fact, cool air wasn’t a problem: Texas

was suffering a freaky cold spell that

meant the weather was much more what

you’d expect in the Midlands than Midland,

Texas… At least it gave the opportunity to

test the heated seat and grips back-to-back

with the old bike. The new ones get warm

faster and give out more

heat, allowing thin gloves

in 3°C conditions.

But the new engine is

the real star. The flat six

is all-new – smaller bore,

longer stroke, four-valve

heads – with performance

upped to 125bhp and

125lb·ft. It’s more responsive, revs faster

and cruises at just 2500rpm at 75mph in 

top gear on the six-speed manual bike.  

On the DCT version, with a seven-speed

automatic gearbox, it cruises at even lower

revs. The gearbox on the manual bike has

been improved with smoother gearchanges

and a slipper clutch, but the DCT is

Honda’s third generation and so slick you

don’t even feel it change from third to

“The Gold
Wing is a lot of 
fun to hustle”

Two-up, as nature —

and Honda — intended.

Supremely comfortable

for both riders
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The 2018 cockpit is still very 

busy, but it’s easier to use  

than the previous Gold Wing

Big brakes give much better

feel with new front end

1833cc engine remains 

the star of the show

At Principal 

Insurance, we 

take the time to 

understand your 

individual biking 

story. Call our

specialist team

now to find out

how we can help

you take to the

road.

MULTI BIKE

MODIFIED SPORTS

CUSTOM CLASSIC

SCOOTER

Call us on:

0330
024

1622
www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance is regulated by the Financial

Conduct Authority. Firm Reference Number (FRN:

551900). Calls may be recorded for training and

monitoring purposes.

*Calls to this number cost no more than a national

rate call to an 01 or 02 number and must count

towards any inclusive minutes in the same way as

01 and 02 calls.

*

Over 30,000 
customers 
now trust 
us to 
insure their 
story.
What’s 
yours?

SPEC HONDA GL1800 GOLD WING

Price £26,679 (DCT version £29,699) Engine

1833cc 24v sohc flat six, l/c Power 125bhp @

5500rpm Torque 125lb·ft @ 4500rpm

Transmission 6-speed (DCT 7-speed),

shaft Chassis aluminium twin spar Front

suspension monoshock, 109mm travel,

electronically adjusted damping Rear

suspension monoshock, 104mm travel,

adjustable preload and electronically adjusted

damping Front brakes 320mm discs,

6-piston calipers Rear brake 316mm disc,

3-piston caliper Front tyre 130/70 ZR18

Rear tyre 200/55 ZR16 Wheelbase

1695mm Rake/trail 30.5°/109mm Seat

height 745mm Kerb weight 379kg

(DCT 383kg) Fuel capacity 21 litres

seventh up the box. However, downchanges 

are still a little on the clunky side. 

Of course, you don’t have to use the 

automatic DCT modes and can change gear 

using the thumb and forefinger buttons on the 

left handlebar if you prefer. The differences 

between the bike’s four riding modes — Tour, 

Sport, Rain and Eco — are more apparent on 

the DCT bike as it shifts at different revs 

depending on the setting. But all modes are 

friendly — Tour is the one you’ll spend more 

time in and Sport is definitely that. 

The rear shock’s damping is adjusted to 

match the riding mode, with preload set to 

suit the load using the main control screen. 

It’s easy to adapt for solo or two-up riding. 

Our pillion said: “Though the seat is a touch 

shorter, you sit closer to the front of the bike. 

The forward grab handles aren’t in the best 

position but it really doesn’t matter as you just 

cosy up into that luxurious seat and use the 

backrest under acceleration.”

The new Gold Wing is the best-handling 

version yet, with a deeper sound and a more 

playful soul than ever before. It’s a more 

accomplished touring bike but it’s also more 

fun to ride as the motor pulls harder and is 

smoother. It has more to offer than the old 

one, except for a few litres of luggage space. 

But ask yourself, how much do you really 

need? Honda UK is not importing the topbox- 

less ‘bagger’ so the new Wing will be available 

in standard and DCT versions only. 
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SUSPENSION

The base model uses adjustable

Showa/Sachs suspension, while

the S version comes with

semi-active Öhlins units

Panigale V4’s footpegs

are 10mm higher than

its predecessor

The Panigale V4 looks fast  

even when it’s standing still  

The Panigale V4 S, 

seen here hunting 

in its natural 

habitat... 

FIRST RIDE DUCATI PANIGALE V4 S

T
HE PANIGALE V4 is a massive deal

for Ducati. It slams the door on four

decades of raw, thunderous desmo

V-twin flagships, and is the entry to

a brave new world of even more

powerful, MotoGP-inspired machines.

So it’s a slightly strange feeling to be

thundering round the Valencia MotoGP

circuit on a bright red Duke that looks and

sounds distinctly familiar and which,

despite its outrageous 211bhp, feels not so

much quicker than the 1299 Panigale as

more agile and easier to ride.

On reflection this makes perfect sense,

because a MotoGP bike has to be as

controllable as it is fast. And the key to

Ducati’s switch is not that a V-four can

make more power than a twin. It’s that

this Panigale has been developed with the

benefit of all the years and Euros that some

of the world’s best engineers and riders

have spent honing the Desmosedici.

“MotoGP is kind of our developing

laboratory,” as Ducati boss Claudio

Domenicali puts it.

This is reflected in the layout of the 90°

V-four engine, which shares the racebike’s

81mm bore, combustion chamber design,

contra-rotating crankshaft and irregular

firing intervals. The extra crank gear costs

a few bhp but, with the ability to rev to

15,000rpm, the V-four can spare them.

Capacity is up from the race bike’s 1000cc

to 1103cc via a longer stroke, which ensures

it has midrange torque to match.

The Panigale V4 looks familiar because,

well, the 1299 is a gorgeous motorbike and

Ducati has no intention of repeating the

New ord

styling clanger it dropped moving from the

998 to the 999. Chassis design is based on a

new aluminium ‘front frame’ that uses the

engine as a stressed member, designed

using Ducati’s MotoGP experience of the

rigidity required in each direction.

“Changing aluminium thickness to change

the stiffness is a kid’s job with the design

tools we have today,” says Domenicali.

“The difficult part is setting the target.”

Riding position is identical to the 1299’s

apart from 10mm higher footrests. The

view is of a new and attractive TFT display

plus, in the case of the V4 S launch bikes,

There are three versions of the Panigale V4. The standard model costs £19,390 and has cast

wheels and conventional Showa/Sachs suspension. The V4 S tested here (£24,035) adds

semi-active Öhlins suspenison, forged Marchesini wheels and a lighter lithium-ion battery.

And the V4 Speciale, of which 1500 will be produced, tries to justify its £35,135 price with

a titanium Akrapovic exhaust system, datalogging, rearsets and cosmetic mods including

tricolore paintwork. But Ducati’s V-twin Panigales aren’t finished yet: the 1299 Panigale R

Final Edition is still available (for £35,135), while the 959 Panigale starts at £14,135.

Panigale’s family split

Ducati’s Panigale V4 leads the Italian marque

into a fresh era of four-cylinder superbikes
Words Roland Brown Pictures Milagro



New Panigale gets  

attractive colour TFT display  
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ENGINE

MotoGP-inspired 1103cc V-four

shares much of the racebike’s

architecture to generate huge

power with midrange to match

CHASSIS

New aluminium frame uses the

engine as a stressed member,

increasing rigidity in all directions

Electronically controlled

Öhlins dampers are used

front and rear on the S

Swingarm is

single-sided

– as it should

be on a Ducati

superbike…

SPEC DUCATI PANIGALE V4 S

Price £24,035 Engine 1103cc 16v dohc

90° V-four, l/c Power 211bhp @ 13,000rpm

Torque 92lb·ft @ 10,000rpm

Transmission 6-speed, chain Chassis

aluminium casting Front suspension

43mm forks, 120mm travel, semi-active

damping Rear suspension monoshock,

130mm travel, adjustable preload and 

semi-active damping Front brakes 

330mm discs, 4-piston calipers Rear 

brake 245mm disc, 2-piston caliper Front 

tyre 120/70 ZR17 Rear tyre 200/60 ZR17 

Wheelbase 1469mm Rake/trail 

24.5°/100mm Seat height 830mm Kerb 

weight 195kg Fuel capacity 16 litres

mighty shove from 7000rpm and beyond.

Acceleration is also helped by the contra- 

rotating crank, which reduces pitching on 

acceleration and braking, as well as the 

stickiness of Pirelli’s new rear Supercorsa 

SP. There’s also the safety net of an updated 

traction control system that introduces 

slide control on higher settings.

On entering Valencia’s main straight,  

my lankiness (which also makes those 

footrests slightly cramped) is probably 

responsible for a head-shake that initial 

tweaking of the intuitive Öhlins system 

calms but doesn’t completely cure. Stability 

is better still on my final session aboard a 

firmer, slick-shod Panigale with an 

Akrapovic exhaust system that boosts 

output to a heady 223bhp.

In either form, the Panigale V4 is as fun 

to ride as it is fast — and it’s very fast. It

almost reached an indicated 180mph on

that short straight, with top gear still to

come. Ducati’s move away from its much-

admired V-twins initially seemed brave

and controversial. Any doubts are blown

away by a Panigale V4 whose MotoGP-

inspired power and refinement have raised

superbike performance to a new level.

the wired-up fork-tops of the second-gen 

Öhlins Smart EC suspension system, which 

replaces the standard V4’s combination of 

manually adjustable Showa and Sachs units.

We’re riding the bike at Valencia, a 

compact circuit comprising mostly 

second-gear turns, which seems a 

surprising place to launch such a powerful 

bike. That’s until I set off aboard a Panigale 

with freshly warmed Pirellis – after barely 

a lap I’m blown away by its superbly light 

yet accurate steering.

The Panigale brakes super-hard with  

a squeeze of its new Brembo Stylema 

calipers (fitted with cornering ABS), 

downshifts seamlessly with the help of  

its auto-blipper, slowing with the aid of 

lean-angle-dependent engine brake 

control. Even better is the way it flicks 

effortlessly into turns, steers exactly where 

it’s aimed, then catapults out again with 

the aid of flawless throttle response, and a 
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FIRST R E YAMAHA MT-09 SP

The MT-09 SP takes Yamaha’s torquey triple to the next level
Words Roland Brown Photographs Alessio Barbanti & Jonathan Godin

ition

ENGINE

The 847cc triple remains

unchanged for 2018,

maintaining its impressive

performance and delivery

COCKPIT

Black handlebars and levers

and white-on-black display set

the SP version aside from the

regular MT-09

SUSPENSION

MT-09 SP’s higher-spec

forks and Öhlins shock are

a huge improvement over the

standard model’s suspension
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SPEC YAMAHA MT-09 SP

Price £9139 Engine 847cc 12v dohc triple, l/c Power 113bhp @ 10,000rpm Torque 65lb·ft @ 8500rpm

Transmission 6-speed, chain Chassis aluminium twin-spar Front suspension 41mm forks, 137mm travel, 

adjustable preload, rebound and high- and low-speed compression Rear suspension monoshock, 130mm travel, 

adjustable preload, rebound and compression Front brakes 298mm discs, 4-piston calipers Rear brake 245mm 

disc, 1-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 ZR17 Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17 Wheelbase 1440mm Rake/trail 

25°/103mm Seat height 820mm Kerb weight 193kg Fuel capacity 14 litres 

W
ELL, THAT’S THE MT-09 

sorted. I’ve just flicked the new 

SP version through the sun- 

kissed bends of Portugal’s 

Algarve and the realisation has 

suddenly dawned: its suspension felt 

superb. That’s the first time the cornering 

ability of Yamaha’s feisty naked triple has 

impressed since the original that led the 

firm’s comeback in 2013.

Few bikes have arrived to such 

devastating effect as that first MT, with its 

enthusiastic 847cc three-pot engine, light 

weight and abundance of character. It’s 

failings were easily overlooked; a snatchy 

throttle and crude and bouncy suspension.

Throttle response was quickly improved 

with a new map. The suspension took 

longer but last year’s update brought a 

notable improvement, along with pointier 

styling, LED lights, a one-way quickshifter 

and a lighter, slip-assist clutch.

Now Yamaha has gone a step further 

with the MT-09 SP, the latest in an 

occasional line of Sport Production specials 

that includes last year’s MT-10 SP and the 

2006-model YZF-R1 SP. One notable 

difference being that this time, in the spirit 

of the MT-09, Yamaha has taken great 

pains not to add too much to the price.

So while the MT-10 SP features posh 

Öhlins semi-active suspension at both 

ends, the MT-09 makes do with a 

conventional unit at the rear, albeit with  

a handy remote preload adjuster. It has 

higher-spec Kayaba forks, with dual- 

rate springs and adjustable high- and

low-speed compression damping, as well

as rebound and spring preload.

And that’s about it for the SP’s added

attractions, along with its silver-blue,

SP-family paintwork, plus matching blue

wheels and seat stitching. Unless you count

the freshly black-finished handlebar and

levers, or the diminutive instrument panel

which now has white-on-black characters.

The decision to leave the engine

unchanged was surely an easy one for

Yamaha because the 12-valve triple is an

absolute star. It pulls cleanly from almost

nowhere; controllably in Standard riding

mode, still slightly abruptly in A mode and

more gently in the softer B setting.

You can use the storming midrange grunt

for effortless overtakes or low-gear power

wheelies (even with the adjustable traction

control on). Or rev it harder towards the

10,000rpm mark where the 113bhp peak is

produced, flicking clutchlessly though the

reliable, if not quite velvety-smooth, box

with the aid of the quickshifter.

Inevitably there’s windblast at speed, but

the SP’s upright riding position is roomy

and the seat is reasonably comfortable,

Yamaha’s three-pot dynasty grows
The SP adds another branch to Yamaha’s triple tree. Alongside the two MT nakeds there’s the  

retro XSR900, which costs £8839, and its café-racer cousin the Abarth at £10,139. The Tracer 900 

sports-tourer costs £9389, while its upmarket spin-off the 900GT comes with panniers and a TFT 

screen. Later this year they’ll be joined by the three-wheeled Niken, with the same 847cc engine.

especially with a high-quality shock below 

it. The spring is slightly softer than the 

previous unit’s but increased compression 

damping gives a compliant yet well-

controlled ride. Especially when preload 

has been dialled back.

The forks’ dual-rate springs do a good job 

of soaking up bumps while remaining firm 

and well-damped. On the twisty sections 

the SP was notably more composed than  

a standard MT, and has plenty of potential 

for fine-tuning. It was better still after its 

front end was firmed up with a few clicks 

of low-speed compression damping.

Despite its generous suspension travel, 

the SP brakes hard, carves into turns and 

feels taut and agile. That made me think 

that it would also benefit from an upgrade 

to its unchanged radial four-piston front 

brake calipers and Bridgestone S20 tyres; 

adequate but not outstanding.

But Yamaha was determined to keep the 

SP’s price reasonable, and it’s succeeded:  

at £9139 it costs only £800 more than the 

standard model and is £2300 less than the 

standard MT-10. That’s good value for a 

bike that gives the MT-09 the chassis that 

its excellent engine deserves. 

Blue wheels suit the SP’s 

bespoke paintscheme 

Öhlins shock has  

a handy remote 

preload adjuster

Tiny display gets 

white figures on 

black background 

on the SP
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Suzuki’s original V-Strom 650 has many loyal fans,

but can the latest machine win one of them over?
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INCOLNSHIRE’S PAUL WEHRLE is a 

lorry driver. He also owns a first-

generation 2007 Suzuki V-Strom 650 

— but while you could say the DL650 

isn’t the lightest or prettiest bike ever 

built, it’s no HGV. Paul, 61 years old, started 

riding in the early 1970s and, after a long 

family break, came back to biking in 2002. 

He tried out a few of biking’s food groups to 

see which he preferred. But after a ride on a 

mate’s 2012 V-Strom 650 three years ago, 

Paul was convinced the wee Suzuki 

adventure bike was the machine for him. 

“I went through everything to find 

something that didn’t make my bones 

ache,” he says. Soon after that ride on his 

mate’s bike, Paul spotted a used 2007 

V-Strom at a dealer in Derbyshire and 

booked a test ride. He was instantly sold, 

and so was the Suzuki. What was it about 

the V-Strom he liked? 

“It felt right,” he says. “The riding position 

is natural and comfy, it handles well, it’s 

grunty out of corners for a small engine and 

I just like the way it rides. Don’t particularly 

like the way it looks, mind.”

Paul doesn’t use his V-Strom for big 

distances; “Apart from the odd day out in 

Yorkshire, the V-Strom is generally for local 

bimbling about,” he says.

The Suzuki wasn’t completely standard 

when he bought it. It came with the Quill 

exhaust can, crash bars, Beowulf radiator 

guard and Givi topbox, but Paul has added  

a few personal items of his own: “I put the 

SW Motech bar risers on to pull the bars up 

and back a bit; I’ve got short arms,” he 

laughs. “I got a genuine Suzuki lowered seat 

too, and a centrestand — and I added the 

Heed bash plate and a hugger to tidy it up.”

Before we go for a ride, let’s have a quick 

track back through V-Strom 650 history. 

V-Strom evolution
The first V-Strom 650 was an inevitable 

fusion of the pert, perky V-twin from the 

enormously popular SV650 (1999) with the 

upright stance and adventure styling of the 

V-Strom 1000 (2002). Released in 2004, the 

DL650 was an instant and substantial hit. 

At its peak in 2007 it outsold its nearest rival 

by two-to-one, and was more than four 

times as popular as its DL1000 big brother.  

But by 2011 sales had started tailing off, 

thanks to new rivals chipping away at its 

audience. So the Wee-Strom was revamped 

into the Glee-Strom; a Gladius 650 motor 

with the same architecture as the SV650 

but with more valve lift, increased crank 

inertia, revised intake and exhaust system 

and a host of minor changes to give a 

soother, more sophisticated power delivery. 

The second-generation V-Strom’s chassis 

was similar too — same geometry, frame, 
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swingarm, riding position and 

suspension. But a wholesale restyle

changed the pitch of the bike; initially

it had a smoother shape than the 

boxy, unashamedly functional 

original (a later revision added a nose

beak). As a result the 2011 V-Strom

wasn’t as widely loved, or as 

successful, as the original.

Enter the 2017 V-Strom 650. It uses

a modified version of the 645cc 90°

V-twin motor from the 2016 SV650,

now Euro4 compliant and making

70bhp and 46 lb·ft of torque. It also gets a

basic traction control system. The frame

and steering geometry remain from the

previous models, and its non-adjustable

41mm forks and preload-and-rebound-

adjustable shock have revised damping.

The newest bike also has a styling 

overhaul to bring it inline with the V-Strom

1000; with the addition of a proper beak

out front, a new 20-litre tank, new clocks

and seat, in XT trim (with wire wheels and

Suzuki-yellow paint) the new DL650 looks

much more contemporary. Small details

are added; the taller screen is adjustable

(with an Allen key), there’s a 12v socket 

and the pannier lugs are set into the tail 

unit; no extra subframe rails required. 

 

2007 V-Strom 650 v 2017 
V-Strom 650
Our test route runs along one of Paul’s local 

A-roads running across the Lincolnshire 

Wolds; it’s a road I know well too. The 

weather is fine and the roads are fairly

quiet so for 60 miles or so we see very little

traffic, giving Paul the chance to get a good 

feeling for the new bike, and me for his. 

After a good stretch we park up in a 

lay-by to compare notes, and poke around 

getting under the skin of two very 

different-looking machines. Underneath 

the plastic they’re very similar; footpeg 

hangers and footpegs look the same, levers, 

pillion-pegs assemblies, the exhaust 

assembly, swingarm, subframe, frame. The

engine covers have changed and Suzuki

says it’s made over 60 modifications from 

the previous motor – which Paul and I note 

includes dispensing with the original bike’s 

oil cooler, possibly because Suzuki says it 

has improved cooling ducts in the fairing. 

And that, of course, is the big visual 

difference. The bikes might be similar 

underneath but the bits that hang off it all 

— the bodywork — is very different.

OLD SUZUKI  
V-STROM 650

Engine 645cc 8v dohc 90° 

V-twin, l/c Power 66bhp @ 

8800rpm Torque 44lb·ft @ 

6400rpm Transmission 

6-speed, chain Chassis 

aluminium twin-spar Front 

suspension 43mm forks, 

150mm travel, adjustable 

preload Rear suspension 

monoshock, 150mm travel, 

adjustable preload and rebound 

Front brakes 310mm discs, 

2-piston calipers Rear brake 

260mm disc, 1-piston caliper 

Front tyre 110/80 R19 Rear 

tyre 150/70 R17 Wheelbase 

1540mm Rake/trail 

26°/110mm Seat height 

820mm Kerb weight 220kg 

Fuel capacity 22 litres

Traditional switchgear supplemented 

by Paul’s aftermarket heated grips

Older, twin analogue 

dials easier to read 

according to Paul

New single-dial display 

with LCD readout features 

digital speedo

Tidier switchgear now includes 

two-way traction control

 Paul’s original V-Strom 

fits him like a glove and 

looks likely to stay    



What to look forwhenbuyingaV-Strom650
Little goes wrong with the first-generation 

DL650, other than the usual wear and tear on a 

10-year-old bike. A serviced SV650 V-twin motor 

will easily outlive its chassis components. Clutch 

and gearbox are idiotproof so check for seized 

brake calipers (rear especially), shot wheel, head 

and suspension-linkage bearings, a tired rear 

shock and forks needing an oil change. 

Correcting them isn’t difficult or expensive. The 

air filter is a sod to change, so worth checking if 

it has been. V-Strom bodywork is durable but 

look out for crash repairs. Metal finishing is 

ropey: water-pump housing, fork bottoms, 

wheels and cockpit area suffer corrosion. 

Almost every early V-Strom will, by now, be

modified. Check the seat – is it a low option? Is

the front wheel the original 19in item, not an 

often-modded swap for a 17in SV650 wheel 

(more tyre choice, but the shock needs shorter

linkage tie bars to compensate). Original exhausts

are rare so make sure any aftermarket system is

for the bike and not bodged-on.
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What does Paul think of the 2017 model?

“Well. I like it…” he says, pausing with an 

unspoken ‘but’. “The engine is definitely 

much smoother than mine,” he continues. 

What about performance? On paper, the 

new bike has more bhp and torque.

“It’s close, but I think the new engine 

hasn’t quite got the same initial pick-up as 

mine,” says Paul. “But it revs a bit more 

easily. It feels fresher higher up the revs but 

more strangled lower down. And I can hear 

mine better because of the louder Quill 

exhaust can.” A look suggests whoever 

fitted it removed the catalyst as well. 

“And the new bike tips into corners more 

naturally; I’m thinking maybe it’s because 

my tyres are shot,” Paul adds, pointing at 

his squared-off Michelin Anakee 3s. 

I hadn’t even noticed. Paul’s original bike 

certainly doesn’t handle badly and there’s

no white-lining or heavy steering to

suggest the tyres are worn. Considering

there’s a decade between the two bikes,

there’s not a great deal of difference in their

ride dynamics at normal road-riding pace.

To me, Paul’s bike is a bit heavier, steering

is less active and agile, it doesn’t brake as

sharply, has a touch more weight transfer

and sits lower on softer, bouncier 

suspension. But it’s not night and day, and

feels almost like two different bikes rather

than an old one and a new one. 

Paul thinks the new bike’s riding position

pulls him too far forward — his bike is fitted

with risers that bring the bars back toward

the rider’s lap, and a low seat option. I’m

perfectly happy with the position on either

bike, but Paul prefers his. 

NEW SUZUKI  
V-STROM 650XT

Engine 645cc 8v dohc 90° 

V-twin, l/c Power 70bhp @ 

8800rpm Torque 46lb·ft @ 

6500rpm Transmission 

6-speed, chain Chassis 

aluminium twin-spar Front 

suspension 41mm forks, 

150mm travel, no adjustment 

Rear suspension 

monoshock, 160mm travel, 

adjustable preload and rebound 

Front brakes 310mm discs, 

2-piston calipers Rear brake 

260mm disc, 1-piston caliper 

Front tyre 110/80 R19 Rear 

tyre 150/70 R17 Wheelbase 

1560mm Rake/trail 

26°/110mm Seat height 

830mm Kerb weight 216kg 

Fuel capacity 20 litres

“Part of the appeal of my V-Strom is it 

doesn’t feel like a small bike; the new one 

does, a little bit,” Paul continues. This is 

interesting because the new XT is actually 

shorter and narrower, but taller overall, a 

few kilos lighter and with a higher seat. But 

it is somehow less substantial.

“And to say there’s 10 years between 

them; it doesn’t feel like 10 years of 

development difference to me,” Paul says. 

“The new bike looks nicer and is more 

streamlined, and I like the spoked wheels 

and yellow paint. But, riding them back- 

to-back, I can’t honestly say, ‘Ooo yeah, I 

definitely have to get one of these because 

it’s that much better…’ because it’s not. Like 

the clocks — my bike [twin analogue dials, 

aftermarket gear position indicator] shows 

you everything in one glance; the new one 

[central analogue tacho, digital speedo and 

gear position] is hard to read.”

There’s less adjustment too: Paul’s 

original has fork preload adjustment; the 

new bike has none. Both still have hand- 

wheel rear preload adjusters. So, would he 

think about buying a new V-Strom 650? 

“I don’t think so, no. I like it; the engine is 

smoother but I’m surprised the suspension 

and ride quality feel much the same. I 

thought the new bike would feel 100% 

better than mine, but it doesn’t. It’s a 

better-looking bike; sharper and slimmer; 

but it’s not a huge difference to ride.”

Which isn’t a bad thing. The new bike 

hasn’t lost any of the original’s fun,  

easy-going vibe. It just looks nicer. 

 The new V-Strom has a 

smoother engine but not 

enough more to tempt Paul
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 USED BIKES

LIVING LEGENDS OF MOTORCYCLING

Where did it come from?

From the topsy-turvey world of 1950s 

Grand Prix racing, via the wind tunnel at 

Guzzi’s Mandello del Lario factory. It was 

developed in a hurry during the 1955 

season (the prototype engine ran for the 

first time at Easter), in an attempt to take 

the fight to the MV Agusta and Gilera 

fours that had taken over the 500 class. 

Too much of a hurry, it turned out. 

It was incredibly complex (bear in mind 

that a couple of years earlier you could 

still win a 500cc GP on a single-cylinder 

Norton) — cramming a liquid-cooled, 

transverse V8 engine with gear-driven 

double overhead cams into the smallest 

possible package was a huge engineering 

challenge. For example, to set the 

carburettors up, engineers would run the 

bike on the dyno in the dark, and change 

the jetting until all eight exhaust headers 

glowed the same shade of red. With a

mighty 80bhp at 12,500rpm and 

incredible aerodynamics, the V8 was fast

— nearly 180mph at Spa — but fragile. It

vibrated, overheated, seized or slapped

itself into the scenery, and didn’t finish a

single race in 1956, its first full season. It

#32 Moto Guzzi V8

Q I’m looking at a used Honda 

Crossrunner for commuting 

and touring. My £6500 budget 

stretches to either a lightly 

used first-gen bike or a higher- 

mileage example of the 2015- 

on version. Is there much to 

choose between them?

A Yes. The later bike has more 

power (up from 100bhp to 

105bhp), plus longer-travel 

suspension, LED headlights and 

traction control. All 2015 UK bikes 

came with heated grips, topbox,  

centrestand, TomTom sat-nav and

an Akrapovic silencer as standard

— so make sure they’re all present.

For us, these are worth paying for.

Q My son has just got his A2

licence and wants a used

KTM 390 Duke. Will it need to

be restricted?

A If it’s a pre-2017 bike, it will.

While the 390’s engine makes

less than 47bhp, the 2013-2016

never won a GP. In fact it didn’t even 

start several of them, with some riders 

famously refusing to ride it, as it was  

so dangerous.

What changed?

The rules — dustbin fairings were banned 

in 1957 and all the Italian factories 

withdrew from GPs in protest. 

Why do people like it?

Because it sounds like the lid came off 

hell halfway through the Devil’s birthday 

party. Eight tiny cylinders sucking air 

though eight tiny open bellmouths and 

spitting it out again via eight (completely

unsilenced) stingers produces a 

glorious, and unique, cacophony. 

Cult rating 5/5

10... If you go to the museum at the old 

Guzzi factory (and you really, really 

should) you start on the ground floor 

and work your way up to the top, where 

pride of place is a shrine to speed and 

power — one of the original works bikes. 

You can get close enough to smell it, and 

it smells good — a trace memory of 

Avgas, castor oil and fear.

The problem is...

You’ll never get to ride one. Life is cruel. 

Without the Guzzi V8...

Well, the world would have 

continued to rotate, we suppose, 

but it wouldn’t have been quite such 

an interesting place. 

Dukes were so light their power-to-

weight ratio exceeds the limit for an 

A2 licence. KTM’s official fix is a 

remap that trims peak power. Any 

KTM dealer can upload this to any 

390 Duke for half an hour of labour.

Q I’ve just bought a 2007 BMW

K1200R Sport. The manual

says I should run it on 98RON

super unleaded. Do I really have

to? It’s so expensive!

A No, you don’t have to. The

K1200R was designed to run on 

super unleaded, but its engine uses 

knock sensors. That means if you run 

it on 95RON regular unleaded, the 

ignition timing will be retarded to 

prevent damage. Power will be 

reduced slightly and it’ll probably run 

slightly thirstier (and some owners 

say a little rougher), but you won’t be 

doing it any harm.

Q I’m forever up and down the

M1 — is there a bike with

factory-fitted cruise control

that isn’t a massive, heavy, 

excruciatingly expensive tourer 

or adventure bike?

A We’d suggest a 2015 Triumph 

Tiger 800 XRx. Lighter and lower 

than the usual suspects and plenty of 

used bikes under £7000. Make sure it 

really is the XRx or higher-spec XRt 

– the basic XR doesn’t have cruise. 

 Fast, fragile and dangerous. 

What could possibly go wrong?

 Second-gen Honda Crossrunner 

worth the extra for the higher spec

 KTM 390 Duke can be remapped 

to make it suitable for A2 licences 

“It didn’t finish a race in 
1956, its first season”



GIPRO
THE ULTIMATE PLUG-IN GEAR INDICATOR

*

Always know what gear you’re in, on Road or Track

MORE COMPACT & RESPONSIVE
THAN OTHER GEAR INDICATORS
With its faster internal processor and
sophisticated firmware, the GiPro offers a
much more responsive and more reliable
indication than comparative products.

Ride more safey by avoiding over-revving your
engine on downshifts or locking your back
wheel, and you’ll also find neutral more easily.

Plus... avoid the irritating "changing in
to 7th" syndrome!

• The most rapid gearchange display response available for your bike

• Easiest possible installation on your bike - plugs in to the diagnostic port (where 

available) - no soldering or wire cutting required for most bikes

• Clear and bright, daylight readable indication 

• Choice of display colours – Red recommended for brightest display

• Small compact size with neat design - just 30x18x15mm (HxWxD)

• Rugged, 100% waterproof enclosure

• Extreme reliability with 2-year replacement warranty

GREAT
VALUE

FROM ONLY...

£104.98

YOU’LL NEVER
WANT TO RIDE
WITHOUT ONE

AGAIN!

*Plug-in version for bikes with diagnostic port. Price excludes delivery. Calls may be recorded for training/security purposes. E&OE

HPS • Derwent House • Alfreton • Derbyshire • DE55 7BP • UK

www.BikeHPS.com/gipro
Order yours online now..

or call to discuss the best parts for your bike 01773 831122

Visit the DJ Motorcycle Experience website or social media for more information
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Great motorcycle roads
of course but it’s more
than that, it’s about good
hotels and food, history
and culture, great guides
with validated skills and
experience, fantastic scenery
and the company of like-
minded individuals united
by a love of motorcycling

Our 2018 program includes tours in

WALES - IRELAND - SOUTHERN FRANCE -
SPAIN, FRANCE AND THE ATLANTIC COAST
- AMSTERDAM, GERMANY AND BELGIUM
- NORTHERN SPAIN AND THE PYRENEES -

BELGIUM AND GERMANY - WALES AND THE
ISLE OF MAN - FRANCE – SPAIN & PORTUGAL

OUR COMPANY
ETHOS IS SIMPLE...

��Satisfaction through
enjoyment

��Knowledge through
experience

��Improvement through
engagement

We believe that a motorcycle trip is more than
just a ‘tour’ it’s about the experience.

BESPOKE AND

EXCLUSIVE

EXPERIENCES

For those who expect
the best and appreciate

the difference…

For those interested in

BESPOKE or
EXCLUSIVE 

EXPERIENCES
�WRS�KRWHOV��Ɠ�QH�GLQLQJ

and great wines)
please get in touch via
the website as these
experiences are built

around you
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www.ridewithlocals.is

ICELAND
The most unique place for riding an 

adventure motorcycle. Leave your bike 
at home, bring your gear and

Ride With Locals 



SPOR
TOURE

If you’re going to ride hundreds of miles to find a great road,

you’d better have something fun to play on when you get there…
Words Martin Fitz-Gibbons Pictures Bauer archive

THEWORLD’SGREATEST

H
OT SUN SOAKS into smooth, 

sinuous tarmac. Eyes lock on the 

middle distance, tracking a 

squiggle of road as it uncoils 

metre-by-metre from the scenery. 

Duck down to avoid the headwind and 

lean forwards to shift weight over the 

front tyre, palms pushing precisely to 

trace the perfect path through a landscape 

you’ve never seen before and may never 

meet again. It took three days, two dodgy 

hotels and a delayed ferry to get here, yet 

you still feel right at home. Yesterday’s 

composed, relaxed transport has become 

today’s eager, responsive plaything. One 

bike, but the master of two worlds.

What makes a great sports tourer? To 

answer that, let’s take a step back. What 

makes a sports tourer? Today the term has 

become broad and baggy, finding itself 

applied to almost anything with a hint of 

versatility. And while it’s great that riders 

now enjoy a wider choice of multi-

talented bikes than ever before, the arrival 

of Kawasaki’s H2 SX (p80) has reminded 

us how a proper sports tourer is a different 

animal from a regular all-rounder.

So for just one month, let’s get specific. 

A sports tourer should have clip-on bars, 

giving its riding position a purposeful 

intent that sets the tone for every ride.  

It should have a fairing. It should have 

considered capacity for a pillion and 

luggage. And should pack enough power 

to hum along at continent-crossing speeds 

without ever breaking a sweat.

And while RiDE appreciates the past,

we’re not stuck there. A great sports tourer

has to be great in 2018, not just great in its

day. Used or new, that means bikes that

have stood the test of time, that remain

in plentiful supply and in good condition

today. Bikes like the many varied choices

you’ll find on the following pages. Bikes

such as BMW’s overlooked R1200RS

(p74), which we’ve enjoyed getting to

know all over again. If reading about the

H2 SX appeals to your brain but not your

wallet, we’ve got a buying guide on the

far-more-affordable ZZR1400 (p86). But

whatever sports tourer (or all-rounder)

you choose, our tyre test (p94) will ensure

you’re on the very best rubber.

Ready? Let’s go…

 BIKES
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Honda VFR800F (1998-2018)
£1500-£11,229 • 782cc V-four • 107bhp • 59lb·ft • 249kg

What is it?
Probably the most perfect pure sports tourer ever 

constructed. By the mid-90s the VFR had stepped 

aside from the superbike arms race, freeing it to 

evolve into a magnificent do-everything road bike. 

It was the definitive all-rounder from the moment it 

was launched and, even 20 years later, remains an 

absolutely fantastic bike — and one that can be 

picked up for a steal.

Outright power might look a little modest, with 

around 100bhp making it to the back wheel, but it’s 

an involving, engaging and utterly usable power 

delivery. Its buzzsaw V-four evolved from the 

World Superbike-title-winning RC45, so there’s 

proper pedigree beneath the bodywork. And while 

it’s a little revvier than larger-capacity bikes, the 

fact you can work the engine to the redline allows 

the VFR’s sporty spirit to shine more often.

Opinion remains split on the VTEC model from 

2002. Some dislike the motor’s snatchy kick as 

frugal two-valve operation switches to full-blooded 

four-valve running around 7000rpm; others don’t 

know what the fuss is about; and some actively 

love the Jekyll-and-Hyde split personality. The 

VTEC transition was improved slightly for 2006, 

then smoothed again on the updated, modernised 

and restyled 2014 version. Whichever version 

catches your eye, any VFR800 remains an 

astoundingly complete motorcycle today.

Why do I want one?
For its sublime balance of sports and touring. 

Powerful enough without being excessive. A sporty 

stance, but still all-week comfy. Sharp and 

accurate along a mountain pass, but spacious 

enough to lug two along a motorway. Best of all is 

that it’s ludicrous value today, with decent bikes 

available for less than £2000. And with almost 

10,000 VFR800s still taxed on British roads, there’s 

plenty of choice for a buyer. The growling exhaust 

note sends chills up your spine too. It’s an exotic, 

exquisitely engineered V-four you can enjoy every 

day, and in every way.

What should I look for?
Check paperwork for evidence of the most recent 

valve clearance check. It’s supposed to be done 

every 16,000 miles but can be fiddly (that’s putting 

it politely) and expensive (especially on VTEC 

models) to get done by a professional. As such, 

this crucial check all too often gets overlooked or 

ignored. If there’s no evidence of a recent service, 

then it’s safest to assume it needs doing.

Make sure you have a good poke around behind 

the plastic too. The exhaust’s serpentine header 

pipes can corrode if they’re allowed to become a 

magnet for salt and rain — aftermarket stainless 

headers are a definite plus. It’s worth plonking a 

multimeter on the battery terminals with the engine 

running too, as reg/rec issues aren’t uncommon.

“Even 20 years later, it 
remains an absolutely 
fantastic bike”

Desirable, plentiful and 

reliable — what more 

could you ask for?  
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BMW K1300S
(2009-2016)
£4500-£10,500 • 1293cc inline four • 173bhp

• 103lb·ft • 254kg

What is it?
Not as outright, outrageously fast as a Hayabusa

or ZZR1400, but a more sophisticated all-rounder

than either. After having a few hiccups with its

K1200S predecessor, BMW turned to engine

experts Ricardo (based in little ol’ Shoreham) for

help. The resulting 1293cc engine was not only

bigger, more powerful and more torquey but also

smoother, cleaner and more frugal. The motor

found itself in pretty much the same chassis as

before: a long, low aluminium twin-spar frame with 

a Duolever front end and a shaftdrive out back.

Why do I want one?
Because the spec is light years ahead of any other 

nine-year-old bike. Pick the right K1300S and you

could have electronically adjustable suspension,

ABS, traction control, a quickshifter and heated

grips. And — get this — a BMW with a single button 

for the indicators, which was considered heresy

back in 2009. With a set of the optional expandable 

hard panniers fitted (good luck finding those for a

Busa or ZZR) the K can flick between two-up

mile-muncher and solo thrillseeker in seconds.

What should I look for?
The micro-switchgear is notoriously fragile, with

an official recall to replace it in 2010. Check it all

thoroughly before buying, ensuring nothing sticks

in place or fails to function — sounds trivial but a

dicky killswitch can leave you stranded. A full BMW 

   

    

“The spec is light years 
ahead of any other  

nine-year-old bike”

Triumph Sprint ST 1050 (2005-2011)
£3000-£5500 • 1050cc inline triple • 123bhp • 77lb·ft • 241kg

What is it?
The first proof that modern-day Triumph could 

build a world-beater. When it landed in 2005 the 

Sprint ST 1050 was lighter, more powerful and 

gruntier than Honda’s VFR800. The Triumph was 

£700 cheaper too, had 50%-longer service 

intervals, and offered both rider and pillion more 

spacious ergonomics. The Sprint was no one- 

trick pony, hoping to steal a win over the world’s 

best sports tourer in one area but a considered 

and comprehensive long-range missile. 

Why do I want one?
Its 1050cc triple boasts no clever tech, but it 

delivers a bulging bottom-end and massive 

midrange of seamless, surging torque that 

builds to a plentiful 123bhp top-end. Sounds 

great too, especially if that sound has been 

‘helped’ along with a slightly more fruity 

exhaust. It’s not the quickest-stee

bike ever built but is stable in corn

and confidence-inspiring to ride.

And it might just be us, but the S

ST still looks pretty smart too — ge

curves rather than jagged, aggres

edges, with a neat (albeit not too s

theme running from headlights to

exhaust outlets.

What should I look f
Finish isn’t great so scour every squ

rusty nuts, peeling paint, etc. Check

too as the engine can use some, es

cold. The starter sprag clutch can b

so it’s also important to start any us

several times — any suggestion of t

motor not engaging, or a struggling

sign to look elsewhere.

A definite case of being 

greater than the sum of 

its parts, the K1300S is 

a superb all-rounder  

SPORTS
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Honda CBR1100XX Super Blackbird (1997-2007)
£1900-£5000 • 1137cc inline four • 150bhp • 88lb·ft • 253kg

What is it?
Utterly beloved by owners. It’s easy to see why: 

the Blackbird is fast, effortless, comfortable and 

reliable. And on top of that it exudes a classy, 

sophisticated air — it’s a refined gentleman’s 

conveyance that’s quietly capable of sensational 

velocity, not a shouty shellsuit anti-social 

speeder. The Blackbird was discontinued a 

decade ago and first launched a decade before 

that, but its reputation and legacy ensures it’s 

still one of the finest sports-tourers going.

Why do I want one?
The famously bulletproof motor is a good place to 

start. That’s handy, as most Blackbirds are now 

pretty high-mileage — so don’t let 

the number alone put you 

off as they can happily 

run into six figures without much hassle. The 

1137cc four is turbine-like in its relentless delivery 

of smooth, substantial, any-speed shunt. And 

that sizeable, comfortable riding position is the 

perfect place to unleash it all, with a wide seat 

and supportive bars.

What should I look for?
A dedicated owner — the dream is a bike 

that’s been cherished by someone who 

knows it inside and out. That’ll also 

probably mean a bike with several 

modifications, from a tall screen to 

lighter silencers to comfort 

tweaks such as a plusher seat, 

lower pegs or bar risers, so 

make sure that you know 

exactly what you’re buying. 

One test is to ask when the 

camchain tensioner was 

last replaced — they give 

up at about 25,000 miles, 

something clued-up 

owners know well and 

will be able to tell you or 

show you proof.

Kawasaki Z1000SX (2011-2018)
£4750-£10,139 • 1043cc inline four • 136bhp • 74lb·ft • 231kg

What is it?
Kawasaki’s most-popular bike in the UK and the 

nation’s best-selling sports tourer right now. It 

started life as a fully faired relative of the 2010 

Z1000 supernaked, but with a long list of 

substantial differences (sportier clip-on bars, 

sturdier subframe, larger fuel tank, taller gearing, 

thicker seats, rubber-topped pegs and more) to 

add all-round ability. Its 1043cc inline four was 

designed and tuned to deliver masses of midrange, 

and that’s exactly what it does.

Why do I want one?
Because it’s a properly practical all-rounder that 

still oozes sportsbike style and credibility. The 

riding position is halfway between superbike and 

supernaked, with high-rise clip-on bars that mean 

you don’t find yourself scrunched up over the front 

end. As a used bike it’s pretty good value too for 

what’s still a pretty new ride — even the very first 

models are barely seven years old. The enormous 

intervals between valve clearance checks (every 

26,000 miles) is appealing to high-mile riders too.

What should I look for?
If you want to haul hard luggage, we’d go for a 

2014-on Touring model. The first-generation 

panniers mount to an external frame; from 2014 

they clip far more neatly onto the bike’s tail. 

Suspension often gets fiddled with in a bid to cure 

awkward low-speed steering — start by putting it 

back to standard and sorting the tyres instead. The 

rear tyre should be a 190/50, but watch out for 

owners fitting a 55-section (or even inverting the 

eccentric chain adjusters) to add ride height.

“Kawasaki’s most-popular 
bike is the nation’s best-
selling sports tourer now”
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Honda VFR1200F
(2010-2017)
£4000-£12,000 • 1237cc V-four

• 170bhp • 95lb·ft • 267kg

What is it?
Unfairly overlooked. The VFR1200 combines a 

premium feel with enormous speed. At its heart is 

a high-tech 1237cc 76° V-four, its immense power 

delivered via an oh-so-useful shaftdrive.

Why do I want one?
It’s fast. Alright, it doesn’t have a Blackbird’s 175mph 

top speed (the VFR is limited to 157mph), but it tears 

along up to that point without ever feeling like it’s 

trying. It handles superbly despite its length and 

weight, and offers spacious ergonomics.

What should I look for?
Check the driveshaft recall has been done. It 

affected 3600 VFR1200s built from 2010 to 2015.

Ducati SuperSport 
(2017-2018)
£8750-£13,135 • 937cc V-twin

• 109bhp • 69lb·ft • 210kg

What is it?
The engine from a giant supermoto in the frame from

a big naked with the styling of a superbike. The 

SuperSport is a bit of a mash-up, but it meets all of

our sports-tourer criteria.

Why do I want one?
Who wouldn’t want to take Panigale style on their 

holiday? Its V-twin packs masses of characterful 

punch, yet valve checks are less frequent than on a

VFR. It’s comfy, the screen is adjustable and official

extras include expandable panniers and heated grips.

What should I look for?
It’s less than a year old, so a stamped Ducati dealer

service history is essential to maintain the warranty.

But what
about the…

DUCATI ST2/3/4
t’s good… because all the motors

re full of soul and personality, whether

ou pick the ST2 (944cc two-valve),

T3 (992cc three-valve), ST4 (916cc

four-valve) or ST4S (996cc four-valve).

But… running costs can be very high.

Ducati Glasgow quotes an annual

service at more than £400, with a £120

valve check every 6000 miles and new

cambelts needed every two years.

APRILIA FUTURA
It’s good… at turning heads with

its sharp styling and rarity. The rorty

113bhp V-twin shows its sportsbike

roots, while the panniers, centrestand

and decent pillion seat prove it was

designed as a proper all-rounder.

But… only 43 remain taxed on UK

roads at the last count, so there’s not

exactly masses of choice. Electrics

on 15-year-old Aprilias are hardly

renowned for their durability either.

BMW R1200ST
It’s good… value for a BMW with a

1200cc boxer, as prices start at less

than £3000. With its perky 109bhp,

ergonomics are great and it’ll gladly

welcome a three-piece luggage set.

But… it’s just so — what’s the most

delicate way of putting it — hideous.

To each his own and all that, but how

did the designer sleep at night?

SPORTS
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Suzuki GSX1300R Hayabusa 
(1999-2018)
£3500-£12,739 • 1298/1340cc inline four • 173/194bhp • 102/114lb·ft • 266kg

What is it?
Not so much a quick motorcycle as the 

hyperdrive from the Millennium Falcon with a 

wheel at each end. Actually, the Millennium 

Falcon isn’t far off the mark: the Hayabusa 

was launched just a year shy of 2000 and 

named after a peregrine. It might not be the 

prettiest bike ever, but that swooping, 

bulbous, sat-too-close-to-the-fire bodywork 

boasted a class-leading coefficient of friction, 

helping it slip sweetly through the atmosphere. 

Being fired along by 173bhp didn’t hurt either.

Why do I want one?
The Busa is best known for its top speed but 

it’s the monumental midrange that is its real 

appeal. The steering is slightly heavy but it’s 

solid at speed, letting it devour open A-roads.

What should I look for?
There are two versions: 1999-2007 (1298cc) 

and 2008-on (1340cc). Pay close attention to 

consumables — tyres, brake pads, chain and 

sprockets — which all take an absolute 

hammering and can add up to a big bill.



SUSPENSION

The R1200RS ditches BMW’s

Telelever front end and instead

opts for forks. Sport SE model 

adds semi-active damping

CHASSIS

A pair of tubular-steel

 subframes and 17in wheels

 front and rear give the RS a

 lower, sportier profile 

DRIVETRAIN

The RS uses the same engine,

gearbox and Paralever 

shaftdrive as its bigger — and

 more popular — brother, the GS 

BODYWORK

R1200RS’s sporty styling is

influenced by the S1000RR,

particularly in the shape

of its twin headlights

8
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THE
UNDERDOG 
BOXER

A
S A BREED, journalists in general and 

bike journalists in particular tend to be a 

bit fashion conscious. It’s not that we’re 

shallow, but we do like a nice trend. On 

a good day, we’ll spot one coming and 

get out in front of it, riding the wave of someone 

else’s popularity and passing it off as relevance. 

Which is a roundabout way of explaining why 

you see a lot of the BMW R1200GS, not just in 

RiDE but all over the motorcycle media. Since it 

was launched in 2004 it’s become the biggest-

selling large-capacity machine in the world. 

There now are a staggering 21,000 on British 

roads — two-thirds (nearly 14,000) are the 

liquid-cooled version that appeared in 2013. 

That’s a lot of bikes, which suggests there must 

be a lot of people interested in it.

The trouble with following a trend, though, is 

it can distract from other things. As long as the 

GS is hoovering up column inches, it’s hard for 

other BMW flat twins to get a look-in. 

Yet here I am, riding another BMW. Mostly 

because a chorus of readers, following an initial 

email from James Wilson (Letters, August 2017), 

banged the drum for the R1200RS. “I’m amazed 

the RS sits below the horizon. I’ve owned two 

— a 2015 and 2017 model. It’s the perfect blend 

of sport, touring and BMW quality,” he wrote.

RiDE’s Kev Raymond had been impressed 

when he rode the R1200RS on its launch (at the 

Paul Ricard circuit in the South of France). “On 

first acquaintance, this is a terrific overall 

package,” he said, adding “I could find room in 

my garage for one of these, no question.”

Two months later, I took an RS and two other 

BMWs to the annual owner’s bash at Garmisch-

Partenkirchen in Bavaria, then on to Ötztal, the 

dead-end ski-centre road that’s Europe’s 

With sporty looks, a compact chassis 

and the same engine as the best-selling 

BMW R1200GS, the R1200RS is the 

overlooked sports-touring contender 
Words Simon Weir Pictures Mark Manning

BMW R1200RS
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highest paved road. It was great: “Fluid,

beautifully balanced and perfectly

powered,” I wrote, even though for me it

was overshadowed by the 150bhp inline-

four S1000XR we were also riding (the two

other riders both preferred the GS). 

But after that, as James pointed out,  

we didn’t ride the RS again. Sometimes 

because there wasn’t a press bike available

when we needed it, but mostly because 

with new variants of the GS popping up to

distract us, the RS ball was dropped. This

is, I have to admit, A Bad Thing — because

the RS has an awful lot going for it.

At heart, the R1200RS is an easy-to-

understand machine. It’s built around the

flexible, rider-friendly, 123bhp liquid-

cooled flat twin that powers the GS,

with the same gearbox and Paralever

shaftdrive. The chassis is different:

familiar upside-down forks, rather

than the Telelever front-end of the GS;

different front and rear subframes; and

sporty 17in wheels and tyres fore and aft.

The RS also has different bodywork for a

lower, sportier look, with a heavy whiff of

S1000RR in its pointy fairing and twin-

headlight ‘face’. Unlike the RR, the RS has

a big-enough pillion seat for an adult

passenger and the ability to add panniers.

This is a traditional sports tourer — but

with more DNA from the GS than the

sportsbike side of the family tree.

The bike I’m riding is, to my mind,

strangely specified: expensive Akrapovic

exhaust, HP levers and footrests but no

Electronic Suspension Adjustment; heated

grips but no cruise control. Most RSs leave

the showroom in the £14,065 Sport SE trim

with all the options included: the semi-

active, electronically adjusted suspension;

all the engine modes, with lean-angle

sensitive traction control; the quickshifter…

The SE spec even includes the mounts for

panniers and a sat nav.

It’s easy to go a long way on the RS. Even

for a lanky rider like me, the riding position

is reassuringly roomy. If I’m tucked in, the

two-position screen (adjusted with a firm

tug) offers acceptable protection in its high

position, but the more upright I sit, the less

effective it is. It’s one thing many owners

we spoke to didn’t seem to rate: “Far too

short,” noted Paul Adams. Peter Fenner

agrees a larger fairing would improve it,

but he adds: “That would add weight to

the detriment of performance.”

Still, it’s not too bad as I settle in for a

long dual-carriageway stint. Especially as

the rest of the riding position is excellent:

uncramped legs, relaxed elbows. The

saddle is broad at the back, narrow at the

front and 820mm high (lower or higher

options are available at no cost when

ordering the bike). It’s just right for 6ft 5in

me – but also for Stuart Donald, who

admits to “having a short inside leg.”

Taller riders can 

just about get out 

of the windblast. 

Just…

Stopping for fuel more 

often than for coffee  
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The seat is on the firm side of plush:

instantly comfy but I just start shuffling at

about 140 miles — which is when I begin

looking for somewhere to stop anyway, as

the fuel countdown tells me I have less than

40 miles left. This initial run has returned

46mpg, a representative average and gives a 

theoretical 180 miles to the tank. A steadier 

tankful gets 52mpg (“Tootling around, I can 

get 60mpg,” notes Peter Fenner, though he 

also gets “around 46mpg” on observed IAM 

rides). But my next tank isn’t steadier: it’s

more fun and drops economy to 40mpg.

Getting onto twistier, more involving

roads lets me get properly reacquainted

with the RS’s sportier side. I’d started with

the bike in Road mode and it had been

smooth and well-mannered, with a

pleasingly urgent low-down shove from the

92lb·ft of torque. Now I switch to Dynamic

mode, which draws out a more eager,

rev-hungry character. Acceleration feels

fierce and it’s worth holding onto the revs

before — throttle still pinned — tapping the

quickshifter for the next gear.

“That could be smoother, particularly in

the lower gears. It’s much slicker on the

S1000XR,” says RS owner Warren Edwards.

Stuart Donald, now on his second RS, also

found the gearbox lumpy on his 2015 bike

“It’s easy to go a long way on the 
RS: even for a lanky rider like me, 

the riding position is roomy”

Adjustable HP

levers add a

touch of class

Pegs sit nicely and give 

a good riding position

Adjustable screen good 

for all but the tallest 

riders

Akrapovic silencer is an 

option and sounds great  
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SPEC BMW R1200RS SPORT SE

Price £14,065 (base model from £11,440) Engine 1170cc 8v dohc flat twin, l/c Power 123bhp @ 7750rpm Torque 92lb·ft @

6500rpm Transmission 6-speed, shaft Chassis steel trellis Front suspension 45mm forks, 140mm travel, semi-active 

damping Rear suspension monoshock, 140mm travel, adjustable preload and semi-active damping Front brakes 320mm 

discs, 4-piston calipers Rear brake 276mm disc, 2-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 ZR17 Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17 

Wheelbase 1527mm Rake/trail 27.7°/114.8mm Seat height 820mm Kerb weight 236kg Fuel capacity 18 litres

PCP FINANCE Price £14,065 Deposit £3556.58 Monthly repayments 35 x £159.00  

Optional final payment £6959.10 APR 7.9% Total amount payable £16,080.68 Annual mileage 5000

but says the 2017 one is much better.

Certainly, I find this one (also 2017) to be

stutter free as long as I’m on the gas — and

it’s even better when, throttle chopped

shut, I tread on the lever for a seamless

clutchless downshift. There’s enough

engine braking for most smooth sweepers

but having picked the pace up, I’m having

to brake. “Those are great,” notes Warren

Edwards. I agree — powerful and sensitive.

Off the brakes and turning in, it feels

planted. It also feels long, so fast turns take

a bit of positive steering, but it’s so accurate

— and those forks give loads of feel. “I had

a GS Adventure but felt detached from the

front end,” adds Warren. “I swapped it for

the RS after a year.”

It’s not just the front that’s good: the RS

tells you exactly what’s happening at both

ends, with enough feedback to be really

confident in opening the throttle at the

apex of the corner. The ace in its hand is

still that mound of low-down shunt, 

firing it out of the turn, but in 

Dynamic the engine keeps pulling 

strongly until the next gear.  

I find I’m moving about in the 

saddle now — not hanging off like a 

gibbon but certainly using a bit of 

bodyweight to help the steering. It 

makes for a brilliantly involving ride. 

Though with the digital tacho 

spending most of its time in its final 

third while the gear-position 

indicator flicks between two to four, the 

tank range suffers. 

Filling up again after a little over 100

miles (39mpg), I’m feeling exhilarated,

ache-free and ready for more.

But with a firm tick against the ‘sports’

bit of the sports-touring brief, I set off 

taking a steadier approach to the next 

stretch of road as my mind returns to the 

touring half of the equation. I’ve done big 

distances on the RS solo, but what’s it like 

two-up? “The handling’s unaffected and 

it’s made longer trips with a pillion and 

luggage a breeze,” confirms Paul Adams. 

“Comfort is similar to our previous bike, an 

R1200R, but the pillion is less exposed.”

And what about reliability? Every now 

and then we get an email criticizing us for 

praising a BMW when, the correspondent 

will assert, everyone knows they all break 

down. Well, after 15 years of testing them 

I’ve never had a single fault (if we overlook 

the RT off the road for recall work in 2014 

and the GS fork recall of 2017) and the RS is 

no exception: starts first press, every time, 

then runs like Sir Mo Farah; and nothing 

falls off or stops working. The RS owners 

we spoke to haven’t had a single fault 

between them, either. 

So that’s the BMW R1200RS: good 

two-up, very good solo — whether ridden 

steadily or sportily — and apparently 

reliable too. More to the point, it’s definitely 

a bike that’s loved by owners. Warren 

Edwards sums it up: “I can honestly say the 

RS is the best bike I’ve ever ridden. It does 

everything, with all-day comfort and 

enough real-world performance.”

Mind you, the R1200GS still outnumbers 

the RS by 14:1 on British roads. But perhaps 

that’s one more thing in the RS’s favour: 

after all, not everyone wants to follow the 

herd and get swept along by the latest 

trend. If you’re not taken with the fashion 

for adventure bikes, this sports touring 

Boxer could be the bike for you. 

“So that’s the BMW 
R1200RS – good two-
up, very good solo”

Redline starts off at 

4000rpm and adjusts 

as the engine warms up 
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A bridge not too 

far… It’s easy to 

ride the R1200RS  

a long way  
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NO JOB TOO SMALL, NO TASK TOO TOUGH!

Freephone 0800 7723326
Mobile 07497 529812 • fmmpro.com

Limitless options with
Fly & Ride on your own
bike.
Bespoke Touring
Assistance.
Personal door to door
service.
Free personalised quotes.

PLANNING YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE?
RESTRICTED BY TIME?

LA TRINGALE
Ideally situated to tour the Normandy beaches,

museums and ride the unspoilt and open
roads of the region

For more information please visit us at: www.normandyvacations.com

• Self-catering or B&B in
our Farmhouse, Cottage
and Gite

• Home cooked evening
meals

• Bar area
• Large garden & BBQ

area
• Bike wash facilities
• Workshop
• Ferry discount
• Guided tours available
• Large groups catered for

Built to suit your 
rider weight & 

riding style

2 year guarantee

Fully re-buildable

Stainless 304L 
damper body

Billet machined 
mounts

18mm piston rod

Made in England

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk
	 020 8502 6222

MASSIVE RANGE
EVEN GREATER VALUE
QUALITY EXHAUSTS HANDMADE 
IN ITALY FOR YOUR BIKE

VISIT GPR-MOTORCYCLE-EXHAUSTS.CO.UK 
EMAIL INFO@MOTO-LEGENDS.COM 
CALL MOTO LEGENDS 01636 605105 
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FIRST RIDE KAWASAKI H2 SX SE 

I 
KNOW, I KNOW… why do you need 

197bhp on a sports tourer? What use is 

a supercharger on the road? Big, fast, 

powerful motorbikes always attract 

their critics, but — I’ll let you into a 

secret here — everybody loves them. 

Especially when the engineers get the 

balance right, offsetting power with 

practicality. That’s when the big, fast and 

powerful motorbike becomes something 

more than just power or speed. 

And so to the all-new Kawasaki Ninja 

H2 SX. This is a big (260kg in SE trim),  

fast (ahem) and powerful (197bhp) 

supercharged motorbike. It’s a hybrid of 

the best-selling Z1000SX sports tourer and 

the headline-grabbing 310bhp

supercharged H2R headcase and its 

road-legal 197bhp H2 sport sibling. 

However, Kawasaki is at pains to stress  

it is “not a two-seat H2”. The 998cc 

supercharged inline four motor has been 

comprehensively re-engineered, the 

chassis overhauled and gadgets ladled in  

to tailor it to the sports-touring role.

There’s a lot of Z1000SX to the styling, 

but the H2 SX seems slightly bigger all 

over — and the numbers confirm that. At 

1480mm, the wheelbase is 40mm longer; 

the 835mm seat is 20mm higher; the fixed 

screen is larger. It’s heavier, too — the 

Z1000SX weighs 235kg ready to ride but 

this SE is 25kg heavier (the base bike is 

256kg) — which makes paddling it 

backwards out of a parking space hard 

work, despite the narrow seat making it 

easy for even short riders to flat-foot it. 

Going forward is easy, though. At 

tickover the engine purrs and barely 

changes tone as I pull away. It might boast 

big power figures but at low-speed the H2 

SX is easily controllable, with a light clutch 

and accurate ride-by-wire throttle — and 

the weight has vanished. A whiff of 

throttle brings a little more momentum 

but it’s all still very civilised. Getting to the 

end of the hotel drive and turning onto the 

first proper Portuguese road, I give the 

throttle its first firm twist. 

Nothing dramatic happens. I just go 

faster. Quite a lot faster. What starts as 

recognisable motorcycle-type 

acceleration, over the course of the  

next full second, changes in nature to 

Sports touring will never be the same 

again. Here’s why you need to ride the 

supercharged Kawasaki Ninja H2 SX  
Words Simon Weir Pictures Double Red & Ula Serra
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ENGINE

What this bike is all about - huge

midrange and response thanks

to the supercharger combined

with searing top-end power

SUSPENSION

Fully adjustable — though not

electronically — at both ends.

Settings are comfy and stable

for touring solo or two-up and

engaging on the twisty stuff

ELECTRONICS

There are three engine modes,

lean-sensitive traction control

and ABS and a host of extra 

convenience features including 

cruise control and cornering lights



become more primal and a lot fiercer. It’s

like being seized by a wave and propelled

forwards. But this is no normal wave — it’s

more like a tsunami.

Except it’s a tame tsunami. Moderate the

throttle and the force lessens — the link

between grip position and speed is instant

and accurate. It’s smooth when there’s

some gas still on, but chopping the throttle

shut produces a nod of pronounced, abrupt

engine braking. Back on the gas again, I’m

not aware of any supercharger boost

kicking in. It’s just huge, seamless, perfect

power. And this is just in first — there are

five more gears to play with…

The engine in the H2 SX is a liquid-

cooled, 16-valve, double-overhead-cam

four — so far, so normal. But rather than a

conventional airbox, it has a pressurised

intake chamber into which its gear-driven

centrifugal supercharger crams air,

increasing the efficiency.

While the heavy-duty H2R motor is

focused purely on peak power, Kawasaki

calls this unit the “Balanced Supercharged

Engine” because it’s tuned for midrange

performance and economy, balancing top-

end power. As well as a slightly different

supercharger impeller and intake chamber

to the original H2 motor, this bike’s pistons,

cylinders, cylinder head, camshafts and

crank are all different, as is the oil system

to help the engine run cooler and keep

touring riders comfortable. Dual balancers

minimise vibes for the same reason.

Primary gearing is longer than on the H2

for greater economy and even the ratios in

the dog-ring gearbox are different, with

taller first and second. This H2 SX SE also

comes with an up-and-down quickshifter,

which isn’t available on the base H2 SX.

As tall as that first gear is, it’s time to

change. On the gas again, a tap of the gear

lever makes a fairly smooth jump to

second. As the day goes on I conclude that

the quickshifter is great at higher revs

when you’re accelerating hard, but

short-shifting is better done with the

clutch. Likewise, changing down is okay

with the quickshifter if you wait to let the

revs really fall, but downshifts are generally

smoother with the clutch (especially if 

block-shifting two gears).

It does take a while for me to get past 

third gear, though. The test route takes us 

around the edge of Lisbon and through the 

morning rush-hour commuter congestion. 

Those 197 angry horses are no use when 

filtering. The H2 SX has three power

modes, though: F is obviously the full

monty; L gives 50% of power; and M

delivers 75% across the full rev range. The 

chopped-throttle-lurch isn’t so noticeable 

in M and it’s sure-footed, smooth and easy.

Would this work on British roads? Every

bit as well as the Z1000SX I was filtering

into work on last year.

It’s only when we finally reach the

motorway that I put the bike back to full

power and get past third gear. The speed

and acceleration are breathtaking, but the

confort is the real surprise. There’s a bit

more leg room than on the Z1000SX, the

bars are slightly lower (though not as low

as a ZZR1400) to give a nicely balanced,

On the slippery 

Portuguese roads, 

the H2 SX remains 

sure-footed. And fast

Single exhaust is smaller and

lighter than the H2’s

Full-colour TFT dash. Button changes background

from black to white; more colourful options available

Headlamp flanked by air intakes. LED

cornering lights a first for Kawasaki
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sporty position. The seat’s the same as the

Z1000SX’s optional comfort seat and the

(larger than the base model’s) screen is 

really effective: no buffeting and if I’m 

crouched even slightly, it’s quiet. 

I prod the switch for the cruise control 

which operates from third gear upwards. 

Once set it works well though takes a 

slightly longer press than ideal. I turn the 

heated grips on and relax.

Fortunately, I don’t have to go too far 

before getting off the motorway.

Unfortunately, the twisty roads through the

beautiful Portuguese hills are polished, 

dusty and frankly make me a little 

nervous. They shouldn’t, as the H2 SX has 

full lean-angle-sensitive traction control 

and ABS — three levels of traction, plus you 

can turn it off — so if the surface is too slick, 

it should step in to save me… I do find a 

straight bit of road to try the ABS but I’m 

not brave enough to test it or the traction 

control mid-corner, so I roll off instead.

This turns out to be a great idea. The

all-new frame and suspension really work

well on twisty roads. For a long, heavy

bike, the H2 SX is nimble — it might be a

little front heavy, but it feels rock solid in

the turn and responds to gentle inputs to

adjust lines mid-corner. Now I’m flowing

along, it feels really smooth, taut and

controlled… and, yes, probably quicker

than when I was trying to ride it fast. That,

What is a supercharger? 
A supercharger is a mechanically driven device to 

force air into the engine, increasing the density of 

the inlet charge. Increased density means more 

oxygen, which means more fuel can be burned, 

which means more torque. 

The Kawasaki’s supercharger uses a centrifugal 

fan, spinning at 9.2-times engine speed. The faster 

the impeller spins, the more air is forced into the 

engine. The H2 SX uses a 69mm-diameter metal 

walnut whip, with six blades at the top and 12 at the 

base. It forces air in at twice atmospheric pressure.  

How is this different to a turbocharger? A turbo is 

driven by the exhaust gasses leaving the engine, not 

mechanically from the crank like a supercharger. 

The infamous “turbo lag” is the delay between 

opening the throttle and the exhaust spinning the 

turbo fast enough to provide boost. There’s 

generally faster response with a supercharger.

“It’s like being seized by a
wave and propelled forwards”

Centrifugal 

supercharger (green) 

feeds plenum chamber   
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Super Kawa goes

ballistic, power is

outrageous

SPEC KAWASAKI NINJA H2 SX SE

Price £18,239 Engine supercharged 998cc 16v dohc inline four, l/c Power 197bhp @ 11,000rpm

Torque 101lb·ft @ 9500rpm Transmission 6-speed, chain Chassis steel trellis Front suspension

43mm forks, 120mm travel, adjustable preload, rebound and compression Rear suspension monoshock,

139mm travel, adjustable preload, rebound and compression Front brakes 330mm discs, 4-piston calipers

Rear brake 250mm disc, 2-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 ZR17 Rear tyre 190/55 ZR17 Wheelbase

1480mm Rake/trail 24.7°/103mm Seat height 835mm Kerb weight 260kg Fuel capacity 19 litres

of course, is a redundant concept: this bike

is fast; all you have to do is ride it…

Naturally, as it’s a sports tourer you may

not want to ride it alone. I borrowed one

of Kawasaki’s test riders for a few pillion

miles. The H2 SX didn’t notice she was

there – even without altering the

suspension settings. That’s the only area

of the bike where bells are left unrung

and whistles are not blown, as it isn’t

electronically adjustable or semi-active.

There are conventional fully adjustable

43mm forks and a fully adjustable shock

with a remote preload adjuster. It’s supple,

controlled and the ride quality is excellent.

I was lucky I’d hijacked a petite pillion, as

the payload for the H2 SX is 195kg (more

than half of that is me). There’s no scope

for adding a topbox, which may rule it out

for some two-up couples, and the 28-litre

panniers are the same odd shape as those

on the Z1000SX and Versys. Between them,

they can take 10kg — so if you’re my size,

your pillion must weigh 85kg or less.

But never mind luggage or passengers,

the real touring question is: what’ll it do,

mister? Meaning miles per gallon,

naturally. The benchmark Kawasaki is

aiming for is the Versys or Z1000SX which,

having just done 12,000 miles on a

Z1000SX, I can tell you is a pretty low bar.

With the same 19-litre fuel capacity, I’d get

175-180 miles to a tank when riding

steadily but 30-40 miles less when riding,

ahem, sportily. And actually, that was fine

for touring. Could it be better? Yes. Was it

ever a problem? No.

It’s still daylight when I get back to base

after an invigorating, rewarding ride on the

H2 SX SE – so I never get to see its

integrated cornering lights in action. I don’t

need to, though. The bike has done more

than enough to impress me. It’s not all

about the heroic engine, though that does

dominate and define the experience. But

the rest of the package backs it up — and

the most impressive thing is that, for all the

supernatural levels of engine performance

and easy 180mph speed, the H2 SX really

does feel like a bike you could ride every

day. It even has a centrestand.

It is not a cheap commuter bike, though.

The base model is £15,239 on the road and

the SE is £3000 more. The SE Tourer with 

luggage I’ve been riding is £19,039 on the 

road which seems dear until you consider 

today’s equivalent cost of the 1996 Honda 

Blackbird would be £17,379.37 and it had 

none of the tech the H2 SX has.

Whether the H2 SX can build a sports-

touring cult of its own remains to be seen 

— the payload limit, modest tank range and 

the abrupt engine-braking character may 

ultimately count against it. But it could so 

easily be more than just a big, fast, 

powerful motorbike — it’s the bike that 

could supercharge the whole sports touring 

market and anyone who likes that kind of 

machine needs to experience it.

Payload is only 195kg so

this could limit pillion

options, even if seat

itself doesn’t

Left-hand switchgear does

cruise, power modes, traction

and heated grips
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Keeping it in the family...
H2 SX v H2
How does the civilised sports tourer stack up 

beside the brutal, hairy supercharged H2 sports 

machine? The H2’s riding position is noticeably 

more cramped than the H2 SX — there’s a lot less 

legroom and it feels more of a stretch to the bars. 

There are three levels of traction (and a 

power-cutting Rain mode) so it doesn’t have to feel 

like an animal. The H2 can even be ridden politely, 

sensibly and, in third gear with barely any boost, 

entirely at road legal speeds… but that is not the 

point of this device. Point it at a straight bit of road, 

open it up at four grand and hang on. There’s a 

moment of merely strong acceleration then, as it 

powers from 6000-7000rpm with the supercharger 

making a noise like an attack helicopter in a hover, 

the boost circles fill the dash and it really 

accelerates. It is in equal measures thrillingly, 

hysterically life-affirming and slightly scary, all at 

the same time. 

The rest of the H2 experience is equally about 

extremes. It feels long and heavy, slightly 

ponderous at low speeds. The brakes are powerful 

and once it’s rolling, it’s easy to carve long, stable 

lines through corners. And it’s easy to go 

everywhere extremely fast indeed. 

H2 SX v 
Z1000SX   
Britain’s current favourite sports tourer, the 

Z1000SX, is a very conventional motorcycle — albeit  

a carefully focused, polished one. It arrived fully 

formed, taking the slightly brutish Z1000 motor and 

re-inventing it as a smooth, sporty, practical all- 

rounder designed to appeal to men of a certain age. 

When you get right down to it, this is a very 

traditional kind of big sporty bike: rev-happy 

Japanese inline four; quick but not nervous handling; 

an acceptable balance of comfort and sportiness to 

the riding position; and the kind of full-faired styling 

that will never go out of fashion. It is a reassuringly 

familiar type of machine for anyone who learnt to ride

in the Eighties and early Nineties.

What it doesn’t have is gadgets. It only got 

lean-angle-sensitive traction control in 2017 but it 

doesn’t have cruise control, or a TFT dash, or even a 

centrestand… But then, it doesn’t have the £18k+ 

price tag either. And it still has 140 eager horses 

ready to fire it forward whenever you’re ready. 

Bizarrely, the Z1000SX sounds like more of a 

hooligan than the H2 SX: it has an airbox wail to raise 

the hairs on the back of your neck; the H2 SX is quite 

dignified and relatively discrete, apart from the 

H2 SX H2

Price £18,239 £25,499

Engine supercharged supercharged

998cc four, l/c 998cc four, l/c

Power 197bhp 202bhp

Seat height 835mm 825mm

Kerb weight 260kg 240kg

Fuel capacity 19 litres 17 litres

H2 SX Z1000SX

Price £18,239 £10,839

Engine supercharged 1043cc

998cc four, l/c inline four, l/c

Power 197bhp 140bhp

Seat height 835mm 815mm

Kerb weight 260kg 235kg

Fuel capacity 19 litres 19 litres

The contrast with the H2 SX is marked. The SX is 

perfectly happy rolling along at 60mph — though it 

crashes out overtakes like Thor throwing his 

hammer — without speeds edging upwards 

constantly. It’s easier to ride smoothly, it’s far 

easier to ride slowly, it’s more comfortable — and 

of course, it has two seats. It is, in other words, a 

properly rounded motorbike where the H2 is a very 

expensive indulgence. 

occasional muted chirp from the supercharger. 

The Zed’s drive from its naturally aspirated 

1043cc inline four is beautifully linear — steady and 

easier to ride smoothly below 6000rpm, with a 

strong rush above it. In isolation it’s a very quick 

all-rounder… it’s just nowhere near as quick as the 

H2 SX, which packs almost 25% more torque and 

was built “to be the fastest sports tourer on the 

Autobahn”. It probably is, too.

How does it compare with its two closest siblings?
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Want speed and comfort but can’t afford the H2 SX? Try its sibling...  
KAWASAKI ZZR1400
2006-current

T
OO MUCH SPEED and power never goes completely out of 

fashion. When the 1990s arms race culminated in the legendary

Blackbird/Hayabusa shootout, followed by a gentlemen’s 

agreement to limit top speeds to ‘only’ 186mph, it looked as 

though the emerging trend for modestly endowed adventure 

bikes was kicking hyperbikes further into irrelevance. But Kawasaki

couldn’t let it lie, so in 2006 it came back with the ZZR1400.

With a genuine 170bhp at the rear wheel, slippery bodywork and 

surprisingly sporty handling, it was a useable hyperbike. It was more

nimble on the road than Suzuki’s Hayabusa, just as fast (in standard 

form) and easier to ride at legal speeds. A mild update in 2008 added a

welcome extra dollop of low and midrange as well as ensuring the ZZR

complied with Euro3 emissions and noise regulations.

Then in 2012 came a whole raft of updates, including a bigger engine

(up to 1441cc and a claimed 200bhp), new electronics, longer swingarm,

pumped-up bodywork and revised suspension. The result kept the

original’s practicality and added more poise as well as even more grunt.

Owners love it and it’s always been a steady seller, so there are plenty

out there — over 100 on www.mcnbikesforsale.com at time of writing.

Now in its 13th year, the ZZR shows, ahem, no signs of slowing down.

An absolutely conventional motorcycle, albeit a very fast one.  
A 16-valve, water-cooled, fuel-injected inline four in a cast/
welded frame, with upside-down forks and radial brakes — all 
standard fare. Traction control and switchable engine maps 
from 2012. ABS optional on earlier models, standard from 2016. 

WHAT IS IT?

WHAT TO PAY

What’s it like
on the road?
It’s fast, of course, but outright speed’s not its defining
characteristic. It’s not a bullet leaving a gun — it’s more
missile-launch fast: a massive wave of acceleration that
keeps building until you run out of revs or (more likely)
road. Original 2006-2007 bikes suffered a surprising
lack of midrange, but you can improve that by junking
the secondary throttle butterflies. Then it’s as good as
the 2008-on version. Overtaking is effortless and rarely
needs a gearchange but if you do drop a cog, be
prepared for the rear tyre to make a bid for freedom.

On the 2012 bikes it’s the same but more so, though
you do have traction control. At the opposite end of the
spectrum, the brakes are strong, with good feel but they
are prone to warped discs. Power aside, the biggest
difference between early and later bikes is the 2012
version’s improved poise in corners and on bumpy roads
— that’s partly from improved suspension and partly
slightly different geometry. On 2006-2011 bikes there’s
a feeling it’s great in a straight line and mid-corner but
there’s a bit in between where you have to fight to get it
to take the line you want. It’s more noticeable the harder
you’re riding. Again, the good news is it’s fixable — a
proper suspension overhaul and revalve by a specialist,
paying special attention to the rear shock (which is
pretty soft as standard) makes a massive difference.

£3750-£6750
Loads of choice of 2006-2011 bikes, with late, low mileage 
minters at the top. Anything cheaper is likely to be neglected 
or need investment in consumables.

£6750-£12,500
Again, loads of choice. At the very top end, look for a 
low-mile Performance Sport model for the same money as a 
new standard model — its Öhlins rear shock is worth having.

Big speed but 

poised handling 

makes it useable  
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Lots of power and speed,

obviously, along with brakes and

suspension to handle it. Very little

in the way of non-essential extras

though, especially on early

versions. An ABS version was

about the only concession to

modernity until 2012, when we

got two switchable engine maps

and Kawasaki’s unobtrusive

three-step KTRC traction control

system. All models have fully

adjustable suspension, though the

lack of a remote rear preload knob

on all but the Öhlins-equipped

Performance Sport version is

irksome. The Performance and

Performance Sport models also

came with Akrapovic silencers,

which was a big plus, especially

on later models where the

What do you get for your money?
standard cans were huge, heavy

and ugly (earlier bikes’ cans were

much less aesthetically challenged

but still weighed a ton), but most

used bikes will have some kind of

aftermarket exhaust — just ensure

the fuelling has been set up to suit.

Most bikes also come with a

centrestand fitted – if not, try to

track one down, or invest in a

paddock stand. It makes life easier

for chain adjustment and stops the

oil draining away from the cams on

the right-hand side while parked.

On a used bike, look for sensible

upgrades such as a radiator guard

and rebuilt suspension, as well as

hard luggage if you think there’s

touring in your future.

There’s lots

going on

but it’s all

standard

stuff

Standard exhaust can is

heavy and not attractive

ABS became standard

from 2016 onwards and

was optional before

Pillion grab rail includes

hooks for luggage
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I sell them

i ati

“Some of our mechanics own them as their

personal bikes — that’s how good they are!

Lighter than most of the big tourers but super

powerful and ride like a sportsbike yet with

more comfort, so you can see why people like

them. The problem we have is finding good

ones to buy in — owners don’t want to get rid

of them, unless it’s to trade up to a more

recent version. In fact, we had a guy in today

looking for one. He’d owned a ZZR1400 before

but sold it a couple of years ago, regretted it

ever since and was after another to replace it.

“We’ve got six or seven in the showroom

right now but of those, four are sold and just

waiting for their new owners to come in and

ride them away. They don’t stay here long —

on average I’d say they don’t hang around

much longer than a week before someone

snaps them up. We tend to go after the later

model with the revised bodywork and extra

power, plus it’s newer so more likely to be

clean and tidy. We’re usually only interested in

nice, clean bikes that are HPI clear. Service

history isn’t too important because they’re so

easy to work on and they go on forever, but

bodywork condition is important. I’d say 90%

of them are sweet as a nut because people

take care of them. Great bikes.”

There are a few heavily modified

ZZR14s about but they’re the

exceptions, especially in the UK.

Most owners are happy with

simple bolt-ons. First is the

exhaust. Aftermarket silencers

and a de-cat link pipe saves a

load of weight. Akrapovic is the

most popular choice and is

available through dealers.

Scorpion cans are popular and

start at around £400 a pair for

steel or £550 for carbon.

Taller riders like a double-

bubble screen, with loads of

options from around £45. The

standard seat is a bit sparse and

a bit slippery. Kawasaki does a

gel version (over £400) and there

are aftermarket options but we’d

go to Tony Archer in Huddersfield

(tonyarcher.co.uk) and get him to

re-cover a standard seat.

It makes sense to fit some kind

of crash protection. Main frame

protectors from R&G are around

£170 a pair and fork protectors

£35 (they’re the same as

Alex Carter, superbikefactory.co.uk

THE AVERAGE OWNER’S in his early 50s,

though the youngest we surveyed was

just 30, with lots of experience and

generally not shy of piling on the miles.

Andy Walker does 100 miles a day on

his 2007 ZZR1400, which now has 

48,000 miles on it: “I love sportsbikes

and didn’t really want anything too

sedate. The lure of riding one of the

fastest bikes on the planet to work every

day won me over. Riding it at low speed,

like in traffic below 20mph, is a bit of a

pain as you’re slipping the clutch even in

first, but anywhere above that is smooth

and effortless. Acceleration is

phenomenal and the low revs disguise

the actual speed you are doing until you

look at the speedo. Fuel economy is

surprisingly good for a 1400cc motor.”

Phil Kingsbury’s munched some miles

on ZZRs too — he’s on his third now. “I

had a 2008 model (did 80,000 miles on

it), then a 2012 (30,000 before it was

written off) and now have a 2011 with

45,000 on it. The ZZR claims 200bhp. I

don’t know if any of mine have actually

made that, and I don’t care. It has more

than enough power for me. Equally, if

you are gentle when using it, it’s a

pussycat and can be bimbled around in

first and second gear quite happily. This

is a big bike, but it’s surprisingly

manoeuvrable when asked to thread

through traffic in town. My wife’s ER-6f

does it better, but not much. All three

have stood up to being ridden all year

round, right through the winter.”

Geoff Poole is another serial owner:

“I bought a new 2011 ZZR1400. I loved it

and toured all over Europe. The

acceleration is incredible! The bike is

also a superb all-round machine. For

such a large bike, the handling is

excellent, especially with a few

suspension tweeks. It’s all-day comfy, 

great at crossing continents with a

good tank range, good brakes, great

weather protection and a useful level

of electronic safety. For me, the only

negative is the stock fork springs are too

soft. Easy to fix though: K-Tech fork

springs transform it.”

While most ZZR owners are pure road

riders, there are exceptions like Phil

Hankin: “I don’t have a car so I use my 

2012 ZZR1400 for everything and I’ve

done loads of trackdays too. Though

heavy it’s surprisingly good-handling and 

What owners s

Andy Walker uses his ZZR every day to

commute to and from work

“The ZZR is a superb
all-round machine”
Geoff Poole Kawasaki ZZR1400 owner

Aftermarket exhaust

cans save weight and

look much better

Kawasaki’s official

gel seat adds comfort

– but comes at a cost
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2003-on ZX-6R, so shop

around). R&G also does a tail

tidy for £59 and an unobtrusive

radiator guard for £71.

You can easily double the life

of your chain and sprockets by

fitting a chain oiler and since

new genuine parts are well

over £350, you’ll save the cost

in no time. Scottoiler’s the most

popular option, with vacuum-

operated VSystem kits from

under £100 and electronic kits

from £239. There’s a new mid-

priced electronic XSystem

version on the way in 2018.

Alternatives

BMW K1300S 2009–2016
£4500–£10,500 • 1293cc inline four • 173bhp •

170mph • 45mpg • 254kg

The big K was never a serious challenger in the

top-speed stakes (topping out at a mere 170-ish mph)

but it’s a great fast-road bike all the same. Loads of

grunt, outstanding stability from its girder front end,

good weather protection and a comfy riding position

(at least unless you’re very tall). Plenty of gadgets

available for it too.

If the ZZR1400 doesn’t light your fuse, here are three other 

high-speed hyperbikes to consider…

Honda CBR1100XX  
Blackbird 1997–2008
£1800–£5000 • 1137cc inline four • 150bhp •

180mph • 45mpg • 253kg

 The Blackbird seemed extreme when it was 

launched but now looks sensible. Genuinely 

bulletproof (100,000 miles is nothing) and far

more nimble than other hyperbikes. Early carb’d

versions were the nicest to ride but later ones

have better fuel range. Hard to find good ones.

Suzuki GSX1300R Hayabusa
1999-present
£3000–£10,000 • 1298/1340cc inline four •

173/194bhp • 184mph • 45mpg • 266kg

The Hayabusa has long been the benchmark

in the hyperbike class. The looks divide opinion

but they’re the result of astonishingly good

aerodynamics. 2008’s update brought improved

brakes and suspension to match the bigger engine

and extra power but even an early Busa is still a

mightily impressive way to lose your licence.

 Philip Hankin takes his to the 

track and loves the experience

What will
it cost me?
Insurance
Not too bad on the face of it. A

45-year-old living in the country can get

a choice of comprehensive quotes from

around £135 a year (though £200 is

probably more representative ) and Third

Party, Fire and Theft from £121. Both of

those are with a reasonable excess of

£600. City-dwellers can get

comprehensive from around £210

and TPF&T for £155, but those were

unusually low quotes — the next few

cheapest were well over £800 (comp)

and £500 (TPF&T) respectively.

SPEED MPG RANGE

Slow 48 210 miles

Average 44 190 miles

Fast 38 165 miles

FUEL ECONOMY

Pirelli Angel GT
£246 a pair
Good wear (6000 miles from a

pair isn’t too hard) though some

owners complained of lack of grip

in the wet (especially on 2006-11

bikes with no traction control).

Michelin Pilot Road 4
£238 a pair

Good in wet or dry, with owners

averaging around 3500 miles from

a rear. Some owners go for the GT

version for better mileage (though

it’s not a recommended fitment).

Bridgestone T30 Evo
£241 a pair

Very popular (as were the older BT-

023s) if not all that hard-wearing.

Expect about 4000-5000 miles in

general use, considerably more

when used for gentle commuting.

Owners’ tyre tips

Prices are mail order. Add £6 per pair for P&P.

Source SMD Tyres: 01942 604511

nothing stays with it when it hits 

7000rpm – including a foolish 

Lamborghini driver who tried it 

on away from the lights. On a trip 

to Germany I spent several stints 

of 20 minutes at 160mph on the 

Autobahn, where it flew like a 

cruise missile. Unfortunately it 

trashed a big-end bearing at 

34,000 miles — one trackday too 

many and I let the oil level get too 

low. Aside from that it has been 

100% reliable, and the build 

quality is good.”

 Double-bubble 

screens useful 

for taller riders
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Owners and mechanics highlight the weak spots

1
ENGINE

Fundamentally incredibly tough.
The only actual failure we’ve heard

of was due to a lack of oil at a trackday,
and we’ve heard of one head-gasket
failure (probably caused by overheating
due to a faulty cooling fan). Early models
suffered cam-cover gasket leaks — a
revised gasket is now supplied, but
extra s under the cam-cover
bolts h ly a bit more pressure and
cures it ay. Don’t be alarmed by
low-speed rattles from cold — the
automatic camchain tensioner takes a
while to build pressure and until it does it
sounds awful. Either live with it, or fit an
APE manual tensioner and tweak it as
necessary. Where possible, leave the
bike on the centrestand. On the
sidestand, the oil drains from the
right-hand end of the camshafts.

2
CLUTCH

Strong enough under normal use,
but can give trouble if you do a lot

of drag-race starts. If it starts slipping,
you usually don’t need to replace the
whole thing — just a couple of plates to
bring it back up to the correct stack
height. More important is to keep the
clutch pushrod clean, where it enters
the crankcases behind the front

Know your...
Kawasaki ZZR1400s

2008-2011 ZZR1400
Updated to comply with Euro3 emissions rules.

An extra catalyser in the exhaust, revised
silencers, modified fuel injection system with
closed-loop oxygen sensor, reduced engine noise
and different piston profiles. More low-down
torque. The frame is slightly modified (die cast
rather than gravity cast) and slightly lighter.
£4250-£6750

2012-on ZZR1400
Major update, with beefier styling, a stronger

frame with a longer swingarm, stiffer suspension
settings and lighter wheels. The engine’s taken out
to 1441cc ctronics include traction control
and swit ower modes. Claimed power is
now over .
£6750-£

2011-on ZZR1400
Performance Edition/Sport

Fitted with Akrapovic titanium silencers, a
double-bubble screen and a tank pad. Sport
version from 2014 has an Öhlins TTX rear shock.
£7000-£13,000

2006-2007 ZZR1400
 All-new hyperbike intended to compete with

Suzuki’s Hayabusa. 1352cc, huge power, fully 
adjustable suspension and slippery bodywork.
£3750-£5000

sprocket cover. Let it clog up and first it
gets stiff, then rips the oil seal apart. The
clutch slave cylinder can fail too. Oberon
does a nice r cement.

3
FUEL PUMP

Shouldn’t give trouble, but it
does. It lives in an enclosure

under the tank, which can fill with water
if the tiny drain hole clogs up (which it
does, regularly). It’s not uncommon for
it to literally rust to bits. Remove, clean
and protect it with a corrosion inhibitor
and drill a couple of extra drain holes.

4
SUSPENSION

Lots of gripes about this on most
models (the Öhlins shock on the

Performance Sport version is better).
The front’s not too bad, though it’s a bit
choppy over rough surfaces and you’ll
sometimes find the stanchion coating
wearing prematurely, causing leaky oil
seals. The standard rear’s not really up
to the job and there’s no remote preload/
ride height adjuster. An aftermarket rear
shock (Nitron fitments start at £438),
ideally with remote preload, is popular
but a specialist can work wonders with
the front. Almost every owner we spoke
to recommended MCT at Stowmarket
(www.mctsuspension.com). Before you

W t l ok . .
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Service schedule 
Sensible owners ignore the pointless interim 

4000-mile services and consolidate the only 

useful bit (air filter change at 12k miles) into one 

of the ‘proper’ 7500-mile services. These include 

oil-and-filter change, new spark plugs, throttles 

balanced plus a general chassis check, bearing 

adjustment and regreasing where necessary. The 

valve-check interval is 26,000 miles but can be a 

faff. Throttle balancing can be tricky but it makes 

a big difference to low-down feel. There’s no need 

to remove bodywork to change the oil and filter 

but access to spark plugs is tight — the original 

tool kit spanner is the best bet. Be VERY careful 

removing the stick coils as the rubber grommets 

stick in the heads and it’s easy to break the coils. 

Don’t fancy servicing it yourself? Contact the 

acknowledged expert Enzo through zx14r.co.uk. 

New and used parts prices  
New genuine spares aren’t as dear as you might 

imagine — an air filter’s £41.59, clutch friction 

plates £12.80 each and brake pads £48.05 a pair. 

Even body panels are OK — a lower fairing side is 

£114.88. But discs are £252 each, a radiator is 

£654 and a chain and sprocket kit an unbelievable 

£364.32. Fortunately Wemoto has a pattern kit

for just £108.18. They also do a battery for £33,

front wheel bearings with seals for £15.60, discs

for £138.60, air filter for £18.95 and an oil filter

for £5.28. There are plenty of ZZRs in breakers.

We’ve seen indicators and windscreens at £15

each, handlebars at £20, discs from £25 and

calipers from £80. You can even pick up

reasonable fairing panels for less than £50.

7 
BODYWORK

Some of the fairing fixings are 

prone to cracking and breaking  

if you’re not careful, and the rubber 

well-nuts for the screen harden, seize 

and then rotate, so you have to drill 

them out. Replacing with new well-nuts 

and stainless bolts is worthwhile. The 

petrol tank can rot at the rear where the 

seat creates a water trap, especially on 

older bikes. Frequent cleaning/drying 

helps keep the rust at bay. The general 

finish is very good — corrosion’s more 

likely under the skin, on engine cases 

and nuts, bolts and brackets. 

8 
ENGINE MANAGEMENT

2006-7 models suffered a lack 

of low-rpm power compared 

with later versions. You can largely cure 

this by removing the secondary throttle 

butterflies — sounds complex but takes 

about five minutes when you’ve got the 

tank and airbox off for servicing anyway. 

Just don’t drop the screws down the 

intake tracts. Removing the secondary 

butterflies is also worthwhile on later 

models but you will need a careful dyno 

setup. You can fit a Power Commander

or similar to make tweaking the fuelling

easier, but it’s more common to get the

ECU reflashed — try hilltopmotorcycles.

com located near Mallory Park. A Timing

Retard Eliminator helps remove an extra

power restriction in the lower gears —

some types will also remove the

top-speed restriction.

Parts and 
servicingdo anything to the suspension though (in 

fact, before you even ride a brand-new 

ZZR), strip and grease the swingarm 

pivots, suspension linkages and head 

bearings — Kawasaki never got the hang 

of greasing them properly at the factory.

5 
BRAKES 

Warped discs are very common. 

Some owners reported getting 

through several pairs during their 

warranty period. Kawasaki changed the 

pad material for a less-harsh compound 

but the problem persists. Aftermarket 

discs are the way to go. Like most 

Kawasaki calipers, the ZZR’s need a bit 

of love to keep them on song — regular 

cleaning helps keep the pistons moving 

freely, but it’s also worth changing the 

fluid once a year as well.

6 
FRAME

Was the subject of a recall for 

some 2006/7 models, which 

could suffer a cracked crossmember 

(later frames have different castings). 

Cast frame sections are also vulnerable 

to crash damage, so be wary of 

damaged repairables.

“Don’t be alarmed  
by low-speed  
rattles from cold”
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SPEC 2011 KAWASAKI ZZR1400

Engine 1352cc 16v dohc inline four, l/c

Power 190bhp @ 9500rpm

Torque 114lb·ft @ 7500rpm

Transmission 6-speed, chain

Chassis aluminium monocoque

Front suspension 43mm forks, adjustable 
preload, rebound and compression

Rear suspension monoshock, adjustable 
preload, rebound and compression

Front brakes 310mm discs, 4-piston calipers

Rear brake 250mm disc, 2-piston caliper

Front tyre 120/70 ZR17

Rear tyre 190/50 ZR17

Wheelbase 1460mm

Rake/trail 23°/94mm

Seat height 800mm

Kerb weight 257kg

Fuel capacity 22 litres

Coming soon...
In future issues we’ll be running used buying guides on the Honda Transalp 700, the
Yamaha MT-09 and the Suzuki V-Strom 1000. If you own (or owned) one of these, we
want to hear from you. Email Kev at ridemagazine@orange.fr

SO LONG AS you have a modicum of
self-control, a ZZR1400 can make a
surprisingly practical everyday bike.
It’s comfortable, outstandingly reliable,
fairly economical (tyres excepted) and
has tremendous road presence — 
drivers tend to see those distinctive
headlights in their mirrors and move
out of the way sharpish. A ZZR can do
pretty much anything you want it to,
from daily commuting to two-up touring
to weekend drag racing to occasional
trackdays. Might struggle to keep up
with a GS on a motocross track though.

The ZZR’s been around long enough
for there to be plenty of aftermarket and
secondhand parts available, so keeping
one on the road doesn’t have to break

the bank. Yes, it’s stupidly fast but
because it’s so fast few riders really
explore its real potential, and that means
that hugely powerful engine spends 
most of its life under-stressed. 

So you don’t need to be afraid of 
higher mileages — condition and a caring 
owner are far more important. It’s easy 
to find a really nice example for not a lot 
of money and if you take care of it, you 
shouldn’t lose too much when you 
eventually come to sell it. Which will 
probably be to buy another one. ZZRs 
tend to get you that way…

USEFUL CONTACTS
www.mcnbikesforsale.com
www.zx14r.co.uk
www.oberon-performance.co.uk
www.jesterstrickbits.co.uk
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www.pyreneesmotorcycletours.com
Phone from UK: +44 (0) 7977 590578

Central Pyrénées location

Biker-friendly B&B

Superb roads & spectacular views await you in the Pyrénées

www.motorbiketours.co.nz
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covering all applications

Next day delivery

To win an amazing track day with MSVT
visit - www.tayna.co.uk/competition

Get a quote at

0844 409 7587
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RiDE subjects tester Bruce Dunn to torrential rain to discover

which are the best sports-touring tyres for the British climate

Words Bruce Dunn Pictures Mark Manning 

W
HETHER YOU’RE A 

year-round commuter, 

weekend blaster or long-

distance tourer, being a biker 

in Britain means you will 

encounter cold and wet conditions — and 

when you inevitably do, you want a tyre 

that’s not going to put a dampener on 

your enjoyment. But you don’t want to 

compromise performance on those days 

when the sun does put in an appearance. 

This is why sports-touring tyres are so

popular — promising a slice of sporting

agility and dry-weather grip, with

reassuring performance in the wet and

cold for safety and confidence.

Nearly a third of all tyres sold in the UK

are sports-touring versions — one bike in

three is on one of these tyres and it’s an

intensely competitive market. For 2018

there are two major updated models:

Bridgestone’s T31 and the Michelin Road

5. This current generation of sports-

touring tyres are all capable of dry-

weather performance that far exceeds

legal speeds and common sense, so

much so that measuring their differences

is only achievable on a racetrack. But as

most of us are more likely to find

ourselves riding on a wet road than a

racetrack, we’re going to subject eight

sets of tyres to an extreme wet-weather

performance test.

Wet-weath r
PRODUCT TEST
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How we did it
We waited for one of the soggiest, 

bleakest winter’s days to give these 

tyres a tough wet-weather test. It’s 

just 6°C and the rain has been lashing 

down all night, with no signs of 

stopping. We used the handling 

circuit at Bruntingthorpe Proving 

Ground in Leicestershire, a 1.5-mile 

course that replicates British roads 

— complete with manhole covers, 

slippery overbanding, white lines, 

surface changes, bumps and 

potholes. And lots and lots of 

standing water.  

Our test bike was a 2017 Kawasaki 

Z1000SX — a top-selling sports 

tourer complete with ABS and 

140bhp on tap from its 1043cc 

four-cylinder engine. With 26 years 

of testing experience, Bruce Dunn 

was RiDE’s nut-behind-the-

handlebars for this rain-soaked 

affair. After setting baseline laps on 

the Kawasaki’s OE Bridgestone S20s, 

Bruce blind-tested each of the eight 

sets of tyres, fitted by an 

independent fitter, without knowing 

which ones he was riding. Each new 

tyre was scrubbed in and warmed up 

until Bruce had enough confidence to 

start to push harder.

On the testing laps, Bruce 

assessed each tyre’s wet-weather 

performance in a number of key 

areas: stability under acceleration, 

stability at top speed, corner-entry 

stability, steering precision, braking 

feel into corners and outright grip 

levels. All tyres did a 70mph-to-

standstill test, to replicate their 

performance in an emergency stop 

situation. Using information from the  

2D datalogger we fitted to the 

Kawasaki, this test shows which 

tyres allow the ABS-assisted bike to 

stop in the shortest distance.

There is no way to assess each 

tyre’s longevity in this test, but check 

later in the year once the RiDE team 

starts adding mileage to the 

long-term test fleet. We got prices 

for a pair of 120/70 ZR17 and 190/50 

ZR17 tyres, as tested, from a main 

dealer, internet and a mobile fitter.

If ever there was a visual 

metaphor for the British 

climate, it’s this: beautiful 

sunshine for fitting, torrential 

rain for riding (overleaf)
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Avon claims “Highly loaded silica compound

combined with state-of-the-art polymer technology

for excellent wet and dry traction and handling.

Interlocking three dimensional points hidden in the

sipes improve stability and grip, limit tread flex and

allow the tyre to warm up quickly. Multi-compound

rear tyres for all-round tyre performance.”

RiDE says In terms of scrubbing in and warm-

up, there’s instant good feel from the front and rear

and they only needed four laps (six miles) before

they could be pushed. When up to temperature and

at speed there’s a secure feeling from the front tyre,

though at lower speeds it did tend to make the

steering feel light. They cut through standing water

perfectly well though, with no grip loss detected. At

the rear, predictable grip built up over time, with a

feeling of confidence. The bike reacted well with

more agility than the OE set. It turned well with a

linear and sporty feel. Straight-line stability under

acceleration was good and the bike was composed

despite the bumps and puddles.

Emergency brake test

A decent performance from the front tyre. With the

ABS working with the available grip, braking was

stable and controllable with no loss of traction. The

bike stopped safely on all six emergency stops.

Stopping distance (70–0mph) 56.35m

SCORES
Comfort/warm-up/scrub ......................................... 5/10

Front-end feel/grip/precision .................................. 6/10

Rear-end feel/grip...................................................... 6/10

Agility ............................................................................7/10

Stability ........................................................................7/10

Emergency brake test ..............................................7/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .38/60

Maxxis claims “The Supermaxx ST delivers the

very latest in radial construction technology, an

all-new design which features Mono-Spiral steel

belts for improved structural rigidity, resulting in

outstanding cornering performance. Stiffer

sidewalls ensure that Supermaxx ST can handle

increased loads over previous generations of

Supermaxx, reducing sidewall cornering flex and

delivering the secure feel touring riders demand.”

RiDE says These were very slippery on initial

scrub-in and caution was required as the grip level

was very low. Even after scrubbing and warming,

grip was poor compared with others. However, they

did generate enough feel to know you were getting

close to the limit, at the front and rear. They are

almost devoid of sporting steering characteristics

and give the steering a rigid feel, requiring more

rider effort at the handlebars on some of the faster

corners, while producing a choppy ride over bumps,

which in turn eroded stability.

Emergency brake test

Despite the lack of grip there was a decent

performance in this brake test. There was no

noticeable traction loss and they allowed the ABS to

work quietly in the background, and they gave the

same results each time the test was completed.

Stopping distance (70-0mph) 56.60m

SCORES
Comfort/warm-up/scrub ......................................... 3/10

Front-end feel/grip/precision .................................. 4/10

Rear-end feel/grip...................................................... 5/10

Agility ........................................................................... 4/10

Stability ........................................................................7/10

Emergency brake test ..............................................7/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30/60

Avon Spirit GT
Typical price per pair: £220-£275

www.avon-tyres.co.uk

Maxxis Supermaxx ST
Typical price per pair: £130-£238

www.maxxis.co.uk

7

8

Conditions may

look dreadful but 

they’re perfect 

for this test  
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Pirelli claims “This is the new reference for

sports-touring tyres, bringing a sporty attitude

typical of Pirelli’s DNA to a wider range of usage

conditions and for longer distances. Excellence in

wet, performance and grip, plus top handling

capabilities, with consistency until the end of the

tyre’s life. Features a bi-compound tread.”

 RiDE says Once they were scrubbed in and 

warmed, confidence was good but they don’t give 

much feel when cold. The front end has a sporty 

feel which translates to light steering and accurate 

turning ability that isn’t dampened by wet 

conditions. They feel very much like a traditional 

sports tyre, which may make some riders feel a 

little on edge in these conditions. However there’s 

plenty of grip from both the front and rear when 

these tyres are up to temperature. When the bike is 

upright they handle bumps well and straight-line 

stability is good through all speed ranges, but hitting

bumps when exiting corners gives a slight kickback

through the bars.

 Emergency brake test 

Outstanding braking characteristics, this emergency 

test was carried out several times and each time 

the tyre gripped well enough to stop it as if the 

conditions were completely dry. Very impressive.

 Stopping distance (70-0mph) 54.25m

SCORES
Comfort/warm-up/scrub  ......................................... 6/10

Front-end feel/grip/precision ...................................7/10

Rear-end feel/grip...................................................... 8/10

Agility ........................................................................... 8/10

Stability ....................................................................... 8/10

Emergency brake test  ............................................10/10

TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47/60

Dunlop claims “The innovative new tread design

and nano technology compound provide maximum

grip and performance on both wet and dry roads

whilst delivering improved mileage and grip. An

entirely revised rayon ply carcass requires

significantly less steering input and offers more

precise handling, whilst maintaining trademark

confidence and reliable feedback. Two types of rear

available; standard for heavier/touring bikes and SP

for lightweight machines.”

 RiDE says Taking just two laps to scrub in and

warm up, these tyres generated a near-instant

feeling of confidence. The front end feels firm and

this allows for pinpoint steering and impressive

flickability. However, this means the front doesn’t

handle high-frequency bumps especially well, which

disrupted stability. The rear tyre generated grip at

all times and always felt connected with the track

with no need to hesitate opening the throttle.

High-speed straight-line stability is good, though it

dropped exiting higher-speed corners particularly

when there were bumps involved too.

Emergency brake test

Acceptable levels of wet grip, the front wheel held

on well but the ABS system did intervene as the

tyre let go when the speed dropped below 10mph.

Stopping distance (70-0mph) 56.01m

SCORES
Comfort/warm-up/scrub ..........................................7/10

Front-end feel/grip/precision ...................................7/10

Rear-end feel/grip...................................................... 8/10

Agility ........................................................................... 8/10

Stability ....................................................................... 8/10

Emergency brake test ..............................................7/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .45/60

Pirelli Angel GT
Typical price per pair: £240-£329

www.pirelli.com

Dunlop Roadsmart III
Typical price per pair: £245-£305

www.dunlop.eu

5

6

Datalogger used to 

analyse performance 

from each test  
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Bridgestone claims “The steps made in the low

temperature and wet conditions are directly linked

to the R&D at molecular level on how to increase

the silica dispersion inside the rubber. Providing

higher camber thrust due to a bigger contact patch

in all lean angles is bringing fun factor on Sport

Touring bikes to new level as dry handling improved

as well next to bigger steps in the wet conditions.”

 RiDE says These new-for-2018 tyres feel really 

sporty but also have impressive levels of wet grip, 

comfort and stability. They generate good feel 

straight away, as scrub-in was quick and they were 

up to temperature in just two laps. They enhanced 

how the bike felt, giving a more refined ride over the 

OE tyres. In terms of steering, there’s good linear 

feel at the handlebars, meaning that it’s accurate 

with minimal rider effort. Excellent feedback and 

precision in all areas of the track especially where 

there were big puddles - the tyre just dispersed the

water without fuss. Excellent grip and superior feel

that translates into rider confidence. These tyres

are capable of fast and safe wet riding.

  Emergency brake test 

Very reassuring and consistently good feel from the 

brake test, these tyres allow braking performance 

that is on par with dry conditions.

 Stopping distance (70-0mph) 55.07m

SCORES
Comfort/warm-up/scrub  ......................................... 9/10

Front-end feel/grip/precision .................................. 9/10

Rear-end feel/grip...................................................... 9/10

Agility ........................................................................... 9/10

Stability ....................................................................... 9/10

Emergency brake test  ............................................. 8/10

TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .53/60

Continental claims “Radical tread-pattern

design shifts more water from around the contact

patch even at more extreme lean angles, whilst also

ensuring more even wear throughout the life of the

tyre. The latest in compound technology gives fast

warm-up performance, even in cold conditions,

while TractionSkin removes the need for lengthy

bedding in periods.”

 RiDE says These were indeed quick to scrub in

and warm up and felt composed with good feedback

immediately. The rear accepted full throttle onto the

straights without a sniff of wheel spin, so we were

able to commit to hard cornering after just one lap

- 1.5 miles. The front produces superb feel for

precise cornering. Bumps are handled well too and

there’s a high level of confidence. In terms of

steering, they have a lightly damped feel that works

well in the wet, as they need just the right amount of

steering input to change direction smartly without

unsettling the bike. There’s excellent straight-line

stability at all speeds, with the bike settled

mid-corner and when exiting under power.

Emergency brake test

The bike remained stable and the ABS system

stopped it with the tyre gripping all the way to rest.

Conducted six times with the same results.

Stopping distance (70-0mph) 55.79m

SCORES
Comfort/warm-up/scrub ......................................... 9/10

Front-end feel/grip/precision .................................. 8/10

Rear-end feel/grip...................................................... 9/10

Agility ........................................................................... 8/10

Stability ....................................................................... 9/10

Emergency brake test ............................................. 8/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51/60

Bridgestone T31
Typical price per pair: £245-£285

www.bridgestone.co.uk

Continental RoadAttack3
Typical price per pair: £245-£289

www.continental-tyres.co.uk

3

4

Datalogger also 

recorded emergency 

stop braking distance
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Metzeler claims “A focus on enhancing grip on

wet and low friction surfaces, an increased mileage

and a high degree of adaptability to different

motorcycles, riding styles and conditions. The

employment of completely new tread design

enhancing mechanical grip coupled with compounds

evolved from those of the award-winning Z8 allow for

increased confidence and safety feeling while riding.”

 RiDE says These tyres instantly give a refined 

feel to the ride, making the bike feel plush — like it’s 

been fitted with posh suspension. This is key for 

confidence as by remaining composed over bumps, 

they generate an even greater feeling of grip and 

security — which is excellent anyway. These tyres 

give the ability to get on the throttle earlier when 

exiting corners, and steer with precision and 

confidence. With excellent feel at the handlebars, 

they make the bike agile with a linear amount of 

rider effort needed to manage direction changes.

Through high-radius corners the bike tracked

perfectly. Combined with this, there’s excellent

stability at all speeds — a big improvement over OE.

 Emergency brake test 

Superb feel from the front tyre when braking hard. 

The bike remained stable and stopped as if it were 

dry. No loss of grip during repeated runs.

 Stopping distance (70-0mph) 54.28m

SCORES
Comfort/warm up/scrub  ......................................... 9/10

Front-end feel/grip/precision .................................. 9/10

Rear-end feel/grip...................................................... 9/10

Agility ........................................................................... 9/10

Stability ....................................................................... 9/10

Emergency brake test  ............................................. 9/10

TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54/60

Michelin claims “Using the latest combined

technologies of Michelin 2CT and 2CT + and the

latest generation of compounds and siped tread,

the Michelin Road 5 offers the best wet grip versus

its main competitors without compromise on dry

roads. Even when 50% worn a Michelin Road 5

stops as quickly as a Pilot Road 4 thanks to its

Michelin XST Evo sipes.”

 RiDE says Any nervous wet-weather rider will

get a massive confidence boost with these new-

for-2018 tyres. Front end grip is incredible with

equally impressive feel, giving the ability to swoop

through standing water confidently. Rear-end feel

matched the front with astonishing grip in all areas

of the circuit. In terms of steering, there’s a really

sporty feel to these tyres — neutral with minimal

rider effort for quick direction changes. But this

sporty front doesn’t seem to erode stability, as the

bike remained stable at corner entry and while

upright, though there was some yawing while

exiting rain-soaked bumpy corners. Comfort is on a

par with the OE rubber but these tyres allow hard

riding with extra safety at more sensible levels.

Emergency brake test

Superb performance and consistency, it felt stable

and gave good rider feel.

Stopping distance (70-0mph) 54.79m

SCORES
Comfort/warm-up/scrub ......................................... 8/10

Front-end feel/grip/precision .................................10/10

Rear-end feel/grip...................................................... 9/10

Agility ........................................................................... 9/10

Stability ....................................................................... 8/10

Emergency brake test ............................................. 9/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .53/60

Metzeler Roadtec 01
Typical price per pair: £240-£334

www.metzeler.com

Michelin Road 5   
Typical price per pair: £255-£299 

www.michelin.co.uk

1

2
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THE  VERDICT
THE MARGINS THAT separate 

sports-touring tyres are getting 

narrower all the time and this can 

only be a good thing for us riders. 

The top six tyres in our test are 

all outstanding and offer vastly 

superior performance to original 

equipment tyres. This has long 

been a criticism of the Kawasaki 

Z1000SX: the good news is there 

are plenty of quality alternatives.

The Metzeler Roadtec 01 takes 

our Best Buy triangle as it 

achieved the highest overall 

score with all-round brilliance 

and a solid, confidence-inspiring 

performance in our wet-weather 

testing. But for the first time 

since it was launched, it’s no 

longer a runaway winner. The 

new kids on the block – Michelin’s 

Road 5 and Bridgestone’s T31 - 

are hot on its heels. Though these 

tyres are tied on points, they 

excelled in different areas. The 

Michelin allows for a seriously 

sporty ride thanks to complete 

and utter confidence in the front 

end. Meanwhile the Bridgestone, 

though still sporty and incredibly 

grippy, gave a more-refined level 

of comfort and ride quality so 

probably more suitable for the 

majority of riders. Both tyres are 

brilliant and are awarded RiDE 

Recommended triangles.

The other tyres are all good, 

though. However, it’s worth 

remembering that even the best 

tyre in the world is no good if not 

maintained, especially in the wet, 

so remember to stay on top of 

your tyre pressures and check 

tyres regularly for damage or 

signs of excessive wear. Then 

when the weather improves, 

you’ll really be able to enjoy it. 

Year-round riders looking for 

grip, precision, fun and comfort 

in all weather conditions have 

never had so much choice. 

“Year-round riders 
have never had so 
much choice”

As important as what tyres 

you choose is looking after 

them for safe and enjoyable 

year-round riding  
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W
E’VE DECIDED TO

recommission a 20-year-old

BMW F650 that we found

languishing in the back of the

RiDE lock-up after years of

neglect, to press it into service as a winter

runaround. Trouble was, it had not been

stored correctly so was in need of some

vital checks to the fuel, coolant and oil

before we could even see if it would start.

To our surprise it fired up with no effort,

though it did sound a bit rattly until the oil

had got round the engine properly.

That was the easy part. For the bike to get

back on the road legally it would need to

pass an MOT test — something that hadn’t

happened since December 2014. Even

giving the bike a quick glance over, it was

obvious there were several things that

needed attention. In fact, the list looked so

long that if we were to replace everything

on it, the cost could have been more than

double the value of the bike. So was it all

really necessary?

To find out, we booked the F650 in for a

pre-MOT test, to show us what it actually

needed to be safe and legal. This would

also let us get a valuable second opinion

on some of the items in our list that were

not necessarily part of the MOT. With the

BMW loaded in the back of a van, it was

off to RiDE’s friendly local independent

dealer, Stevelin Motorcycles of Ramsey in

Cambridgeshire, to find out the bike’s fate.

The result? Of course it was a fail.

Somewhat unsurprisingly, the F650 failed

to comply with the statutory requirements

for the MOT. Perhaps more surprisingly, it

failed on only nine counts — and at least

now we know exactly what we need to do

to get it through the test and back on the

road. Here’s where it all went wrong...

Fail 1 “The structure of the
rear upper subframe is
cracked”
This part of the subframe has a small crack

where the passenger grabrail attach to it.

It’s only just visible but our experienced

tester, Steve, homes in on these types of

faults. Being made of steel, this can be fixed

quite easily with a welder. It will be

necessary to disconnect the battery, strip

the plastic cowling and bodywork away,

grind back the corroded metal and then

make good with a welding repair.

It may be running but our project

BMW F650 has a way to go before it’s

roadworthy. How far? An initial MOT

reveals the extent of the work needed

TESTING
TIMES

PROJECT 

BIKE 

PART 2

Words Bruce Dunn  Pictures Mark Manning

This wiring mess interfered

with the steering and

needs sorting

 HANDS ON
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THE PLAN
STEP ONE  

Getting the engine 

to run again

STEP TWO  

What does the 

MOT tester think? 

The F650 is put to  

the test

STEP THREE 

Making it good and 

hitting the road

“Now we know what to
do to get it through the

test and back on the road”

1996 BMW F650
Engine 652cc, 4v, single cylinder

Power 50bhp  Weight 175kg

Mileage 62,191  Abandoned for Three years

Current condition Engine running and leak

free, failed MOT, reasonable job list

Independent dealer fix £60 (parts and labour, 

including VAT)

DIY repair/fix £0-20 (if you can access a welder)

Fail 2 “Fuel hose leaking” 
The fuel hose from the petrol tank to the 

carburettor has perished and cracked, which has 

caused petrol to weep around the joints. A previous 

owner had also fitted a quick-release joint and 

inline filter that have both seen better days, as the 

petrol has corroded and discoloured both of these 

over time. Thankfully a repair is straightforward. 

By simply turning the fuel tap to the off position 

we can remove the fuel line, filter and joint then 

replace them with new. We’ll get rid of the 

quick-release joint as it isn’t really necessary but 

creates more joints that have the potential to leak.

Independent dealer fix £18 (parts and labour, 

including VAT)

DIY repair/fix  parts only, £5

Fail 3 “Front position lamp does 
not illuminate when switched on” 
This is a minor fault but is still a flat-out point of 

failure: the city light or parking light does not 

work. While this is probably only a blown bulb or 

fuse, all of a bike’s fitted lights need to function 

properly to satisfy the MOT tester. Fortunately it’s a 
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The job list
The MOT highlighted some faults we hadn’t 

anticipated. To make the F650 road legal we

now need to tweak our list of things to do and

decide what tasks to tackle first and also what

we can get away without doing, as we need to

keep costs to a minimum. Here is the revised

list based on what is necessary for the MOT:

Tyres We originally thought we would need

to replace the tyres as a pair, but it was only 

the rear that failed. However, we will replace 

them as a pair because of the length of time  

the bike had been static and unused

Chain and sprockets The chain 

and sprockets were good enough to pass an 

MOT so we will leave them for the moment and 

keep an eye on their condition once the bike is 

being used

New battery Our F650 didn’t have one, 

so we fitted one. Simple

Loose wiring Refit the wiring that is 

hanging underneath the fairing and rubbing on 

front mudguard

Check heated grips
The heated grips work! Once we had a battery 

fitted, they warmed up a treat. Now we just 

need to secure the controller unit, as it has 

come loose

Rear shock To our surprise, it passed 

the MOT so there is no need for immediate 

replacement

Fork seals The right-hand seal is  

leaking but we will replace them as a pair

Subframe Replace the missing bolts  

out of the passenger grabrail — and weld  

up the crack

Rear light This was loose and came  

up as an advisory on the MOT, so it will be 

stripped, cleaned and remounted

Indicators The nasty-feeling indicator 

switch didn’t get knocked back on the MOT  

test, as the fact that it functions is all that 

matters. We will still clean the switch and  

make sure it has a positive feel

cheap and easy fix.

Independent dealer repair/fix

around £2.50 (parts and labour, inc VAT)

DIY repair/fix £1.50 for a new bulb

Fail 4 “Registration plate
delaminated”
Though not a safety-related item, the MOT

demands that a bike’s plate needs to be

fixed securely, made of the correct

materials, with the correct font, spacing

and size of lettering to ensure it’s easily

readable. Our plate had delaminated over

time, which means the registration mark

isn’t clearly visible so it will have to be

replaced with a new one.

Independent dealer repair/

fix around £20 (parts and

labour including VAT)

DIY repair/fix £6.99 for a

new plate, bought online

Fail 5 “Front shock
absorber seal failed
and leaking oil”
This was one of the faults we were

expecting. A bike’s front suspension relies

on oil held inside the fork tubes to provide

enough damping for a compliant and

comfortable ride. The seals’ job is to keep

the oil inside the fork stanchions. When

the seals fail, the damping action is

reduced and eventually there will be

almost no damping of the forks, which will

make the bike unstable and dangerous. To

make matters worse, the oil can often run

down the fork leg and onto the brake

caliper, pads and discs, compounding an

already dangerous fault. Luckily, it’s an

easy fix if the fork stanchion is in good

condition. As long as the chrome of the

fork has no pits or damage — and ours

seems okay — all that is needed is the seal

to be replaced and the fork oil changed.

Independent dealer repair/fix £165 (parts

and labour, including VAT)

DIY repair/fix £25 for fork

seals and fork oil

Fail 6 “Steering
control handlebar
movement
restricted by taut
cables front”
As the handlebars approach

full right-hand lock, the clutch cable

becomes tight. It does this because a

previous clutch-cable replacement was

either poorly routed or a pattern cable was

fitted that is not the same length as the

original. The first thing to do is check the

routing — and ask the MOT tester if he

“The result?
Of course it
was a fail”

  Checking brake 

condition is a 

crucial part of  

any MOT test. Our 

F650’s were fine

  Engine and 

body protection

bar was loose and

caused an MOT

fail. But it won’t

if it is removed

Aged and unnecessary

fuel connector

will be replaced

Delaminated number

plate needs replacing
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thinks it is a routing problem or a cable that is at 

fault. A bike’s workshop manual will often detail 

the correct routing for the clutch cable. 

Independent dealer repair/fix £40 (parts and 

labour, including VAT)

DIY repair/fix £0 to reroute a good cable; parts 

only £19.95 if a new clutch cable is required

Fail 7 “Steering control fouling 
between components which 
interferes with the free movement 
of the steering” 
A previous owner’s attempt at an electrical repair 

has left a section of the wiring loom hanging 

below the headlamp cowling, between the fork 

legs and resting on the front mudguard. This is a 

fairly straightforward fix: the errant loom just 

needs to be retained and routed as per the 

workshop manual — if you don’t have the manual 

you can ask the MOT tester where it should be 

installed correctly.

Independent dealer repair/fix around £20  

(parts and labour, including VAT)

DIY repair/fix £0, just a couple of cable ties

Fail 8 “Motorcycle structure 
excessively corroded nearside 
front lower” 
This initially seemed like only a minor fault but 

it actually highlighted a potentially dangerous 

situation. Our BMW F650 has been fitted with 

aftermarket engine and bodywork protection 

bars that surround the engine from the bottom 

and then wrap around the lower bodywork and 

under the headlight. The bracket had failed where 

it fits to the right-hand lower engine mount, using 

the main engine bolt, causing the left-hand bar to 

become loose. This in itself is a fail but on closer 

inspection, we saw the bracket had come away 

from the mounting point and was pressing 

against a rubber oil pipe. Over time this would 

have made the pipe fail – spraying engine oil all 

over the underside and back wheel of the bike 

and emptying the engine itself of lubricant. 

The repair is straightforward. The crash bars  

are an accessory and to get through the MOT they 

need to be in good, safe working order. But if they

are removed, we remove the problem. Once the

bars are taken off, the engine bolt they were

mounted on just needs to be correctly torqued. 

The oil feed pipe also needs close inspection and 

if there’s any damage to it, we’ll need to replace it.    

Independent dealer repair/fix around £30 (parts 

and labour, including VAT)

DIY repair/fix £0 (unless the oil pipe itself needs 

to be replaced)

Fail 9 “Tyre tread depth is below 
the minimum requirement of  
1mm rear” 
A very straightforward and obvious fault, the  

rear tyre has worn below minimum requirement. 

There is only one option to fix this fault and that is 

to have the tyre replaced with another tyre that is 

compatible with the front. 

Independent dealer repair/fix around £145 (parts 

and labour, including VAT)

DIY repair/fix  £110 plus fitting

Advisory information
Along with the list of failed points, the MOT tester 

highlighted some other areas that need attention, 

most of which are a direct reflection of the bike’s 

22 years and 62,000 miles on the road. On the list 

are niggles like a loose mirror and an unsecured 

horn. A couple of minutes with a spanner will see 

them sorted without too much trouble. 

Steering movement also forms 

part of the test. Ours failed  

due to a tight clutch cable  

Leaky fork seal 

will need 

replacing  



QUICK
KIT TESTS
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TCX Hero WP £180
www.nevis.uk.com

A WARM, COMFORTABLE, smart pair of leather boots with a

waterproof lining and tough walking-boot type sole. There’s an

armour insert over the ankle, tough heel and toe sections plus

shift pads on both feet. The laces adjust fit but there’s a zip to

get them on. Excellent on and off the bike, the only niggle is the

way the innersole tends to ride up when taking them off. SW

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF THE LATEST PRODUCTS BY R DE’S EXPERT TE

Shoei Neotech II £520-£600
www.shoeiassured.co.uk

THIS IS SHOEI’S new range-

topping flip-front helmet, 

replacing the Neotech that was 

launched at the end of 2011.

While it looks pricey, in 2012 a

plain white Neotech was £470…

which would be £535 in today’s

money: £15 more than a plain

white Neotech II actually costs.

Matt-finish colours like this blue

one are £550, while patterns

give a penny change from £600.

I did a lot of miles in the

original Neotech and this helmet

is a definite improvement in

several areas. For a start, it’s

dual-homologated so — unlike

the old Neotech — is approved

for riding with the flip in the

raised position. The revised liner

feels slightly plusher, my initial

impression is that it’s a whisker

quieter and — my main criticism

of the original — the vent

seems to be much bette

cold mornings a little mis

still appear on the easy-

drop-down sunvisor, on glasses

and around the edge of the

Pinlock, but not much. It’s also

designed to take a specific Sena

Bluetooth headset.

In fact, I’d say only one thing

hasn’t improved: the weight. The

original was a pretty hefty 1690g

for an XL. The new Neotech II

tips the scales at a whopping

1860g in the same size. Though

it’s not noticeable on short

rides, I expect it to make long

days in the saddle a fraction

more tiring. Overall, though, the

Neotech II is a nicely finished,

really comfortable flip-front — a

real top-notch touring item.

SIMON WEIR

  Muc-Off 
  Helmet 
  Care Kit £30
https://muc-off.com

THE SALTY 

ROADS mean 

helmets are 

constantly filthy. 

This kit comes 

with a 250ml 

spray of helmet/

goggle cleaner, 

anti-fog treatment,

a can of liner 

refresh and a 

microfibre cloth.  

I have a Pinlock so

I don’t need the anti-fog treatment, that can’s so big it’s 

a lifetime supply of liner-refreshing foam and you can 

get microfibre cloths in a pound shop. But the helmet 

cleaner is excellent: we’d just spend £8 on that. SW

Neotech II can
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Keis Premium V501 £149.99
www.keisapparel.co.uk

JUST LAST MONTH Lee Skellett praised his

Keis X10 heated vest. This recently launched

Premium V501 is a slighter posher option,

costing £30 more. Like the X10 it can work

off either your bike’s battery for unlimited

heat, or an optional lithium battery pack

(£72.99) for portable power. The V501 has a

slimmer, lighter design using elasticated side

panels, plus four handy zipped pockets. The

warmth comes through startlingly strong — I

rarely need more than the ‘Low’ setting on the

three-level controller, and the battery lasts

over five hours like that. My only issue is that

the fit is slightly large. I ordered my usual

jacket size and the V501 feels baggy. One to

try on in a shop first. MARTIN FITZ-GIBBONS

Ring Xenon150 headlamp bulbs Around £25
www.ringautomotive.com

THESE RING XENON150 bulbs are direct replacement

items that claim to put “up to 150% more light on the

road”. To check, we fitted a pair of H7s to a BMW

F800GS and compared their output to a brand-

new set of Bosch standard-spec bulbs. On an

unlit country road, the difference on both dipped

and main beam proved marginal — the Rings were

very fractionally brighter but nowhere near 150%

better. The bulbs also claim to give “a whiter light”

but, again, my eyes struggled to tell much

difference. They might give a tiny

improvement but don’t expect them

to turn a candle into a floodlight. MFG

Sena 30K £290 (single), £500 (two)
www.motohaus.com

THIS IS A seriously pricey 

headset, with FM radio and  

all the standard Bluetooth 

connectivity to let you use the 

phone, listen to music or sat nav 

directions and speak to both a 

passenger or other riders with a 

compatible headset. The big 

difference is the 30K has ‘Mesh’ 

technology: an adaptive open 

network that seamlessly and 

automatically connects a massive 

number of other riders using their 

own Mesh headsets as they come  

in and out of range. 

Basics first. It’s very nicely 

finished, simple to fit securely, 

easy to pair with other Bluetooth 

devices and very simple to 

operate. Sound quality for both 

speech and music is excellent 

and, unlike the otherwise-

excellent Sena S20, it’s not prone 

to asking you to “say a command” 

when the voice-activation is 

triggered by road noise. Judged 

purely on its Bluetooth 

performance, it’s excellent. But it 

is massive. 

But you’d pay the premium for 

the Mesh tech. Without 15 other 

headsets to dish out, I haven’t 

been able to check how it 

performs with a big group, but 

certainly it works well to keep two 

headsets talking to each other as 

they come in and out of the 

1.2-mile claimed range. The reality 

though is that until everyone you 

know upgrades to one of these, 

the Mesh is a curiosity and, as 

good as the X30’s Bluetooth 

features are, I’m not sure it 

justifies the massive price. SW

Ring’s 

Xenon150

Standard 

OE-spec bulbs

 Everything a 

Bluetooth headset 

should do as well as 

‘Mesh’ technology

 Can you see a difference?  

Ring’s Xenon150 bulbs give 

marginally more light, but you’d  

be hard-pressed to tell which set 

was which unless you knew



ONE-YE
REVIEW

GE
AR

Q Can you recommend an 

intercom that will work with my 

sat nav, phone and for bike-to-bike 

comms with a mate for our riding 

trip this summer? 

A If your mate has a headset 

already, you may need the 

matching brand: many headsets 

won’t pair to those of different 

Q How do I stop my gloves

leaking?

A If they used to be waterproof 

but now leak, then it’s possible 

to fix them. Most waterproof 

membranes fail when clogged with 

dirt, so start by washing them.

If you’re washing your textile suit 

you could put them in with that as 

the washing principles are the same: 

no fabric softener; moderate 

temperature; specialist cleaner like 

Nikwax Tech Wash. Or put them on 

and wash your hands in the cleaner. 

Let the gloves air dry slowly away 

from direct heat. When they’re dry, 

textile gloves can be treated with a 

reproofing spray like Nikwax TX 

Direct. If they’re leather, treat them 

with a leather conditioner before 

reproofing. This may not restore all 

gloves but £20 on cleaning products 

is better than £90 on new gloves.

brands. If you’re both looking

for a new headset, it 

becomes easier. When we

tested Bluetooth headsets in

2016, the Best Buy was an

Interphone unit. The latest

version of it is the Tour (£230

for one, £400 for a twin pack,

www.nevis.uk.com). It’s easy

to use, has a superb battery life and

comes with all the bells and whistles.

A less-expensive option is the Sena

SMH5 (£115 for one, £220 for a twin

pack, www.motohaus.com) though 

battery life is shorter and it’s 

water-resistant rather than 

waterproof. 

 Interphone Tour is a Best Buy
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IN-DEPTH TESTING OVER MONTHS AND MILES

Dane Sealand jacket £749
Dane Lyngby trousers £460

https://daneclothing.uk

THIS IS TOP-END riding gear, using the 

most rugged and expensive Gore-Tex 

Pro laminate material, where the 

waterproofing is applied to the outside 

layer. I’ve done a lot of miles in this suit 

in the past year and the short version of 

the review is that it’s very, very good 

— as it should be at this price. 

Jacket first. It doesn’t leak, even in 

day-long downpours — but as it’s a 

laminate item, it dries really quickly 

when you get out of the rain. The 

external pockets have never shipped 

any water, either. It’s reasonably warm 

with its quilted liner in, but remove that 

and open the long vents for sunny days 

and it’s cool and non-sweaty, noticeably 

lighter than other Gore-Tex Pro jackets. 

There’s full CE Level 2 armour in 

shoulders, elbows and back and an 

excellent double-cuff that is easy to use 

and gives a faultless draught-free seal. 

My only niggles are collar related. The 

collar-sealing flap is retained by a 

magnet, but I feel Velcro would be 

better: if I’m on any half-sporty bike, it 

comes undone when I lean forward and 

flaps annoyingly. And while a low collar 

is great in summer, personally I like a 

high storm collar for winter but there’s 

no option to zip one on with this jacket.

The trousers are equally good. There’s

Level 2 armour in the knees, though hip

armour is £12 extra. The braces (only just

long enough for me, at 6ft 5in) are another

 Clever double cuff system means water  

and cold air both stay on the outside

Only niggle is 

the magnet-

fastened 

collar  

£15 extra. There are good-sized, 

watertight pockets, two connecting zips 

and an effective thermal liner, which 

attaches with zips at feet as well as 

waist. The cuffs open wide, adjust with  

a clever string system, and seal well. 

Like the jacket, the trousers have 

never let water in — though after about 

10,000 miles, they started to suffer from 

‘wet out’. This where it feels like they’re 

leaking, though they’re not. It’s normally 

caused by dirt holding onto water. A 

careful wash cured this and I’d say they 

are the best textile trousers I’ve used.

Part of that is, of course, that they fit 

me really well. The Dane sizes include a 

proper tall-fit, so the jacket has long 

enough sleeves without a baggy body 

and the trousers have a long leg without 

enough room for two at the waist. 

Overall, this is a high-spec suit that 

really performs — and even after a tough 

year and lots of miles, it still looks like 

new. It is an expensive suit but, if you do 

a lot of miles, it’s good value. SIMON WEIR
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SPECIALIST DIRECTORY

INDIA & NEPAL

blazingtrailstours.com
The Planet's Tastiest Motorcycle Adventures

�� ���� �	
� Flight Inclusive
£2�95

Call: 05603 666788

Included: Bikes | Flights | Accommodation | Mountains | Damage Cover

Pro Medical Back-up | Support Vehicle | Rivers | Stunning Views | Twisties

Temples | Transfers | Experienced Guides | Sunsets | Mechanics | Potholes

Monkeys | Weather | Spares | Tank of Fuel | Some Meals | Memories.

Optional: Beer | Elephants | Extra Curry | Off-bike Activities | Snakes

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

SHOCK ABSORBERS

OVERSEAS TOURS

5R\DO (QÀHOG 0RWRUF\FOH $GYHQWXUHV

,1',$ � .$6+0,5 � /$'$.+ � 1(3$/
%LJ�RQ�$GYHQWXUH���6PDOO�RQ�3ULFH

+44 (0)1623 401046
ZZZ�SXUHELNHWRXUV�FRP��%RRN�ZLWK�&RQÀ�GHQFH

OVERSEAS TOURS

Llanerchindda Farm
Trail Riding & Touring Holidays

in Mid & South Wales

www.cambrianway.com
Tel: 01550 750274 e-mail: info@cambrianway.com

Cynghordy, Llandovery, Carmarthenshire, SA20 0NB

Family run Guest House & Self
Catering Cottages, Ideal Base for
exploring this beautiful area with:
- Secure lock-up - Drying room -

- Experienced trail guides -
- Off Road & Road Routes Available -
A very popular base for Adventure,

Big Trail & Enduro Bike riders.

TEL: 020 8445 6811 WWW.WINNERSDETAILING.CO.UK

DRY - PROTECT - SHINE For over 18 years we have
imported a wide range of
quality bike detailing gear

including: Metro Dryers,
ACF-50, Winners Polishes,

Waxes, Degreasers,
Microfibres & More! Check
out our website. You won’t

be disappointed.
E&OE

• The Dynamic Tyre Balancer.
• Eliminate tyre vibration!
• For a glass smooth ride.
• No rebalancing required!
• For tube or tubeless tyres.
• Watch “how they work”
animation on the website.

• From £13.80 for two tyre kit.

DYNABEADS.CO.UKTEL: 020 8445 6811

NO MORE UGLY STICK ON WHEEL WEIGHTS

USA

Made

E&OE Ride0418

www.ride.co.uk

ACCOMMODATION IN FRANCE

ACCOMMODATION

ACCESSORIES

NORMANDY 
LA MOTTE

BIKE FRIENDLY B&B
Secure covered parking

PHONE BILL OR CAROL
0033-233-510084

www.lamottebandb.fr

Sleeps 9-11
Near Dordogne

Pool and play barn
Barn and tools for bikes
SerenityFrance.com

CLOTHING & 
ACCESSORIES
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0800 083 5566
carolenash.com

Based on reviews from January 2017  June 2017

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash94

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2017

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2016

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

Six Wheel | Multi-Bike | Custom | Future Classic | Classic | Vintage

QUOTE REF: COVER17 WHEN CALLING

COVER YOUR 
MOTORCYCLE
THIS WINTER
Get a FREE motorcycle cover 
worth £24.99 with every new policy

ONLY AVAILABLE WHEN PURCHASING A 

NEW MOTORCYCLE OR SIX WHEEL® POLICY THROUGH OUR CALL CENTRE

UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm.    

As with all insurance Terms and Conditions apply. Free Cover: Terms and Conditions apply visit: www.carolenash.com/cover-giveaway    

Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243.   

Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

CALL FOR A QUOTE TODAY!

INSURANCE BROKERS

Opening hours:
Mon-Fri 9am to 7pm;

Sat 9am to 6pm and

Sun 10am to 4pm

O The best policy at the
best price

O Good credit rating?
Save up to 40%!

O Instant cover and
instalments

O We search over 30
leading insurance
companies

FREE
Breakdown

cover

FREE
Personal 
accident

cover

FREE
Handbag

cover

FREE
Gadget
cover

FREE
Helmet &
leathers
cover

FREE
Legal

assistance

Freephone:

0800
954
9843

Proud
sponsors of

Be Wiser Ducati

2017 BSB 
Championship 
winning team

Bike
Insurance

     Be Wiser... Save Money

FOR ALL YOUR 
INSURANCE NEEDS
Car, Motorbike, Van, 
Multi-Vehicle, Home and Travel
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We know the feeling of wishing for dry roads and
plenty of bends. It’s feeling the acceleration out of
a corner and entering a world with no problems 
or worries. Let us take one more off you, knowing
we have you covered whatever is around the 
corner. Enjoy…

#ItsWhatWeDo

TWISTED 
EXHILARATION 
LIES STRAIGHT 
AHEAD

• We search our panel of insurers to find you
   our best price for the cover you need
• Common modifications covered as standard
• Expert 24-hour claims service
• Helmet and leathers cover

Bennetts.co.uk
0330 018 5943

www.ride.co.uk

INSURANCE

BIKE ACCESSORIES

BATTERIES

OVERSEAS TOURS
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 YOUR SAY

LETTERS Email ride@ride.co.uk,
Write to us RiDE, Media House,
Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA

Prices of new bikes seem to have gone ballistic this

past few years. Based on what I paid for my Triumph

Speed Triple in 2011 I reckon the average is around a

20% increase over that period. Considering inflation

and wages have risen less than half that, it’s hard to

see the justification. One reason the industry is

getting away with it is PCP. It seems most of us are no

longer interested in the total cost of the bike, just how

much a month we’ll have to pay.

Unfortunately, for those of us not interested in PCP,

it means cashing in the pension or the ISA for that

next new bike. Or in my case, making do with what

I’ve got for a while longer. With bike sales down in

2017 maybe things are about to change. I hope so. I

want a new adventure bike but don’t want to pay £17k

and then another £2000 for all the accessories.

Michael Harwood

The most precise estimate we’ve found is the cost of

goods and services has actually increased by 16.8%

since June 2011. Back then a Triumph Speed Triple

cost £8649 — the equivalent of £10,102 today. The

basic example now costs £10,700 — an increase of

nearly 24%, though spec isn’t quite comparable as the

new bike’s gained a ride-by-wire throttle, five riding

modes, traction control, ABS and is Euro4 compliant.

Most salaries haven’t increased by 16.8-24% and

that’s why PCP is more common, to mask that fact.

Head-off display
Never mind the price of the Nuviz

head-up display (March), it’s a

gimmick of the modern age. Bike

designers should put the digital

speedo and rev counter where they

are visible to a rider in any light

condition, including glare from the

sun. I’ve had a few Honda Blackbirds,

with analogue and digital displays

— and analogue wins every time: even

a slight glimpse of the hands on the

dials and you knew instantly your

speed, engine revs and gear. They

call it progress... I’m a bit sceptical.

Dave Clark

Another reverse
I can’t believe how similar my

experience was to Garry’s (Letter of

the Month, March). In May last year I

was following an unmarked white van

down a small country lane on my new

S1000XR. Suddenly the van stopped

just after a crossroads. I stopped in

good time but then the van reversed

straight into me. Same reason: the

driver missed the turning.

I took photos but there were no

witnesses. The driver could not

speak English but gave me his mobile

number. No paperwork was

forthcoming though, so I guessed he

worked for a large courier company.

All the plastic bits were broken and

LETTER OF THE MONTH

Too much money

Guess what he
swapped it for…
A good article on the BMW K1600GT

(March). I bought a new one in 2015

and travelled France and the West

Coast of Scotland. As a grand

tourer, I doubt it has any real rivals;

nimble (for 334kg), economical (for

a 1649cc six) and oh so quick!

However, there were a few very

big ‘buts’ that led me to parting with

it. At 6ft 1in I never quite got

comfortable, always suffering a

crick in my neck after an hour or so.

Filtering with loaded panniers and

topbox in a Lyon autoroute jam was

also challenging. And paddling it

backwards was almost impossible.

A reversing system was sorely

missing from my model.

But the big one was the weight of

it. I dropped once at parking speeds;

it damaged my ego and wallet to the

tune of £400. A couple more near

misses made me fall out of love.

I traded the K1600 for an

R1200GS: 100kg lighter, no cricked

neck but all the weather protection.

But it ticks most of the K’s boxes.

Glenn Turnbull

Going the other way
I had to sell my GS when, following  

a knee operation, my wife Jayne had 

difficulty getting on the pillion seat. 

In 2017 we tested and bought a 

BMW K1600GT (11-plate, 16,000 

miles, history and warranty.)

The 70-mile ride home was 

invigorating. I have never felt such 

emotions and Jayne was blown 

away by the comfort, the silky- 

smooth engine and the enjoyment  

of being a pillion with all the 

creature comforts at her disposal.

The K1600GT is heavy when 

pulling off and when coming to a 

stop, but it is completely e s

on the open road. It glides

on rails, the comfort is excellent and

scuffed but there was no mechanical

damage to the bike so I was able to

limp home, holding the screen.

I feared the worst but after six

months I got my excess of £650

refunded by the other insurance

company. My insurance company

reinstated my no-claims discount and

reimbursed me the extra premium I 

had paid on the new year’s policy 

while the claim was being processed.

The difference was that I don’t have a

tracker — so I feel very lucky this time.

Martin Peel

Don’t mention the…
Yes, thanks Warren (Letters, March). 

Someone needed to say it: GS Excess.

Give it up RiDE. Great mag but I’m 

completely GS’ed. Don’t have one, 

don’t want one, bored by my mates 

THE STAR LETTER WINS A PAIR OF
OUTLAST DIABLO WATERPROOF
GLOVES BY WEISE (WORTH £99.99)
Full-grain leather, with an Outlast® temperature-regulating
lining and visor wipe on the left-hand thumb.
See www.thekeycollection.co.uk
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who have one, can’t afford one. Don’t

want my bike compared to a GS or any

other bike compared to a GS. Give me

a chain to lube any day: beats just

washing your GS and then taking it

in for the next recall.

Next issue, no GS pictures, no GS

articles, no advertising featuring a GS,

no letters about GSs. Except this one.

Keep up all the other good work.

Barry Ring

The feature on the BMW R1200RS on

page 74 explains the GS is the most

popular large-capacity bike in the UK

and indeed, the world. With a

popularity like that, it is no surprise it

generates as much interest as it does.

However, other than the one above

your letter, you’ll be pleased to see this

issue is devoid of GSs.

The dinosaur hunter
I wouldn’t usually bother commenting

on a bike review but your comments on

the Africa Twin’s DCT (March 2018) are

so unfair that I felt the need to get in

touch to put things straight.

Your reviewer starts off with the

comment that the DCT “effectively

mimics a scooter” by which I assume

he means it mimics a CVT gearbox. The

DCT gearbox has far more in common

with a manual box than a CVT and the

riding experience of a DCT is nothing

like the elastic sensation of a CVT.

Your reviewer then fails to enlighten

us about the various gearbox settings

whereby the rider can change the

aggressiveness of the upshifts and

downshifts. Instead he chooses to

inform us that he can’t “rev-up the

motor to announce our presence” (I

think that’s what the horn is for).

I’ll admit that slow speed

manoeuvring without a clutch takes a

bit of practice but ride the DCT up

Bealach na Bà or some of the other

narrow and twisty roads in the north of

Scotland and you will soon appreciate

the benefits of a bike that’s always in

the right gear and never stalls.

Maybe next time you have a bike

equipped with some non-standard

technology to review, you could

employ some non-dinosaur reviewers.

Simon Baylis

New Year
adventure
Your March issue says

“Get out there”. This photo

was taken early in January

between Hawes and

Sedbergh on the A684

— the best way to enjoy a

few days after Christmas.

Steve Coetzer

A great way to make 

the most of the 

post-Chrimbo limbo 

the economy is very good for its size 

and power. It’s virtually faultless and 

nothing comes close.

Brian Tewnion 

Another one gone
I have had bikes for more than  

40 years and I would say the 2014 

K1600 was the best bike I’ve owned 

– when it was running properly. 

Engine and handling for a big bike 

were second to none. Unfortunately 

on its first big European tour it was 

overheating in traffic and on the 

Switzerland border electrical 

problems made it cut out. After it 

was shipped back I part-ex’d it for  

a new R1200GS Adventure.

Steve Burrows

All the Rider Needs

EUROPE’S LARGEST

STOCKIST

SPARES
BY MAIL 
ORDER

+44 (0)117
977 0466
e: spares@fowlers

.co.uk

2-12 Bath Road,

 Bristol, BS4 3DR, UK   

fowlers.bike/ride

KAWASAKI

GENUINE
PARTS

 Same Day

Dispatch!



Sports tourers

tested to — but not

on — the fearsome 

Nürburgring

| APRIL 2018114

 BACK IN THE DAY

2005
IT’S 2005 AND Triumph’s new Sprint

ST 1050 has arrived. Anticipation is

enormous, but RiDE cuts to the chase: 

is it really the best sports tourer? To 

find out, for the June issue we 

matched it up with BMW’s also-new 

R1200ST, as well as Honda’s two 

class-leaders, the VFR800 and 

Blackbird. The test was to be a 

1000-mile round trip to the Nürburgring 

for high-speed hijinks on one of the 

world’s longest, fastest, scariest 

tracks. At least, that was the plan…

Chief road tester Tim Skilton set off 

full of enthusiasm, bolstered by the 

Honda he was riding. “For the first stint 

I opt for the Blackbird and within half 

an hour, I’m in love. Nestling behind the 

fairing, you’d find it difficult to imagine 

a machine you’d rather be on. By the 

time we reach Dover, two and a half 

hours later, I feel more like a fighter 

pilot than a motorcyclist.”

Into France, Tim swaps onto the new 

Triumph. “It’s got some character, from 

earthy mechanical clatter of the 

three-cylinder motor to the rasp of  

the pipes as you wind the engine open. 

Heading east along the E40 towards

Brussels, the Sprint is a dream.”

But the dream wouldn’t last. After a

12-hour day hammering all the way to

Adenau, the team wake up to find rain

and fog set in so fiercely that the 

legendary circuit isn’t even open. After

trying to wait it out, eventually they’re

forced to concede defeat, left with no

choice but to head home.

Tim tries the VFR800 on the run back

to Blighty. “Everything works in perfect

harmony. The engine’s power delivery is

predictable, though there’s a noticeable

surge at around 7000rpm when the 

variable valve timing chimes in.” There’s

an even more noticeable surge when

water gets in the VFR’s electrics, 

causing its fuel injection to stutter.

Last up, in more than one sense,  

was the BMW R1200ST. “It’s not a bad 

motorcycle but in this company, its bulky 

proportions, heavy steering and lumpy 

engine make it feel more like a fast 

tractor. Getting off the BMW and back 

aboard the Blackbird is like hopping 

from a London taxi into a Dodge Viper.”

The conclusion is straightforward. The 

BM is “something of an acquired taste”.

Third is the VFR and second is the new 

Sprint ST, while the Blackbird is the 

clear winner. “All our testers loved its 

blistering engine, nimble handling and 

long-distance capability. Bikes this good 

are few and far between and make no 

mistake, the Blackbird’s a force to be 

reckoned with.”  

 Astonishingly, the best two bikes in the 

test — the Honda Blackbird and Triumph 

Sprint ST — have no heirs in 2018. The  

Sprint ST evolved into the Sprint GT (now 

discontinued) while the Blackbird’s spot  

was controversially taken by the VFR1200 

(also quietly dropped recently). The Honda 

VFR800 remains a VFR800 today. It’s been 

updated a couple of times since 2005 but, 

fundamentally, it’s still the same machine  

at heart. But the biggest improvement has 

come from BMW. The R1200ST’s modern 

equivalent is the excellent R1200RS (ridden 

on page 74) — a far superior sports tourer  

by any and every measure.

Today’s version

Run to the ’Ring
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The KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE GT chews up every inch of tarmac that  

it faces. An unbeatable combination of THE BEAST’S brutal power, 

WP semi-active suspension and relentless long-distance capabilities. 

The limits to how far you can go and how quickly you can get there,  

are up to you.
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